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All-live instruction costs us
considerably more than other
available methods, but we feel that
it's a must for a quality CPA review.
If you feel as we do, mail the application
below before May 31, 1978, and receive a
10% "early registration" discount off the already low
introductory price. You'll be sent immediately our two
textbooks and the Diagnostic Self-Test. And you gain the privilege
to repeat the Seminar next time at absolutely no additional cost.
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Miller Comprehensive CPA Review, Inc., 757 Third Avenue • New York, NY I 0017 • Phone collect [212) 888-3518
Please reserve a place for me in the s ection(s ) des ignated be low:
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COST
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5750

5525

D Theory & Practice (Meets Tuesdays, August 1October 24 and Thursdays. August 3 and 70.)

$425

$350

E Auditi ng (Meets Thursdays, Awes, 17-September 74)

$200

$175

Law (Meets Thursdays, September 21-October 26_)

$225

$200

$550

$150

Full Seminar (Meets Tuesday arid Thursdays,
August 7-October 26).
SEPARATE SECTIONS & COMBI NATIONS

El Theory & Practice and either ,= Law or

Auditi ng

C Auditi ng & Law
$325
$275
El do not wish to register at this time. However, please send me the Miller Comprehensive
CPA Review and Companion Workbook, the textbook material included in the price of all
Seminar options. To purchase them separately. I am enclosing $87.50. If I'm not fully satisfied, I understand I still have the right to return both books within 15 days and receive a hill
refund. (New York City residents, please add 8% sales tax. N.Y. State residents, please add
appropriate state and local taxes.)
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City where you will attend Seminar
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State

above, and $87.50 for the Se mina r writte n material

(Miller Comprehensive CPA Review, the Companion Workbook and the Diagnostic Test). I understand the $87.50
is refundable only if I return all of the Seminar written
material in good condition within 2 weeks after I
receive it. The $37.50 deposit for space reservation is
refundable at any time pnor to the end of the 2nd session of the Seminar. I also agree to pay one-half of any
balance due prior to the beginning of the third session
of the Seminar, and render full payment of any balance
due at or before the beginning of the twelfth session of
the Seminar. In addition, I understand that should I
receive notice that I passed any parts of the last CPA
examination, I may withdraw from those Seminar sections without penalty.

Phone Day

Name

Address

Enclosed is my check for $125.00, of which $37,50 is to
reserve my place in the Seminar s ec tion(s ) indic ated

Zip

Mail this application, with your check, to receive your written material
immediately.
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PRESIDENT'S PERSPECTIVE

NAA From Zero Base
On many occasions during this past year we have expressed and demonstrated
our pride in NAA—its programs, its people and its opportunities. We have a
strong heritage; we have a unique position in the management society, and we
have a positive, progressive attitude toward the future.
But we can't just keep the store. It would be disastrous to our future if we were
to settle down and conclude now that everything is all right. We must continue to
move and change.
We have many programs serving NAA's major purposes in education and
research. As we have expanded our activities and tailored our services to reflect
the needs of accountants in an increasingly complex society we have also felt the
same pressures that affect other organizations: inflation, increasing government
regulations, resource shortages—all reflected in increasing costs of our services.
For all these reasons, then, we believe it is timely for us to make an in-depth
examination of our structure, our organization and our programs. To do this we
have appointed a new Program Evaluation Group. Headed by Executive
Committee member Louis Vlasho, this volunteer group includes members of
several current standing committees and others whose experience and sound
judgment will be vital to the project. The group is not intended to replace but
rather to complement, supplement and help coordinate the work of our current
standing committees.
The mandate of this group is to seek answers to hard, searching questions—
questions asked primarily from a cost-effective point of view. Are all NAA
programs relevant today? Do they need revision to be relevant tomorrow? How
can we both improve our service and increase our efficiency? Is our staff and
volunteer organization structure correct?
We're starting with a zero base attitude. We want to analyze everything we are
doing, using cost-effective criteria as the basis for measuring the values of
programs and activities. We compare this review to our annual physical
checkup—we believe our Association is in good health, but we want to make sure
that the prognosis continues to be good, i.e., continuing programs that are
effective and efficient.
Chairman Lou Vlasho points out, "As management accountants we're always
asking our members to use the latest techniques so why shouldn't we apply the
latest cost benefit analysis techniques to our own Association?"
Along with the continuing creative work of our staff and standing committees,
this review should help us break through the barriers of conventional thinking,
and help us see our opportunities from a fresh point of view, With unity and
cooperation, we can provide improvement today and plan for an even better
tomorrow.

R. LESLIE ELLIS
President, 1977-78
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/APRIL 1978
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LIQUIDATION OF LIFO INVENTORIES
By J. Roy Taylor
Liquidation of LIFO inventory is the using up of older, less costly layers after the most
recent, more costly, layers have been depleted. Such a course is sometimes necessary,
but it can result in accelerated income taxes which can outweigh the benefits of a reduced
investment in inventories.

Cover:
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in IBM's Series 1
Minicomputer. Will the
spread of
minicomputers
increase computer
fraud? See page 61.
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THE CASE FOR SYMMETRY IN LEASE REPORTING
By William L. Ferrara
The same issues are critical for financial reporting of leases as for making a leasepurchase decision, the risks and rewards involved. In this article, the promulgated
guidelines for reporting are reviewed to illustrate how lessor-lessee symmetry has evolved.
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ACCOUNTING AND REPORTING FOR LEASES BY LESSEES:
THE INTEREST RATE PROBLEMS
By James D. Blum
In accounting for capital leases, according to FASB Statement No. 13, a lessee may have
to use four different interest rates. An analysis of those rates is presented here together
with a practical example illustrating how they are calculated.
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THE ROLE OF COSTS AND COST ACCOUNTING IN PRICE
DETERMINATION
By Rein Abel
The author discusses the interrelationship between cost concepts and competitive market
structures. He also considers the problems posed and the alternatives available in
developing product costs in accordance with full costing principles.

33

TRANSFER PRICING IN A DECENTRALIZED ORGANIZATION
By H. James Shaub
If a division is to be classified as a true profit center, its manager must have enough
autonomy to influence the source and amount of its revenue. He can do this best under a
negotiated basis of pricing intra-company transfers.

37

COMPARING COST ACCOUNTING STANDARDS WITH EXISTING
ACCOUNTING STANDARDS
By Fathi A. Mansour and James H. Sellers
Cost Accounting Standards 401 through 415 are compared with existing (financial)
accounting standards and examined to determine whether they are compatible with
generally accepted accounting principles.
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SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS: AN ACCOUNTING TOOL FOR
DECISION-MAKING
By Nabil Hassan, R. Penny Marquette, and Joseph M. McKeon, Jr.
This article provides an overview of sensitivity analysis and several examples of its use
with and without the aid of mathematical models.

51

BREAKEVEN ANALYSIS WITH VARIABLE PRODUCT MIX
By Harold Klipper
By using an equivalent sales price for each product, based on an average contribution
margin, it is possible to determine when a firm's product mix is favorable or unfavorable,
and whether variations in gross profit are due to the effects of product mix changes or to
cost variations.
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NAA RETURNS TO SAN FRANCISCO
The Golden Gate city again will host the NAA Annual Conference, June 21-24. Speakers
will discuss past, present and future in the finance and accounting world.
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COMPUTER FRAUD: A GROWING PROBLEM
By Robert F. Randall
Right now, somewhere in corporate America, the odds are that a clever programmer, data
entry operator or some other employee is siphoning thousands of dollars away from his
company via the computer—and he probably will never be caught, much less punished.
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Arthur Andersen & Co. sent along a report called "Consolidated Financial Statements of the United States Government." The firm is interested in the dissemination of this document, having pioneered in governmental accounting—specifically with its 1975 report, "Sound Financial Reporting in the Public Sector."
There are a number of interesting sidelights in this second annual
prototype report of the U.S. Government operations. Secretary of the
Treasury W. Michael Blumenthal, for example, points out that it should
not be considered a financial statement in the conventional sense but
as a step in the evolution of comprehensive and understandable governmental financial reporting. One revealing statement illustrates the
gulf between government accounting and corporate accounting: "It
has not been prepared in accordance with any set of generally accepted accounting principles, as there are none for the U.S. Government."
(Italics added) (There are standards, however, for individual agencies,
as pointed out by the Comptroller General in a recent letter to Forbes
magazine.)
To bring government accounting up to the level of the private sector
will be as monumental a problem as the national deficit. For example,
how do you value the millions of dollars worth of land, buildings, structures, inventories and equipment owned by the Government? One of
the schedules in the report lists the valuation methods currently used
for these items and then contrasts them with the method preferred by
the Advisory Committee on Federal Consolidated Financial Statements. This Committee, headed by Harvey Kapnick, chairman of Arthur Andersen & Co., recommended that assets be valued at their
current values. The General Accounting Office's Comptroller General,
Elmer B. Staats, agreed with the Committee's recommendation that
such assets be valued on a current value basis.
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Literally hundreds of magazine articles, reports, books, news releases
and newsletters cross the desks of the editors every year. This month
we are singling out three examples for comment.
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ADVERTISING REPRESENTATIVES
CC. Campbell, NAA, 919 Third Ave., New
York, N. Y. 10022, (212) 754-9785

A Closer Look at Perquisites

Lee Clapp, Box 4502, Inglewood, Calif.
90309, (213) 678-8786.

Thanks to Arthur Young & Co., financial executives now can see just
how much they gained (or lost) during the six-year period, 1970-76.
The firm compared salaries from three positions—chief executive officer, chief financial officer and top general accounting executive—for
the years 1970 and 1976. Although the base salaries increased during
the six years, when the firm restated the latest figures to adjust for
inflation and the graduated income tax structure, the increases were
more than eliminated. The survey showed that, in fact, salaries had
eroded in percentages varying from 7 to 19 percent.

Robert J. Flahive, 22 Battery St, San Francisco, Calif 94111, (415) 781-4583.
Joe B. Sissom, Media Representatives, Inc.,
Suite 355, 8383 Stemmons Fwy, Dallas,
Tex., 75247, (214) 631-4480.
Herbert Martin, 2325 Old Rocky Ridge Rd,
Birmingham, Ala. 35216, (205) 822-7371.
James K. Millhouse, 919 N. Michigan Ave.,
Chicago, III. 60611, (312) 642-6625.
Second class postage paid at New York, N.Y., and at addition al mail ing of fice s. T o e nsu re unin ter rupt ed mal l se rvi ce,

The Invisible Accountants
A four-page article ostensibly on accountants in the December 19,
1977, issue of U.S. News & World Report describes the problems and
rewards that face some 180,000 CPAs in this country. The article
points up recent criticisms of accountants (read CPAs) by government
and others... but says nothing about the approximately 600,000 accountants who work in industry.
4
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and Information Systems
Design
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City

• Economic Evaluation of
Capital Expenditures
• Inventory Management
and Control

Registration Information
To register for any Course listed, fill
out and return the registration form
together with your check to:
National Association of Accountants
919 Third Avenue
5 - 11
New York, N. Y. 10022
Att: CEP Registrar
(212) 754-9758
Fees

State

Zip Code

Firm's Principal Product or Service
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11NAA Member (Chapter)

2 day Course
3 day Course

(Account No )

Please register me for the following Courses:
Print or type complete name of each Course

Dates

Location

Fee

Members
230
345

Nonmembers*
255
370

The fee for NAA Courses includes daily
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technical materials.
*Nonmem bers: The $25 differential
per Course for nonmembers may be
applied to NAA membership; or the
$25 may be applied against the dues of
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(organization). The differential may
be used anytime before June 30, 1979.
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TO THE EDITOR

meet safety and environmental stan- New Career Opportunities
dards, without improving productivity,
I enjoyed reading Ruth E. Pleak's arThe article, "Handling Stress in the
would do well to find the increase in av- ticle, "An Analysis of the FASB's
Accounting Profession,- by J.D. Kimes,
erage annual level of sales that would be Treatment of Foreign Currency Transin the September 1977 issue of MANrequired to justify continuation. Apparlation," in October 1977 issue of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING, IS one of the
ently, some of the steel companies are
best articles I have read on the subject,
AGEMENT ACCOUNTING.
now doing this. Let us hope that more
In addition to the three difficulties reparticularly in light of the fact that he is
businesses will consider this vital figure sulting from the implementation of
not of the medical profession.
before they go into a hopeless financial Statement No. 8, as listed in the concluHe obviously did a great deal of resion of the article; another activity funcsearch on a health problem that afflicts tailspin.
CPA firms would be doing a consid- tion is also changing, as reported by
many of us, not only in the accounting
profession, but managers at all levels. It erable service, and in some cases a cru- Lynn Adkins in "A New Management
would behoove all of us to re-read this cial one, for their small business clients Headache" in the October 1977 issue of
article with care and take note of some if the ideas in this article were applied to Dunn's Review. According to the auof his recommendations to avoid the individual situations.
thor, before the advent of Statement
In these days of inflation, excess gov- No. 8 of the Financial Accounting Stanproblems of stress.
Of particular interest were the au- ernment regulation, and a general hos- dards Board, the operating managers of
thor's comments regarding those of us tility to business, the word liquidation the overseas affiliates had the responsiwho refuse to take a vacation, or lunch should not be a dirty word, not if the bility for reporting earnings which were
breaks, because of the mistaken notion prospect of future inadequate profits affected by fluctuations in foreign exthat we are indispensable. I don't know can be discovered soon enough and a change translations. This function has
of any corporation that would cease to systematic and a reasonably attainable now been taken away from the operating managers and given to the corporate
exist, because any one individual, from plan of withdrawal can be developed.
the chief executive officer on down, is
treasurer.
John L. Grabow
Another ramification of Statement
unable to function. Somehow the job alSuperior Welding Supply Co. No. 8 is that new career opportunities
ways gets done.
may become available in the treasurer's
It is just as important that manage- Waterloo, Iowa
office due to the additional reporting rement personnel take care of their
sponsibility. Subsequently this may prohealth. Those that don't will have a It's Just As Hot
vide employment for the surplus of acshort career and be of no value to the
It
is
unfortunate
that
Mr.
David
L.
counting
majors in college who will be
company. Overall, a healthy manageGittes,
in
his
article,
"GP
L
Adjusted
entering the job market during the next
ment team that is relaxed and under as
little stress as possible is far better over Income Statements: A Research few years.
Robert W. Atkinson
the long run, and will perform more effi- Study," in the October 1977 issue, falls
into a trap which has already caught West Chester, Pa.
ciently.
Frank A. Walker many—and he invites his readers to join
Payroll Manager him in it. His conclusion that ". . genTerminal Systems eral price-level adjusted income stateDiv. of NCR ments consistently result in an increase Dollars Indexing Reduces
Confusion and Clerical Effort
Ithaca, NY.
in net income reported . ." nullifies the
The article by Duane Malmstrom,
value of his research.
What Mr. Gittes has overlooked is - Accommodating Exchange Rate Flucthe simple fact that net income in gener- tuations in Intercompany Pricing and
A Very Useful Tool
al price-level adjusted statements is ex- Invoicing," which appeared in the SepThe article, "The Liquidation Alter- actly the same as net income in state- tember 1977 issue of MANAGEMENT
native In Business Planning,- by A. Mi- ments prepared on generally accepted ACCOUNTING touches all of us who
chael Sibley and Gerald L. Waddle, ap- accounting principles. Only the unit of must deal with foreign associates in
these trying post-FASB Statement No.
pearing in the September 1977 issue of measurement has changed.
If Mr. Gittes will allow a little round- 8 days.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING IS an exThe use of current rate translation
cellent and timely one. Their equation, ing of figures-160 kilometers is exactly
that sets a sales goal which should bring the same as 100 miles and 212 ° Fahren- from foreign currency to United States
dollars for both intercompany and mana worthwhile return on equity, can be a heit is as hot as 100 ° Centigrade.
agement reporting is the most practical
very useful tool in preparing a budget.
A. D. Stickler method of accommodating line manageCompanies faced with the problem of
ment's need to know. Current operating
making sizable capital investments to Toronto, Ont.
The Job Always Gets Done
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decisions should not be influenced by
non-cash foreign exchange gains or losses on sunk cost items. Invoicing in nonstandard currency requires excessive
clerical effort to restate and summarize
data for management. Mr. Malmstrom's solution, "dollar indexing,"
both reduces confusion by eliminating
foreign exchange considerations from
day to day operating information and
reduces clerical effort in United States
dollar statement preparation.
An argument against "dollar value
indexing" may be offered by managers
of self financed, highly leveraged, foreign affiliates of multi-national corporations in that they may feel they bear
more than their share of the equity cost
of capital of the corporation. To such
managers I propose operating statements in their own currency be compared to "dollar indexed" statements. If
it is apparent that major discrepancies
exist between results of operations as
presented on each statement, the affiliate manager will be in a position to
speak directly to the issue when communicating with his United States superior.
The simplification allowed by "dollar
value indexing" is the paramount advantage of this system and certainly
overshadows the requirement for managers of foreign affiliates to review their
operating results in both local and "dollar value indexed" statements.
Gary R. Gilberd
Boise Cascade Corp.
Boise, Idaho

Zero-Base Budgeting
The article, "Zero-Base Budgeting,"
by Philip M.J. Reckers and A.J. Stag liano, in the November 1977 issue is
timely and makes several important
contributions to the understanding of
the subject. Neither the idea or the general approach to planning is new, but
one has to wonder why the development
of this management control technique
has taken so long and why a significant
number of managers continue to oppose
it.
ZBB is currently being implemented
or considered for implementation by a
large number of companies and governmental units. Its cost-effectiveness conContinued on page 8
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/APRIL 1978

We never quit...
we always get fired.
That's good for you, and
it makes us happy too!
When you need temporary fill-in people in accounting.
bookkeeping or data processing, you want them FAST You
have a specific job waiting.
You want them to get the job done with no ifs, ands, or buts
... QUICKLY.
You want them to be slightly over-qualified so your people
won't have to spend their valuable time explaining what is
needed.
You want these people to come in, do the job, and leave.
That's what our people want too!
This is why we say the sooner you fire us, the happier we
will be.

accounieTirs
A registered Trade Mark of the Robert Halt Organization

World's largest temporary service specializing exclusively in
Accounting. Bookkeeping and Data Processing emergencies.
Look us up in the White Pages
in the United States, Canada and Great Britain.
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LETTERS
Continued from page 7
tinues to be debated as refinements are
made by those who have implemented a
ZBB system.
ZBB has much potential benefit as a
management control technique. Unfortunately, some of the early proponents
have appeared to portray ZBB as a
cure-all for all manner of ills. Perhaps
the overzealousness of its proponents
and their failure to balance benefits with
problems have resulted in some of the
negative comments concerning ZBB.
Unfortunately, ZBB cannot solve the
problems resulting from poor management and organization. It requires a significant cost and a real commitment by
management.
ZBB formalizes the planning process.
It is most applicable to discretionary expenditures where the traditional uses of
standard costs, flexible budgeting, and
performance measurement do not apply. It is difficult, at best, if not impossible, to measure output or to relate expenditures to output of research, advertising, administration, and employee
training.

ZBB is a natural for discretionary ex- fective programs can be eliminated; goal
penditures because of the emphasis on achievements can be noted for program
planning and program justification. This continuation and manager reward." —
should improve the potential for a bet- tend to be misleading and may result in
ter allocation of resources and provide management
resistance. Standards
for a clearer monitoring of expenditures which automatically determine adequathan may exist in an incremental bud- cy of performance are not likely to exist
geting system. ZBB does not necessarily and attempts to use the measures as
make it possible to quantitatively mea- such will likely deteriorate very quickly
sure output, but it may improve qualita- into gamesmanship. Inefficiency probative measurement of output. Incremen- bly cannot be objectively measured. Eftal budgeting for discretionary expendi- fectiveness depends on the capability to
tures is in many ways a "cop-out." measure output in the short-run. ZBB
Where incremental budgeting is used, remains a subjective process applicable
top management may be able to do little to expenditure decisions which are basibut establish the overall magnitude of cally subjective in nature. Certainly,
the expenditure without meaningful ZBB can improve the planning process
and provide additional, if not better,
data to justify the programs funded.
All levels of management should par- data to management for decision purticipate in the planning process. Howev- poses.
The article points out the importance
er, a manager's capacity to manage in
the "fullest sense" depends on several of the formalization aspect of ZBB and
factors other than ZBB and no manager that it does not guarantee success. The
is likely to be the "master of his own conclusions that ZBB should not be allowed to flounder due to fears of impredestiny."
cision and that it will in time operate
Statements in the article that— ".
ZBB automatically generates a system- smoothly surely reflects the view of
atic method for judging the adequacy of those who support ZBB. The article
performance. . .. " And, "Inefficiency is ended with the very sound advice that
Continued on page 54
highlighted for corrective action; inef-

ISOFF-THE-SHELF
SOFTWARE
FOR YOU?
At American Management Systems (AMS) we do things a
little differently. AMS provides a software package that is more
than off-the-shelf. General Financial System (GFS) is designed
to meet all your financial applications. With GFS you don't need
to piece your system together—you receive a total package.
GFS gives you the flexibility and efficiency of a custom
system yet lets you take advantage of the low cost inherent in
packaged software.
For governmental organizations AMS has developed a Local
Government Financial System —utilizing the GFS software
modules. LGFS provides for encumbrance accounting, expenditure accounting, revenue accounting, budgeting and full fund
control.
AMS provides the support you need.
Available on DEC PDP-11 & IBM 360/370.

American Management Systems, Inc.
1515 Wilson Boulevard, Arlington, Virginia 22209

Peter W. Livengood (703) 841-6000
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Data Sheet
Robert F. Randall, Editor

Moss Hearings: Will Legislation
On CPAs Be Introduced?
Rep. John E. Moss, charging that the accounting profession is an "oligopoly' with the largest
firms exercising too much control over the rest,
reopened his subcommittee hearings earlier
this year. He conceded that the AICPA had
made progress but said that CPAs had not
done enough to make their professional organization "democratic." Mr. Moss is said to be
considering the introduction of legislation
aimed at establishing an organization that all
CPAs practicing before the Securities & Exchange Commission would be required to join.
During the hearings, former SEC chief accountant John C. Burton strongly endorsed the idea.
As the hearings ended, it remained unclear to
accountants whether or not legislation would
be introduced and passed—particularly in light
of Rep. Moss's planned retirement this year
and the recent death of Sen. Lee Metcalf, another Congressional critic of the accounting establishment.

Moore Will Head FEI
Robert W. Moore, controller of Consolidated
Natural Gas Co., Pittsburgh, Pa., has been
named executive vice president of the Financial Executives Institute. Mr. Moore, who is a
member of NAA's Pittsburgh Chapter, will succeed Charles C. Hornbostel as president of FEI
when Mr. Hornbostel retires following the conclusion of the Institute's international conference in Los Angeles, October 1978.

License CMA Holders, Half Says
Speaking before a New York Chapter meeting,
Robert Half urged the licensing of corporate financial executives to make them subject to the
same responsibility for accuracy and integrity
as their public accounting firms. Mr. Half, president of Robert Half Personnel Agencies, proposes that all CPAs be eligible to be designatMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/APRIL 1978

ed as a Licensed Management Accountant
(LMA), as would all holders of Certificates in
Management Accounting. Those management
accountants currently in financial executive positions would be protected by a "grandfather"
clause. Under his plan, licensed management
accountants who fail to conform to professional
standards or who engage in illegal activities on
their employer's behalf would risk having their
licenses suspended or revoked. He also called
for a major overhaul of the present system of
accounting education, pointing out that some
60% of all public accountants ultimately leave
the profession to work as company financial
executives. "It doesn't seem logical that accounting students must take courses designed
to prepare them for the CPA exam when their
goal is really management accounting." He
added: "Why not give college students the option of studying for either public accounting or
private accounting? Why not give management-oriented students the training they need
from the outset?" Forcing aspiring financial executives to study public accounting "is like forcing medical students to prepare for dentistry
before they're permitted to practice medicine."

Inflation Endangers Capitalism,
Conference Board Told
Pointing out that for the last 12 years U.S. Treasury bills and other short-term debt instruments
have produced greater average annual total returns than either government or corporate
bonds, Harold B. Ehrlich, chairman of the
board, Bernstein-Macaulay, Inc., warned that
unless risk-taking is rewarded in proportion to
the degree of risk assumed, our system will be
severely damaged and probably changed. He
also noted that long-term bonds have provided
almost twice the average annual total return of
common stocks. "If stocks do not yield greater
total returns than bonds, and if bonds do not
prove better investments than short-term debt,
then either we are headed for an economic cataclysm or, at least, for governmental funding
and control of capital investment—in our opinion." He spoke at the 1978 Financial Conference of the Conference Board. In another presentation, James W. Nethercott, senior vice
president and secretary of the Procter & Gamble Co., urged financial executives not to be
influenced by FASB reporting requirements in
making long-range financing plans. "A sound
long-range decision can, under FAS #8, result
in paper profit fluctuations from quarter to quarter. While such fluctuations are unfortunate,
they should not be permitted to upset a sound
Continued on page 60
long-range plan."
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Management
Accounting
Practices
Louis Bisgay, Editor

Weatherly Joins MAP Committee
Robert S. Weatherly, Jr., president of the Metals Division of Vulcan Materials Company, recently was appointed to membership on the
Management Accounting Practices Committee.
Mr. Weatherly, who earned a Certificate in
Management Accounting, resides in Sandusky,
Ohio. He joined the Birmingham Chapter of
NAA in 1971 and presently is a member-atlarge. After receiving the A.B. degree from
Princeton University, he obtained LLB and MBA
degrees from Harvard University.

MAP Committee Comments
On Lease Accounting Exposure Draft
The Management Accounting Practices Committee submitted written comments in response
to the Financial Accounting Standards Board's
exposure draft containing three proposed pronouncements that concern Accounting for
Leases (MAP, March 1978), The Committee
expressed agreement with Part I, Inception of
the Lease, and with Part III, Accounting for
Leases in a Business Combination. As to Part II
(Changes in the Provisions of Lease Agreements Resulting from Refundings of Tax-Exempt Debt), however, it alluded to two matters
of concern. One question raised dealt with the
proposal's absence of a rationale to support
the elimination of an inconsistency between accounting for the early extinguishment of debt
and accounting for revision of a capital lease as
regards leases related to tax-exempt debt only.
The Committee said that it is not clear why, if
debt and leasing are regarded as alternative
methods of financing, adjustments prior to expiration of the term should not be accounted for
in a consistent manner. The other point was the
proposal's change of the interest rate used to
compute the present value of a revised lease
10

from the rate used to record the lease initially
to the rate applicable to the revised agreement.
"The change may be appropriate, but we believe it should be explained," the MAP Committee said.

Oil-Gas Accounting Drama—Continued
The MAP Committee responded to the Securities & Exchange Commission's solicitation of
comments (MAP, March 1978) by urging that
"the Commission adhere to the policy it articulated in ASR 150 and support the positions taken by the FASB in its Statement No. 19 regarding reporting pursuant to the securities laws."
The Committee reiterated its conviction that "financial accounting standards are most useful
when established in the private sector" and
commented that, although its majority position
regarding accounting by oil and gas producers
differs from that of the Standards Board, the
Board's rightful rule-making authority is indisputable. In its reply to the question regarding
impact on competition and on the level of domestic oil and gas exploration from universal
imposition of successful efforts accounting, the
MAP Committee concluded "that intelligent
evaluation of companies by prospective or
present investors and creditors should comprehend an understanding of the accounting concepts underlying their financial statements ..."
and thus, "from a conceptual viewpoint, the
choice of accounting methods would not appear to have an im pact on competition."
Meanw hile, prior to testifying at the SEC public
hearing last m onth, the Departm ent of Energy
conducted its own hearings in February and solicited written com m ents on w hether the SEC
should adopt FASB Statem ent No. 19, or an
alternative accounting standard for compliance
with the Energy Policy and Conservation Act.

CASB Newsletter Debuts
The Cost Accounting Standards Board recently
published the first issue of CASB Highlights, a
quarterly newsletter that summarizes major
events of the preceding quarter. Persons interested in following CASB's activities may write
to the Board at 441 G Street, N.W., Washington, D.C., 20548, asking to be placed on the
mailing list. In the October-December 1977 issue is a report that the Board and staff currently
are developing five standards dealing with allocation of overhead costs. They are: Distinguishing Between Direct and Indirect Costs; Accounting for Indirect Costs; Allocation of SerContinued on page 60
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"The key to controlling a
growth business is good people.
some

"What has been impressive about
Source Finance is that they know
the accounting profession. I feel
I'm communicating with another
financial executive when I review
our expanding personnel requirements with a member of their staff,
"But more importantly, they seem
to be able tofind the type of people
I need —ones with the potential to
keep pace and grow along with
our business.
"I am pleased to acknowledge

Source Finance's valuable contribution to our company. They
have initiated contacts resulting in
the recruiting of personnel for a
number of key senior positions,
"In short, Source Finance is very
good at what they do and I highly
recommend them to anyone"
'Masco Corporation Is a diversified multinational corporation with leadership positions
In growing markets. It manufactures faucets
and other products for the building and

home improvement market; other specialty
products; and, cold extruded and other
precision components for industry. Masco has
reported two decades of uninterrupted
growth in sales, earnings and dividends.
Fortune magazine includes the company in
its list of the largest industrial corporations and
further shows Masco as eighteenth in growth
in earnings per share and sixth in total return
to investors (1966- 1976).Forbes magazine lists
the company as first in return on equity:
return on capital; and, growth in sales and
earnings over a five year period in the
Construction and Building Materials Industry
group.

Call your nearest Source Finance office this week.
Atlanta
Walt Stroman. CPA.-MBA
Boston
Sandy Salmela, CPAIMBA
Chicago
Rich Nowak, CPA
Dallas
Jim Fowlkes, CPA
Denver
Dick Masek. CPA
Detroit
Bill Mueller, CPA

404 325 -7000
6171482 -7850
312/372 -9192
214/630 -3410
3031770 -6210
313/963 -7464

Fort Worth
John Catterton, CPA /MBA
Irvine, CA
Bill Richardson, CPA
Los Angeles
Carl Miller, CPA /MBA
Palo Alto
Ben Rugg. CPA
San Francisco
Bob Mensik, CPA MBA
Southfield, MI
Bob Luter, MBA

817 338 -4750
714!975 -0150
213/385 -0333

It unable to call, write.
Source Finance, Department All
100 South Wacker Drive
Chicago, Illinois 60606
(When writing, please be sure
to indicate position title.)

415/328 -2050
415%956 -4740
313:352 -8860

Source Finance
The specialized accounting recruiting firm
staffed by accounting professionals.
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The NAA Annual International Conference is returning to
San Francisco to repeat
one of the most successful
Association events. . . ever

0
If you were with us in San Francisco in June 1963, you'll remember the exciting time had by the
entire family. If you weren't, you really have something to look forward to this year.

A few
of our
speakers

Donald J. Kirk, FASB Chairman,
FASB, Stamford, Connecticut
Roy A. Anderson, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer,
Lockheed Corporation, Burbank, California
Robert C. Thompson, Vice President of Finance,
Shell Oil Company, Houston, Texas
Homer R. Figler, Principal,
Ernst & Ernst, New York, New York
A.A. Sommer, Jr., (former SEC Commissioner), Partner,
Wilmer, Cutler & Pickering, Washington, D.C.

...and some
of our topics

•Effective Interaction Between Accountants and Accounting Regulators
*How to Get Along With Yourself— And Others
*Zero -Base Budgeting— Experiences and Evaluation
•FASB Conceptual Framework Update
*Profits—The Free Enterprise Way

There are exciting programs, too, for the family, for spouses, for pre -teens and for teens.
Next month, you will receive literature about the Conference. It will give you a chance to sign up.
For now, reserve the dates June 21 -24. We'll make them the highlight of your year.

Liquidation of LIFO Inventories
The term "liquidation," as used in LIFO inventory accounting, refers
to the decrease in the LIFO reserve which results from a reduction
in quantities of goods held from the beginning to the end of the
taxable year.

By J. Roy Taylor
When a businessman contemplates a reduction or
liquidation in LIFO inventory, he should weigh
the disadvantage of accelerated income tax payments against the advantage of a reduced investment in inventory. The information he needs to
reasonably calculate the effects of liquidation on
inventory values and net income for the current
year may be available prior to the time the decision must be made regarding the proposed inventory reduction. But, consideration should also be
given to estimated inventory requirements for succeeding years. Further, if the inventory is restored
to its former level in a succeeding year, the quantity being replaced will not be valued at the prices
which had been used for the layer(s) now liquidated. Instead, the replacement quantity becomes a
new layer and must be valued at current costs.
The term "liquidation," as used in LIFO inventory accounting, refers to the decrease in the
LIFO reserve which results from a reduction in
quantities of goods held from the beginning to the
end of a taxable year. To appreciate the effects of
liquidation on inventory values and net income,
one must first understand how increases and decreases in quantities are measured. Under the specific-goods LIFO method, an increase or decrease
in inventory is measured in terms of physical
quantities, i.e., units, pounds, yards, etc. Each
type of item is treated as though it were a separate
inventory. Because of this and other similar disadvantages, the specific-goods method is rarely used,
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except for those inventories converted to LIFO
many years ago. The alternative is the dollar-value method. The increase or decrease in inventory
in dollars during a given year is determined by
comparing the ending inventory dollars to the beginning inventory dollars, each being extended at
base year prices. For example, assume that a company with a taxable year ending on December 31
had an inventory at the end of 1972 which cost
$1,000,000 and elected to adopt LIFO in 1973.
Changes in the inventory level (in thousands of
dollars) for the three years following 1972 (base
year) were as follows:
December 31
1972
1973
1974
1975

FIFO
value
$1,000
1,430
1,694
1,664

At 1972
prices
$1,000
1,300
1,400
1,250

Increase
(decrease)
$-0300
100
(150)

J. Roy Taylor is an

Audit Manager in the
Memphis Tenn. Office
of Ernst & Ernst. He is
a CPA and holds a B.S.
degree in Accounting
from Delta State
University. Mr. Taylor is
a member of the
Memphis Chapter.

This article was
submitted through the
Memphis Chapter.

Regardless of the FIFO value at each year end,
the change in quantity is determined by reference
to the inventory level at base year prices. In this
example, new increments, or "layers," were added
in 1973 and 1974. In 1975, the inventory was reduced sufficiently to liquidate the entire 1974 layer and $50,000 of the 1973 layer. This example
shows only the quantity changes in the inventory.
The LIFO value of the layers added in 1973 and
1974 depends upon: (a) the prices in effect during
those years and (b) the methods selected for valuing layers added to inventory.
13

Example

. . . reduced
purchases tend
to improve the
cash 1/ow. . ."

The company's inventory requirements are expected to be lower near the end of 1976 than in
recent years. Management is considering reducing
the inventory by $1,200,000 (at FIFO). However,
management also believes that any reduction in
inventory during 1976 would need to be replaced
in 1977. The effects of the liquidation on inventory values, income taxes, and net income for the

year of the inventory reduction and for the following year are shown in Exhibits I, 2 and 3. Let us
assume that:
1. The cost of inventory at December 31, 1971 is
$3,000,000.
2. The LIFO method was adopted in 1972.
3. A single, dollar-value LIFO pool is used, with
new layers valued at earliest acquisition costs.

Exhibit 1
COMPUTATION OF LIFO VALUES OF INVENTORIES THROUGH 1975
End ing inve nto ry

1971
1972
1973
1974
1975

Value at
Cum ulative
FIFO
index
$3,0 00.000
1.000
3,5 00,000
1.100
4,000 ,000
1.210
4,500 ,000
1.3 31
5,0 00,000
1.464

Layers

Value at
base year
prices
$3,0 00,000
3,1 81,818
3,3 05,785
3,3 80,916
3.4 15,300

Value at
base year
prices
$18 1,8 18
123 ,9 67
75 ,13 1
34 ,38 4

LIFO
value

Index

$18 7,2 73
140,455
93,613
47,140

1.030
1.133
1.246
1.371

LIFO
value of
inventory

LIFO
reserve

$3,1 87,273
3,3 27 ,7 28
3,4 21,341
3,46 8,48 1

$312 ,727
672,272
1,078 ,659
1,531 ,519

Exhibit 2
LIFO VALUES OF DECEMBER 31, 1976, AND 1977 INVENTORIES
Conversion to values at base year prices
December 31, 1976

Value at FIFO
Cum ulative ind ex at be ginning of ye ar
Price incre as e f or ye ar (1 0 p ercent)
Cum ulative index at e nd of ye ar
Value at base year prices

No liquidation
in 19 76
$5,4 98,633

Liq uid ation
in 1 97 6
$4,29 8.633

1.610
$3,41 5,3 00

1.610
$2,66 9,9 58

1.464
X1.100

Computation of LIFO values
December 31, 1976
Liq uidation in 19 76
At base
LIFO
year prices
Index
value
$2.6 69,958
1.000
$2.6 69.958

No l i q ui da t i o n i n 1 97 6

Base year inventory
1972 layer
1973 layer
1974 layer
1975 layer
(No 1 976 laye r)
1977 layer

At base
year prices
$3,0 00,000
181,818
123,967
75 ,1 31
34,384

$3,41 5,3 00

Index
1.000
1.030
1.133
1.246
1.3 71

LIFO
value
$3,0 00,000
187,273
140,455
93,613
47,140

$2,6 69,958

$3 ,4 68 ,4 81

$2,6 69,958

Conversion to values at base year prices
December 31, 1977

Value at FIFO
Cumulative inde x at beg inning of ye ar
Pric e increase fo r year (1 0 percent)
Cum ulative ind e x at e nd o f ye ar
Value at b as e ye ar pric es

No liquidatio n
in 1976
$6,04 8,4 96

Liq uidation
in 1976
$6,04 8,4 96

1.7 71
$3,41 5,3 00

1.7 71
$3,41 5,3 00

1.610
X1.100

Computation of LIFO values
December 31, 1977

Bas e ye ar invento ry
1972 layer
197 3 layer
19 74 layer
1975 layer
(No 19 76 layer)
1977 layer

No liq uid ation in 1976
At base
LIFO
year prices
Index
value
$3,0 00,000
1.000
$3,00 0,0 00
181,818
1.030
187,273
123,967
1.133
140,455
75 ,1 31
1.246
93 ,6 13
34,384
1.3 71
47,140

$3,4 15,300
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$3 ,4 6 8,48 1

Liq uid ation in 1976
At base
LIFO
year prices
Index
value
$2,6 69,958
1.000
$2,6 69,958

745,342
$3,41 5,3 00

1.658

1,236,000
$3,9 05,958
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4. The inventory is increased by $500,000 (at
FIFO) each year, 1972-1975.'
5. Price increases were equal to 10 percent during
each full year and three percent during the portion of each year applicable to a new layer.
6. The inventory is considered to be at the reduced level for one year (six months in 1976
and six months in 1977).
7. The interest rate is 10 percent (the effects on
cash flow are treated as directly affecting borrowings).
8. The income tax rate is 48 percent.'
Because of the liquidation, some of the 1976
sales must be matched with costs incurred as far
back as 1971. This results in a reported cost of

sales $401,477 less than would have been reported
if the inventory had not been reduced. See Exhibit
3. Although the inventory quantities are restored
in 1977, this impact on cost of sales does not reverse, since the restoration creates a new layer to
be valued at 1977 costs. The replacement inventory now costs $36,000 (three percent) above 1976
prices.
It is important to note that in this example reduced purchases tend to improve the cash flow,
but for only one year since the inventory is to be
replaced in 1977. The acceleration of income tax
payments, on the other hand, tends to impair cash
flow. At the end of 1977, the tax basis of the inventory is $437,477 ($401,477 + $36,000) higher
than it would have been with no liquidation. Al-

". . but for
only one year

Exhibit 3
IMPACT OF INVENTORY REDUCTION ON NET INCOME
1976
No liq uidation Liq uid ation
in 1976
in 1976

1977
No liq uidation
in 1976

Liquidation
in 1976

Effect on cost of sales
Beginning inventory
FIFO value
LIFO value
LIFO reserve

$5,0 00,000
3,4 68 ,4 81
$1,5 31,519

$5,00 0,000
3,4 68 ,4 81
$1,5 31,519

$5.4 98.633
3,4 68 ,4 81
$2,0 30,152

$4,2 98.633
2,669 ,958
$1,62 8,675

End ing inventory:
FIFO value
LIFO value
LIFO reserve

$5,4 98,633
3,4 68 ,4 81
$2.03 0,152

$4,29 8,633
2,6 69,958
$1,6 28,675

$6,04 8,4 96
3,4 68 ,4 81
$2,5 80,015

$6,04 8,4 96
3,9 05,958
$2,1 42,538

Increase in LIFO reserve

$

$

$

$

Excess of cost of 1977
Decrease in cost of sales

layer

over

1976

Effect on interest expense
Fro m reduced inve stm ent in inve nto ry
Reduc tion of inventory, at FI FO P ortio n of year
applicable
Intere st rate
Inte rest savings
From increased income tax payme nts
Inc re ase in inc ome taxe s (be lo w)
Portion o f ye ar ap plic able

498,633

$

97,156
498,633
401,477

$

401,477

$

prices
$

$1,1 64,000

$

$

$

216,317
1/2
108,159
10 %
(1 0 ,81 6 )

Fro m los s o f funds in 19 76
Acceleration of inc ome taxes
Less net intere st savings

$
$

$
$
$
$

Intere st rate
Increase in interes t expense
Net decrease in interest expense
Effect on income taxes
Decrease in cost of sales (above)
Decrease in inte rest expense (above)
Incre ase in taxable income
Tax rate
Incre ase in inc ome taxes
Summary
Decrease in cost of sales
Decrease in interest expense
Increase in income taxes
Increase in net inc ome
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513,863
549,863
36,000
36,000
- 0 -

$1,2 00,000
16
$ 600,000
10 %
$
60,000

$
Intere st rate
Increase in interes t expense

549,863

$

49,184

$

401,477
49,184
450 ,6 61
48 %
216,317

$
$
$

401,477
49,184
(2 1 6 ,3 1 7 )
$ 234,344

$
$
$
$
$
$

$

582,000
10 %
58,200
19,447
1/2
9,7 24
10%
(9 7 2 )
216,317
(4 9,1 84 )
167,133
10 %
(1 6 ,7 1 3 )
40,515
- 0 40,515
40,515
48 %
19,447
- 0 - 40,515
(1 9 ,4 4 7 )
21 ,0 68
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. . LIFO can
be used to
maintain a low
tax basis in
inventory."

though net income for the two years ended December 31, 1977, will be increased $255,412
($234,344 + $21,068) by the liquidation and subsequent replacement of inventory, the impact of
liquidation on cash flow for the two-year period
can easily be overlooked. Cash flow for the period
will be adversely affected by the increase in income taxes, ($216,317 + $19,477) less the decrease in interest expense ($49,184 + $40,515) or
a total of $146,065.
Techniques for Minimizing Liquidation
When the election is made to adopt the LIFO
method, various options are available for use in
computing LIFO values. Once these options have
been selected, however, they may not be changed
without the permission of the Commissioner of
Internal Revenue. Some of these options are:
1. As few pools as can be justified should be used.
If t he inventories are segregated into more
pools than are required under the circumstances, the quantity of one pool may decrease
while the quantity of a second pool, which
could have been combined with the first, increases. Liquidation of part of the first pool occurs and subsequent increases will have to be
valued at current costs whenever that increase
in quantity occurs. Likewise, the current increase in the second pool is a new layer and
must be valued at current costs.
2. The specific-goods method treats each item in
inventory as though it were a separate pool.
Use of the dollar-value method eliminates this
unnecessarily large number of pools.
3. The type of pooling selected will affect the
number of pools required. The "natural business unit" method of pooling will usually result
in the fewest number of pools. The Internal
Revenue Service regulations define a natural
business unit and provide examples for guidance in determining the appropriate number of
pools) Under this method, the division of inventories is made generally along product lines.
Materials which are unlike in nature may be
combined in a single pool, so long as they are
used within the same natural business unit, together with labor and overhead. Some manufacturers are justified in using a single natural
business unit pool for all of their inventories.
However, natural business unit pooling is not
available to some taxpayers, particularly retailers and wholesalers, unless permission is obtained from the Commissioner of Internal Revenue.
4. Indexes developed in LIFO computations under the dollar-value method are intended to reflect only the changes in prices which enter into
the cost of items. Other factors affecting product cost, such as method improvements or
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technological changes, are not allowed to influence the computed indexes. For example,
method improvements may reduce the total labor cost of a product despite increases in hourly labor rates. In this case, the index should
result from a comparison of hourly rates rather
than total labor cost of the product.
Techniques are also available for preventing
distortions in LIFO indexes which could result
from cost factors other than price changes. An
"item" of inventory, for example, is not necessarily a single product. The items may be defined as
the elements of costs—material, labor and overhead. The materials used in the product could be
changed so that a new product is actually being
manufactured. Likewise, cost reductions from
methods improvements would serve to offset increases in labor rates and overhead. The alternative method of treating material, labor, and overhead as items of inventory can be accomplished by
developing indexes as follows:
1. A material index may be developed by doubleextending the various materials rather than the
total material cost of a product.
2. A labor index may be developed by double-extending the hours of labor in inventory rather
than the total cost of a product.
3. A composite overhead index may be developed
from separate indexes of the various categories
of expense rather than the total overhead cost
of a product. Care should be taken to assure
that each index is based only upon changes in
price.
Bargain Purchase
If a company is able to purchase inventory at a
price considerably below current replacement
cost, LIFO can be used to maintain a low tax
basis in the inventory. Although bargain purchases do not relate directly to the subject of LIFO
liquidations, loss of the LIFO value of a bargain
purchase through turnover has an effect similar to
that of a liquidation with subsequent replacement
at a higher cost. Through effective planning, the
tax benefits of LIFO with respect to a bargain purchase can be enhanced. First, a new subsidiary
may be formed to make the purchase and conduct
the business which uses the inventory. Then, if the
company's subsidiaries are not included in a consolidated tax return with the parent, the taxable
year of the new subsidiary could be closed as soon
as possible after the bargain purchase to avoid the
adverse effect of inventory turnover on LIFO values. Also, the new subsidiary could elect to value
layers added to inventory according to the earliest
acquisitions during the year, regardless of whether
a consolidated return is filed.
Continued on page 28
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The Case for Symmetry in
Lease Reporting
In accounting for leases, we must come to grips with the risks and
rewards of ownership and the proportion of such risks and rewards
assumed by the transaction participants, i.e., the lessee and the
lessor.

By William L. Ferrara
Our long history of difficulty in accounting for
leases appears to be significantly related to not understanding the basic economics behind the leasepurchase decision. Given this lack of understanding, the reader may find it easier to be empathetic
toward those members of the accounting profession whose task it was to develop financial reporting guidelines for leases. These guidelines, from
Accounting Research Bulletin (ARB) No. 38
through FASB Statement No. 13, will be discussed to illustrate how they evolved and progressively improved as a direct result of better understanding and more explicit recognition of the
lease-purchase decision.
Why did it take so long to do the job—almost
30 years between ARB No. 38 and FASB Statement No. 13? One of the reasons was that we were
trying to account for something before we understood it. Better understanding was a prerequisite
to moving toward a resolution. More specifically
we had to develop a better understanding of the
lease-purchase decision model and its related economic implications. As a part of this whole process, we all had to become more familiar with notions related to present value—and that we have
done in the last 30 years.
Understanding the Lease-Purchase Decision
The lease-purchase decision should be based
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upon "the price" to be paid for assuming various
risks and rewards of ownership. These risks and
rewards of ownership relate to such things as useful lives and salvage values being more or less
than anticipated. In a lease, a shift of the risks and
rewards can be accomplished by varying the lease
life and by offering various purchase and/or lease
renewal options. In any event, a lease-purchase
decision is really a financial decision. It is considered only after a decision to invest has been made.
The basic computational procedure involves a determination of whether or not the cost of borrowing is more expensive than the cost of leasing.
Usually, the lease is more expensive, since a lease
involves avoiding various risks of ownership for
which a price must be paid. The real decision,
then, is whether or not the extra cost of leasing is
worth paying to avoid the risks of ownership.'
On a before-tax basis, the implicit cost of leasing is that rate of discount which makes the present value of the lease rental payments plus the
expected salvage value at the end of the lease
equal to the cost of the leased property.' For example, let us consider the following:

William L. Ferrara is
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Accounting and Price
Waterhouse Faculty
Fellow at the
Pennsylvania State
University. He is a CPA
and holds a B.S.
degree from De Paul
University, and M.A.
and PH.D. degrees
from Michigan State
University. Dr. Ferrara
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Central Pennsylvania
Chapter.
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Central Pennsylvania
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Economics of purchase
Cost—$30,000
Useful life—Five years
Salvage value at
End of second year—$20,000
End of fifth year—zero
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"Of course,
paying more
than eight
percent does
not make any
sense . . ."

Economics of leasing
Rental, $8,320 per annum (excluding insurance,
taxes, and maintenance) payable at the beginning of each year
Two year lease
Noncancelable
No purchase or renewal options
The discount rate in this case is 12 percent. It is
the cost of leasing and should be compared to the
lessee's borrowing rate, which we shall assume is
eight percent. Thus, the lessee is faced with paying
a 12 percent rate of interest on the lease compared
to his normal borrowing cost of eight percent. The
extra four percent is the amount the lessee would
pay to evade ownership risks. The real issue to the
lessee is whether or not the extra cost which commits him to two years of the asset's five-year useful life is worth paying in order to evade the fiveyear commitment of purchase taken on by the
owner-lessor. A complete shift of ownership risks
and rewards to the lessor can be made in the
above case by making the lease cancelable by the
lessee upon 30 days notice with negligible cancellation penalties.
Obviously, in such a case, the lessee would have
to pay a higher price for such a privilege. Alternatively, a shift of ownership risks and rewards to
the lessee can be accomplished by lengthening the
life of the lease. For example, consider the following:
Economics of purchase
Cost—$30,000
Useful life—Five years
Salvage value at end of fifth year—zero
Economics of leasing
Rental, $7,914 per annum (excluding insurance,
taxes, and maintenance) payable at the beginning of each year
Five year lease
Noncancelable
No purchase or renewal options
On a before tax basis, the implicit cost of leasing in this case is 10 percent which is lower than
the 12 percent rate in the preceding shorter-term
lease. The longer-term lease is available at a lower
cost to the lessee because he is assuming more of
the risks of ownership. The real question is how
much lower his cost should be—or alternatively—
is the extra cost (two percent) worth paying in
order to evade whatever risks and rewards of ownership are still assumed by the owner-lessor?
Why should the lessee in the second example
pay any more than eight percent for the lease?
Given that the salvage value estimate of zero is
reasonably accurate, the lessee is actually assuming all the risks and rewards of ownership via a
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noncancelable lease which covers the entire useful
life of the asset, and he makes rental payments
which in total exceed the purchase price. One
could even argue that such a lease is the equivalent of an installment purchase. The lessee would
be better off purchasing the asset with any needed
financing at eight percent.'
Of course, paying more than eight percent does
not make any sense until one realizes that financial reporting for leases did not recognize, until
recently, the economics of the lease-purchase decision, especially on the part of lessees. Lessees were
enticed into leasing arrangements at excessive
costs in order to keep such leased assets and related liabilities off their balance sheets. They have
entered into agreements which covered the entire
useful lives of the leased properties, paid rentals in
each case which in total exceeded the purchase
price, and also accepted interest costs greater than
their borrowing costs. It is because of this that
financial reporting for leases has been considered
a major impediment to sound lease-purchase decision making.
Early Financial Reporting Pronouncements
The earliest pronouncement concerning accounting for leases was ARB No. 38, released in
October 1949.4 It covered only lessees, noting the
growth in and variety of leasing arrangements,
which it described as methods of financing. The
Bulletin simply called for footnote disclosure of
annual rentals, period covered and any other important obligations assumed or guarantees made
in cases where the items involved were material.
Additional comments were made concerning
leases which were the equivalent of installment
purchases and criteria were suggested for determining when a lease was equivalent to an installment purchase. These included bargain purchase
options, rentals which could be applied as installments on the purchase price, and rentals obviously well in excess of fair rental payments for similar
properties.' No comments were made about who
assumed the risks and rewards of ownership, the
relationship between useful life and the noncancelable lease period or the relationship between the purchase price and the non-cancelable
lease payments.
ARB No. 38 was re-issued in June 1953 as
Chapter 14 of ARB No. 43.6The only change was
related to a dissenter who had some doubt about
being able to determine the existence of a bargain
purchase option or the fair rental payments for
similar properties.
Shortly after the creation of the Accounting
Principles Board, APB Opinion No. 5 was issued
in September 1964. In essence, it re-affirmed
ARB No. 38 but tried to improve on the criteria
for determining whether a lease is in actuality an
installment purchase. In APB Opinion No. 5, the
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Board agreed with Professor John Myers, the author of a study commissioned by the AICPA, that
some leases were of such a nature they should
result in an asset and a related liability, that these
should be recorded on the balance sheet, and that
this type of lease should be distinguished from
other leases.' However, the Board felt that the distinction between types of leases should relate to
whether the lease is in substance a purchase of
property rather than whether or not a property
right existed as suggested by Myers.'
A careful review of Myers' work will suggest to
any thoughtful reader that he had put together all
the basic ingredients for FASB Statement No. 13,
more than 15 years before the Statement was
adopted. Nonetheless he was turned down on his
notion that the existence of property rights was
the key to determining whether or not a lease
should be capitalized. Perhaps, if he stressed more
the notion of who assumes what share of the risks
and rewards of ownership, and if we all then understood better the lease-purchase decision model
and related notions of present value and discounting, a different result might have emerged from
his study.
Among the criteria in APB Opinion No. 5 for
determining whether or not a lease was equivalent
to a purchase were the following:
"10. The presence, in a non-cancelable lease
... of either of the two following conditions
will usually establish that a lease should be
considered to be in substance a purchase:
a. The initial term is materially less than the
useful life of the property, and the lessee has
the option to renew the lease for the remaining useful life of the property at substantially less than the fair rental value; or
b. The lessee has the right, during or at the
expiration of the lease, to acquire the property at a price which at the inception of the
lease appears to be substantially less than
the probable fair value of the property at the
time or times of permitted acquisition by the
lessee.
In these cases, the fact that the rental payments usually run well ahead of any reasonable measure of the expiration of the service
value of the property, coupled with the options which permit either a bargain purchase
by the lessee or the renewal of the lease during the anticipated useful life at bargain
rentals, constitutes convincing evidence that
an equity in the property is being built up as
rental payments are made and that the
transaction is essentially equivalent to a purchase. (emphasis added)
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11. The determination that lease payments
result in the creation of an equity in the
property obviously requires a careful evaluation of the facts and probabilities surrounding a given case. Unless it is clear that no
material equity in the property will result
from the lease, the existence, in connection
with a non-cancelable lease . . . of one or
more circumstances such as those shown below tend to indicate that the lease arrangement is in substance a purchase and should
be accounted for as such . . (emphasis added)

". . . if we
understood
better the
lease-purchase
decision model
• . a different
.
result might
have emerged
..

b. The term of the lease corresponds substantially to the estimated useful life of the
property, and the lessee is obligated to pay
costs such as taxes, insurance, maintenance,
which are usually considered incidental to
ownership . . .
d. The lessee has treated the lease as a purchase for tax purposes." "
The reader should note the Board's concentration on creation of a material equity, especially in
terms of rental payments which run well ahead of
any reasonable measure of expiration of the service value of the property. Because material equity and early year excessive lease payments were
tied together, Mr. Philip L. Defliese was able to
say:
"The practical effect of the application of
APB Opinion No. 5 has been to require capitalization of very few long-term leases.
Most lessees have been able to structure
their leases so that no 'material equity'
builds up. Generally, a level payment lease
with fair value options to purchase or renew,
even though the lease term is substantially
equivalent to economic life, will not result in
the buildup of equity, and will hence be
treated as a lease." "
The nonsensical nature of the resultant accounting guideline is equivalent to suggesting that
an installment purchase with heavy initial payments and one with even payments are so significantly different (even though both involve an
identical rate of interest) that one should be reported in the balance sheet and the other only in
the footnotes to the balance sheet. Some accounting textbooks have even suggested that a bargain
purchase option of one dollar would be sufficient
to convert a non-capitalizable level payment lease,
covering as asset's entire useful life, into a capitalizable lease per APB Opinion No. 5."
When one examines the Uniform Commercial
Code and the Internal Revenue Code, one won19

"With the
perfect vision
of hindsight,
one can be
perhaps overly
critical . ."

ders even more how APB Opinion No. 5 could
have been interpreted as it was. For example, examine the following quote concerning the Uniform Commercial Code:
"... the deal is in every respect a secured
installment sale except that the parties
clothe it in lease terminology. The clearest
possible such case is one in which the 'lessee', by the terms of the 'lease' itself, is to
become owner of the property at the end of
the lease period in exchange for amounts
previously paid, called 'rentals,' which were
really nothing more than installments on the
purchase price . . . it makes no difference
that the periodic payments are about equal
to a fair rental value or vastly exceed this.
And it makes no difference that the 'lessee'
has to pay a nominal consideration to exercise the 'option.'
Also consider the following quotes from an Internal Revenue Ruling:
"No general rule, applicable to all cases can
be laid down. Each case must be decided in
the light of its particular facts. However, in
the absence of compelling persuasive factors
of contrary implication an intent warranting
treatment of a transaction for tax purposes
as a purchase and sale rather than as a lease
or rental agreement may in general be said
to exist if, ... Some portion of the periodic
payments is specifically designated as interest or is otherwise readily recognizable as
the equivalent of interest."
"The fact that the agreement makes no
provision for the transfer of title or specifically precludes the transfer of title does not,
of itself, prevent the contract from being
held to be a sale of an equitable interest in
the property."
The equivalent of interest is readily recognizable in a case where the total non-cancelable lease
payments exceed the purchase price, especially if
one is familiar with present value concepts.
With the perfect vision of hindsight, one can, be
perhaps, overly critical. Thus, we should be cautious in our commentary on the efforts of those
who had the awesome responsibility of promulgating accounting principles. There is little doubt
that the resolution of accounting principles relative to leases had to wait a better understanding of
the economics of lease-purchase decisions and related present value notions.
Subsequent Financial Reporting Pronouncements
APB Opinion No. 7, issued in May 1966, less
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than two years after APB Opinion No. 5, represented a remarkable breakthrough.' Included in
this Opinion are such things as a discussion of
financial and operating leases, comparisons of financial leases to debt instruments, identification
of interest as the amount by which lease payments
exceed the purchase price, the relationship between the term of the lease and the useful life of
the property, and most important, specific mention is made of the risks and rewards of ownership. Unfortunately, however, APB Opinion No.
7 spoke only to the financial reporting problems of
lessors and specifically refused to adopt a parallel
approach for the lessee. The Opinion was apparently forced upon the profession by financial institutions operating as lessors and it was their problems rather than the leasing issue per se that was
being considered. The following quotations from
APB Opinion No. 7 support this conclusion:
"4. There are two predominant methods in
general use for allocating rental revenue and
expenses over the accounting periods covered by a lease. These may be termed the
'financing' and the 'operating' methods.
5. Financing method—Under the financing
method, the excess of aggregate rentals over
the cost . . . of the leased property is generally designed to compensate the lessor for the
use of the funds invested. Since this excess is
in the nature of interest, it is recognized as
revenue during the term of the lease in decreasing amount related to the declining balance of the unrecovered investment or, in
other words, as an approximately level rate
of return on funds not yet recovered . .
(emphasis added)
6. Operating method—Under the operating
method, aggregate rentals are reported as
revenue over the life of the lease. The
amount of revenue to be recognized in each
accounting period will ordinarily be equivalent to the amount of rent receivable ...
7. Basis for selection—The objective of fairly stating the lessor's net income during
each of the periods covered by the leasing
activities is the most important consideration in differentiating between the use of the
financing or operating methods .. . Pertinent factors in making the choice, among
others, are the following . . . the term of the
lease in relation to the estimated useful life
of the property; the existence of renewal or
purchase options and the likelihood that the
lessee will exercise them; provisions of the
lease which indicate the extent to which the
usual risks of ownership (e.g., obsolescence,
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unprofitable operation, unsatisfactory performance, idle capacity, dubious residual
value) or rewards of ownership (e.g., profitable operation, gain from appreciation in
value at end of lease) rest with the lessor or
the lessee. (emphasis added)
8. The financing method is generally appropriate for measuring periodic net income
from leasing activities of entities engaged M,
perhaps among other things, lending money
at interest—e.g., lease-finance companies,
banks, insurance companies or pension
funds. Lease agreements of institutions of
this kind typically are designed to pass all or
most of the usual ownership risks or rewards to the lessee, and to assure the lessor
ot; and generally limit him to, a full recovery of his investment plus a reasonable return on the use of the funds invested, subject
only to the credit risks generally associated
with secured loans. Usually, the financing
method is similar to the method of accounting for revenue already in use for other lending activities of the institutions. The financing method is also appropriate for a leasing
activity of an entity which is not identified
as a financial institution, such as a manufacturer, if the lease agreements have the characteristics described earlier in this paragraph ." (emphasis added)
"18 . .. There continues to be a question as
to whether assets and the related obligations
should be reflected in the balance sheet for
leases other than those which are in substance installment purchases. The Board
will continue to give consideration to this
question." 18
In November 1971, the Accounting Principles
Board issued an interpretation of APB Opinion
No. 7 in an attempt to clarify the difference between a financial and an operating lease. Note the
concentration on risks and rewards of ownership
and specific mention of present value in assessing
transfer of risks and rewards:
"A lease which transfers title to the property
without cost or at nominal cost to the lessee
by the end of its fixed, non-cancelable term
is clearly a financing lease if there are no
important uncertainties surrounding credit
risks and future costs. If a lease does not
meet these requirements, the other major aspects of the transfer of the risks and rewards
of ownership must be assessed. (emphasis
added)
When there are no significant uncertainties
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as discussed in this Accounting Interpretation, the lessor should account for the lease
under the financing method if the present
value . . . of the required payments under
the lease . . . during the fixed, non-cancelable term is equal to or greater than the selling price for an outright sale or the fair value (either of which may be less than cost) of
the property. (emphasis added)

". . there was
still a lack of
symmetry in
accounting
reports for
lessees and
lessors."

When there are no significant uncertainties
as discussed in this Accounting Interpretation and the selling price or the fair value of
the property cannot be satisfactorily determined, the financing method should be followed if the fixed, non-cancelable term of
the lease . . . is substantially equal to the estimated useful life of the property." '7 (emphasis added)
In November 1972, the interpretation of APB
Opinion No. 7 was embodied in APB Opinion No.
27.'8 It was stated in more precise terms which
even spoke of the retention by the lessor of the
investment tax credit in calculating present values. Nonetheless, APB Opinion No. 27 was also
applied only to lessors, so that there was still a
lack of symmetry in accounting reports for lessees
and lessors.
Finally, in June 1973, the Accounting Principles Board issued APB Opinion No. 31. This
Opinion which concerned lessees was obviously in
response to the prior lack of symmetry between
accounting for lessees and lessors, and to a great
deal of pressure by the Securities and Exchange
Commission. APB Opinion No. 31 required more
footnote disclosure from lessees. In the Exposure
Draft of APB Opinion No. 31 there was a mandatory disclosure requirement concerning present
values and interest rates which read as follows:
"9. The following information should also
be disclosed as of the close of the latest fiscal
year for all leases with initial non-cancelable
terms of more than one year:
a. The present values of the net fixed minimum lease commitments (based on the interest rates implicit in the terms of the leases) in the aggregate and by major categories
of properties, such as land, buildings, aircraft and truck fleets.
b. The weighted average interest rate for the
aggregate of all lease commitments included
in the amount disclosed under (a) above.
c. The present value of rentals to be received from existing subleases of property
included in (a) above based on the interest
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The specific mention of "present values" and
"interest rates implicit in leases" is especially
noteworthy in regard to lessee financial statements
even though related to all leases with initial noncancelable terms of more than one year. These
mandatory disclosure requirements were made
permissive when APB Opinion No. 31 was issued.
When considered in light of the fact that the
Accounting Principles Board's days were numbered when Opinion No. 31 was issued, we should
temper our criticism with understanding. Time
pressure, coupled with SEC pressure, and the increasingly obvious illogical lack of symmetry between financial reporting for lessees and the lessors must have presented an impossible situation.
Nonetheless, the Board had actually been involved in promulgations which increasingly recognized the economics of lease-purchase decisions.
In this process they were undoubtedly aided by
improved understanding of present value concepts. Thus, even though one could readily conclude that the Board may have transferred one of
its biggest problems to the Financial Accounting
Standards Board, it also transferred a good deal of
very useful information embodied in its various
Opinions on leasing. This information was obviously very helpful in structuring FASB Statement
No. 13.
FASB Statement No. 13
The content of FASB Statement No. 13, which
was issued in November 1976, is in many ways a
very cogent presentation, elaboration, and updating of materials presented in APB Opinion Nos. 7,
27 and 31; but this time there is symmetry in the
accounting for lessees and lessors.2° Furthermore,
there is a very explicit recognition of risks and
rewards of ownership which deal with cases other
than the extreme case of leases which are the
equivalent of installment purchases. For example,
paragraph 60 reads as follows:
"60. The provisions of this statement derive
from the view that a lease that transfers substantially all of the benefits and risks incidental to the ownership of property should
be accounted for as the acquisition of an asset and the incurrence of an obligation by
the lessee and as a sale or financing by the
lessor. All other leases should be accounted
for as operating leases. In a lease that transfers substantially all of the benefits and risks
of ownership, the economic effect on the
parties is similar, in many respects, to that
of an installment purchase. This is not to
say however, that such transactions are
necessarily 'in substance purchases' as that
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term is used in previous authoritative literature." 21
Paragraph 60 in effect admits that the accounting for lessees and lessors should be symmetrical
even though symmetry will not be achieved in all
cases. (A lack of symmetry is possible because of
different discount rates for lessees and lessors as
indicated in subsequent pages as well as because of
special provisions of paragraphs 5jii and 8. Paragraph 5jii relates to third party guarantees of residual value while paragraph 8 covers aspects of
the lessors being reasonably sure of collecting
lease payments and uncertainties concerning unreimburseable costs yet to be incurred by the lessor.) APB Opinion No. 5, which concentrated on
leases which were in substance purchases, and
APB Opinion Nos. 7 and 27, which concentrated
on risks and rewards of ownership, were clearly in
conflict. The conflict was removed by concentrating on risks and rewards of ownership and in essence admitting that we should deal with other
cases in addition to those which are in substance
installment purchases.
The issue for FASB Statement No. 13 was to
delineate when enough of the risks and rewards of
ownership were transferred to account for the
transaction "... as the acquisition of an asset and
the incurrence of an obligation by the lessee and
as a sale or financing by the lessor." In this case
the FASB coined a new term, i.e., the "capital
lease" as distinguished from the "operating lease."
In APB Opinion No. 7 the corresponding term
was the "financial lease" as distinguished from the
"operating lease."
Apparently, the FASB chose a new term in order to emphasize the fact that a capital lease was
going to have a meaning distinct from a financial
lease which all too often is identified as being in
substance an installment purchase. The two new
and distinctive criteria for identifying a capital
lease are the existence of either or both of the
following as indicated in paragraph 7:
"I) The lease term .. . is equal to 75 percent
or more of the estimated economic life of the
leased property . . .
2) The present value at the beginning of the
lease term of the minimum lease payments
... equals or exceeds 90 percent of the excess of the fair value of the leased property
to the lessor at the inception of the lease
over any related investment tax credit retained by the lessor and expected to be realized by him . ."
The lack of clarity is now gone with the 75 and
90 percent requirements. We now have criteria
which in essence tell us how close a lease must be
to a purchase (sale or financing) before it will be
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given treatment similar to a purchase (sale or financing). Whether or not the 75 percent and the
90 percent are appropriate, they do help to quantify something that had never been quantified before. When 75 percent or more of the estimated
economic life of an asset is tied up in a lease contract, FASB Statement No. 13 says enough of the
risks and rewards of ownership have been transferred to mandate a treatment similar to purchase
(sale or financing). In such cases, it is obvious that
the lessee and the lessor in their bargaining over
the price to be charged for the lease will place
heavy emphasis on the fact that a lessee is assuming most of the risks of ownership by committing
himself to 75 percent or more of the property's
useful life. Such lessees should refuse to pay much
more than their normal borrowing rate for such a
lease.
The 90 percent present value requirement operates in a fashion similar to the 75 percent economic life requirement. To add clarity to this requirement the FASB mandated that the lessor should
use the interest rate implicit in the lease for discounting purposes whereas the lessee should use
his incremental borrowing rate unless the interest
rate implicit in the lease is lower. Both rates were
defined in paragraphs 5k and 51, respectively, as
follows:
"Interest rate implicit in the lease, i.e., 'The
discount rate that, when applied to (i) the
minimum lease payments ... and (ii) the unguaranteed residual value .. . accruing to
the benefit of the lessor, causes the aggregate
present value at the beginning of the lease
term to be equ al to the fair value of the
leased property. . . to the lessor at the inception of the lease, minus any investment tax
credit retained by the lessor and expected to
be realized by him.' "
"Lessee's incremental borrowing rate, i.e.,
'The rate that, at the inception of the lease,
the lessee would have incurred to borrow
over a similar term the funds necessary to
purchase the leased assets.' "
As long as the interest rate implicit in the lease
is equal to or greater than the lessor's cost of capital, a 100 percent present value requirement
would strongly suggest that "all" the risks of ownership are transferred to the lessee. Thus, the 90
percent requirement would suggest that "most" of
the ownership risks are being transferred to the
lessee.
As for the use of two different rates, one for the
lessor and another for the lessee, the doctrine of
relevance appears supportive. By using his incremental borrowing rate, a lessee would in essence
be calculating the amount of a loan equal to that
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which is implicit in the lease payments. If the
amount of that loan is equal to or greater than 90
percent of the excess of the fair value of the leased
property to the lessor over any investment credit
retained by the lessor, there is a strong presumption that a lease is transferring most ownership
risks to the lessee.
Theoretically, it would be better to state the 90
percent requirement in terms of the excess of the
property's fair value over any investment tax credit transferred to the lessee (rather than retained by
the lessor). This would yield both an interest rate
for discounting and a fair value notion expressed
in terms relevant to a lessee. For instance, if a 100
percent requirement had been expressed on this
basis there would be very strong evidence that the
lessee is assuming all of the risks of ownership.
In time, as we gain more experience with FASB
Statement No. 13, changes may be made as suggested above. Whether the 75 and 90 percent requirements are appropriate depends on pragmatic
aspects of data availability and verifiability. However, the essential features of FASB Statement
No. 13 do appear to be the 75 and 90 percent
requirements. Both are used as a measure of how
close one must be to an installment purchase
(sale) to require treatment of a lease as a capital
lease. Such percentages may be criticized, but they
are a pragmatic necessity.

"In accounting
for leases, we
must come to
grips with the
risks and
rewards of
ownership . . .

Back to the Lease-Purchase Decision
In accounting for leases, we must come to grips
with the risks and rewards of ownership and the
proportion of such risks and rewards assumed by
the transaction participants, i.e., the lessee and the
lessor. The same issue is critical to the lease-purchase decision. In terms of key questions, the fundamental issues are as follows:
I. For Financial Reporting Purposes—How
much of the risks and rewards of ownership
must be transferred to the lessee in order to
require treatment of a lease as a capital lease
and what measurements do we use?
2. For Lease-Purchase Decision Making—How
much of a difference between the interest rate
implicit in a lease and his incremental borrowing rate should a lessee tolerate in order to accommodate the risks and rewards of ownership
he desires to assume?
FASB Statement No. 13 has promulgated that
the relationship between lease life and economic
life, as well as between the assets fair value and
the present value of minimum lease payments, are
appropriate measurements to use. Also the 75 and
90 percent rules have been promulgated as a
means of determining how much. No one has,
however, ever suggested guideline rules to deal
with the "how much" question of lease-purchase
23
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decision making and most likely no one ever will.
To ensure a reasonable degree of uniformity in
financial reporting within and among firms; a
choice had to be made with regard to methods of
measurement and the measurement of how much.
Inevitably, such choices involve a degree of pragmatism or arbitrariness. No such choice had to be
made in the case of the lease-purchase decision
since the decision-maker can readily measure the
extent of the interest premium he would pay. He
could use his subjective judgment to consider
whether it was appropriate or not given the risks
and rewards of ownership being considered in a
specific case.
Conclusion
Thus, after a long history of difficulty, accounting rules for reporting leases in financial statements have been tied to the fundamental issue of
risks and rewards of ownership. In spite of the
fact that some details concerning the new rules
will probably change, the fundamental issue is in
order.
Implied in all of this is the idea that before we
try to promulgate rules concerning accounting for
specific transactions we ought to understand the
economic factors behind the transaction. Maybe
we should even be so bold as to recommend that
financial reporting practices for specific transactions be consistent with decision-models related to
such transactions. And, that one who makes a
good (bad) decision in accordance with an appropriate decision-model should expect that existing
financial reporting requirements will make him
look good (bad).
These are strong recommendations. Nevertheless, they have been sorely needed in the case of
accounting for leases. It is no secret that APB
Opinion No. 5 provided an opportunity for business executives to make themselves look good
even though they made bad decisions. A lessee
could have taken on a lease at an excessive cost
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and still look good because he didn't have to capitalize the lease. As a result, he did not increase the
denominator in his ROI calculations and did not
produce less favorable debt ratios. Alternatively, a
potential lessee could have made a wise decision
to purchase instead of lease (because of excessive
lease costs) and he would look bad because the
purchase brought forth a larger ROI denominator
and less favorable debt ratios.
It is our hope that when responsible authorities
tinker with the promulgations of FASB Statement
No. 13, especially the methods of measuring risks
and rewards of ownership and the 75 and 90 percent rules, they will keep in mind our recommendations. We recommend further that future financial reporting guidelines be utilized to encourage
sound decision making by making a decision-maker look good only if he makes good decisions. 0
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Accounting and Reporting
for Leases by Lessees:
The Interest Rate Problems
A capital lease must be recorded by the lessee as an asset a nd an
obligation at the fair market value of the leased property or an
amount equal to the present value of the minimum lease payments,
whichever is less.

By James D. Blum
FASB Statement No. 13, Accounting for Leases,
issued in November 1976, covers leases entered
into on or after January 1, 1977.' The Statement
requires lessees to classify and account for as a
capital lease any lease agreement that meets one
or more of the following four criteria:
The lease transfers ownership of the property
to the lessee by the end of the lease term.
2. The lease contains a bargain purchase option.
3. The lease term is equal to 75 percent or more
of the estimated economic life of the leased
property. However, if the lease inceptio n falls
within the last 25 percent of the total estimated
economic life of the leased property, neither
this criterion nor criterion No. 4 shall be used
for purposes of classifying the lease.
4. The present value of the minimum lease payments equals or exceeds 90 percent of the fair
value of the leased property less any related
investment credit retained by the lessor.
If a lease does not meet any of the above criteria,
it is to be classified and accounted for as an operating lease.
A capital lease must be recorded by the lessee
as an asset and an obligation at the fair market
value of the leased property or an amount equal to
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /APRIL 1978

the present value of the minimum lease payments,
whichever is less. In determining minimum lease
payments, one should exclude payments representing executory costs such as insurance, maintenance, and taxes to be paid to the lessor. The discount rate for determining the present value
should be equal to the lessee's incremental borrowing rate, unless the lessee is able to learn that
the lessor's implicit rate is less than the lessee's
incremental borrowing rate. In that case, the lessee should use the lessor's implicit interest rate.
The leased property, recorded as an asset,
should be amortized over its estimated useful life
if ownership of the property transfers to the lessee
at the end of the lease term. However, if ownership does not transfer to the lessee, the asset
should be amortized over the lease term. Also,
each lease payment should constitute both repayment of the obligation and of the interest expense.
The payment must be an amount that will produce a constant periodic rate of interest on the
remaining balance of the obligation and executory
expenses. Thus, in accounting for a capital lease,
four interest rates may be needed. They are:
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1. The incremental borrowing rate of the lessee
2. The implicit interest rate in the lease
3. The discount rate used in determining the present value of minimum lease payments
4_ The interest rate that produces a constant peri25

"... the implicit
interest rate is
found by trial
and error ... "

odic rate of interest on the capitalized obligation
Determination of the Interest Rates
The incremental borrowing rate (r) is the rate at
which the lessee could have borrowed over a similiar term the funds necessary to purchase the
leased asset.
The implicit interest rate (i) in the lease is
where the fair market value minus the investment
tax credit retained by the lessor is equal to the
present value of minimum lease payments (which
excludes executory costs, but includes any guaranteed residual value by the lessee) and the unguaranteed residual accruing to the lessor. The implicit interest rate is generally determined by using
the following equation:
FMV

ITC = 1-1(R — E)
t-„ (I + i)'
G
(1 + ►)n

U

1

(I + 1) n

where
FMV = Fair market value of the leased property
at lease inception date
ITC = Investment tax credit retained and
realized by the lessor
R = Annual lease payments
E = Executory costs
G = Guaranteed residual value by the lessee
U = Unguaranteed residual value or fair
market value at the end of the lease less
guaranteed residual value
i = Implicit interest rate
n = Term of the lease
t = Time period of the lease payment
If a bargain purchase option exists, G and U are
not used. They are replaced by B /(I + i) °, where
B is the bargain purchase option price. In either
case, the implicit interest rate is found by trial and
error, using different values for interest rates.
The discount rate (d) used to calculate the present value of minimum lease payments is the lower
of the incremental borrowing rate or the implicit
interest rate in the lease. The formula for the present value of the minimum lease payments is:
PVR =

(R — E)
(I + d )'

G
(l 1 d)

C = n (R — E)
G
(I -1- e)' + (1 — c)"
=0
r

Thus, if PVR is capitalized (where PVR is less
than FMV), the interest rate, e, on the unpaid
obligation (so as to obtain a constant periodic interest rate) is equal to the discount rate, d, which
in turn was equal to the lower of the implicit interest rate, i, and incremental borrowing rate, r.
Thus, when C = PVR, e = d. However, if FMV
is capitalized because FMV is less than PVR, the
interest rate on the unpaid obligation which will
produce a constant periodic interest rate must be
calculated by trial and error using the formula for
finding the capitalized value. The one exception to
this is when there is zero investment tax credit
retained by the lessor and zero unguaranteed residual value. Then PVR = FMV and e = d.
Example
The following example illustrates how the four
interest rates can be determined, and the journal
entries required to record the various transactions. We begin by assuming that the AZD Corporation had the following lease commitment on
plant- machinery:

2

3
4

where
PVR = Present value of the minimum lease
payments
d = Discount rate (equal to r or i, whichever
is lower)

5
6

The interest rate (e) that produces a constant
periodic rate of interest on the capitalized lease

3

where
C = The amount capitalized as an asset and
obligation (equal to FMV or PVR,
whichever is lower)
e = Constant periodic interest rate on
capitalized lease

2

c=o
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obligation is the rate at which the amount capitalized as an asset (and obligation) equals the present
value of minimum lease payments and guaranteed
residual accruing to the lessor. The amount capitalized is the lower of fair market value and present value of minimum lease payments. The formula for the capitalized value is:

7

The noncancelable lease became effective on
January 2, 1977.
The annual lease payments, R, of $15,000
through 1983, are payable on January 2 of each
year (seven -year lease).
Fair market value, FMV, which is the price
AZD could have purchased the plant- machinery for on January 2, 1977 is $80,300.
The AZD Corporation provides maintenance
and insurance.
There in no renewal option.
The AZD Corporation has the option, G, to
purchase the plant- machinery at the end of seven years for $8,000. This is the estimated fair
market value at the end of seven years. The
lessor does not retain the investment tax credit,
ITC.
The estimated economic life of the plant -maMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /APRIL 1978

Exhibit 1
CALCULATION OF ANNUAL PRINCIPAL AND INTEREST ON LEASE OBLIGATION
Lease
paym ent
date
1/2/77
1/2/78
1/2/79
1/2/80
1/2 /81
1/2/82
1/2/83

Outs tand ing
principal
$80,300
65,300
56,830
47,513
37,264
25,990
13,589

Interest
$
-06,530
5,683
4,7 51
3,7 26
2,599
1,360
$24,649

Principal
$15.000
8,4 70
9,317
10,249
11,274
12,401
13,640
$80 ,3 51

Outs tand ing
principal
Dec. 31
$65,300
56,830
47,513
37,264
25,990
13,589

"Comparing the
present value of
the minimum
lease payments
. . . with the fair
market value
. . we find
that."

1. Annual payment = $15 ,0 00
2. Total lease payments = $24,649 1- $80,351 = $105 ,000
3. The $ 51 diff erence in the principal is d ue to ro unding

chinery is eight years. AZD uses straight line
depreciation.
8. The AZD Corporation could have borrowed
money for seven years at nine percent.
CALCULATION OF INTEREST RATES
1. The incremental borrowing rate, r, equals nine
percent (given).
2. The implicit interest rate, i, in the lease is calculated using formula 1:
$80,300

0 =
1

($ 1 5 , 0 0 0 - 0 )
$8,000
A
( 1 i)'
(I -I- 0 7

Substituting i = 10 percent produces an inequality:
$80,300

$84,435

Substituting i = 12 percent produces an acceptable approximation:
$80,300

$80,292

3. The discount rate, D, used in calculating the
present value of the minimum lease payments,
PVR, is equal to r, or nine percent, the lower of
r and i. PVR is calculated using formula 2:
P VR -

L70

($ 1 5 , 0 0 0 - 0 )
(1 ,g t

I

- $82 , 30 0

Comparing the present value of the minimum
lease payments ($82,300) with the fair market
value ($80,300), we find that:
PVR > FMV
4. Since the present value of the minimum lease
payments is greater than the fair market value,
the interest rat e, e, th at p ro d u c es a co nstant
periodic rate o f in terest o n th e cap italized fair
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/APRIL 1978

market value must be determined by trial and
error in formula 3 using different values for interest rates.
C = $80,000 =
to

($1 5 , 0 0 0 - 0 )
0 + e) ,

,
u

e = 10 percent
Exhibit 1 illustrates the interest and principal
breakdown for annual payments of $15,000,
where the interest portion is 10 percent of the
outstanding principal.
CLASSIFICATION OF LEASE

1. Criterion No. 1 was not met. The lease does
not transfer ownership.
2. Criterion No. 2 was not met. The lease agreement does not contain a bargain purchase option.
3. Criterion No. 3 was met. The lease term is
greater than 75 percent of the leased asset's estimated economic life (7 years -± 8 years =
87.5 percent).
4. Criterion No. 4 was met. The present value of
minimum lease payments ($82,300) exceeds 90
percent of the fair market value ($80,300). The
amount to be capitalized is $80,300.
Sin ce criteria 3 a n d 4 have been met, the lease
mu st be accounted for as a capital lease.
JOURNAL ENTRIES
1 / 2 / 77
Leased asset

-plant machinery
$80,300
Obligation under capital lease
$80,300
Capital lease is recorded
at fair market value
which is less than present
value of minimum lease
payments.
27

. one must
determine the
four rates of
interest."

1/2/77
Obligation under capital lease
Cash
Initial lease payment is
entirely principal
repayment. None is
attributed to interest.
12/31/77
Interest expense
Accrued interest payable
To record interest at 10
percent on $65,300
($80,300415,000). See
Exhibit 1.
Amortization expense
Accumulated amortization
To record amortization
over term of lease on a
straight line basis
($80,300 less zero salvage
value to lessee) + (seven
years).
1/2/78
Obligation under capital lease
Accrued interest payable
Cash

$15,000
$15,000

To record lease payment
In 1978 the interest paid
is $6,530. The remainder
is principal.
The remaining entries would be the same as 12/
31/77 and 1/2/78 entries, except that interest and
principal amounts are as shown in Exhibit 1.

$6,530
$6,530

$11,471
$11,471

$8,470
$6,530
$15,000

Summary
When it has been determined that a lease is to
be accounted for as a capital lease, and that the
fair market value is the amount to be capitalized,
then one must determine the four rates of interest.
These rates are:
1. The incremental borrowing rate of the lessee,
2. The implicit interest rate in the lease,
3. The discount rate (lower of 1 or 2) used in
calculating the present value of minimum lease
payments, and
4. The interest rate that produces a constant periodic rate of interest on the capitalized lease obligation.
' Retroactive application to all lease agreements (those agreements signed prior
to January I, 1977) is encouraged, but not required until December 31, 1980
when all lease agreements must be accounted for in accordance with FASB
Statement No. 13 regardless of inception date.

LIQUIDATION OF LIFO INVENTORIES
Continued from page 16
Disclosure
When LIFO inventories are reduced significantly, net income can be increased markedly, as demonstrated in the above example. Such an occurrence is required to be disclosed in the financial
statements in order to comply with generally accepted accounting principles' and with the accounting rules of the Securities and Exchange
Commission.' Although a LIFO election may be
terminated if the taxpayer uses a method of inventory valuation other than LIFO for financial reporting purposes, the Internal Revenue Service
permits disclosure of the effects of a LIFO liquidation on net income and earnings per share.'
Conclusion
Whenever a company proposes to reduce inventories valued under LIFO, careful consideration
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should be given to the possibility that the inventory will have to be replaced in the future. Liquidations of LIFO values are permanent; therefore,
the replacement inventory will have to be valued
at current prices. The resultant increase in income
taxes can greatly outweigh the savings from a reduced investment in inventories.
Companies considering the adoption of the
LIFO method should consider the techniques
enumerated above for minimizing liquidations
through the various options available when electing the change in accounting method. Further, the
possibility that some of the advantages of LIFO
may be eroded by liquidations should not dissuade
management from adopting the method.
' Because of continued inflation, the increase in tax basis (LIFO value) of the
inventory is considerably less than $500,000 per year, as shown in Exhibit I.
' The effects on state income taxes and the effect of possible tax attributes of the
taxpayer (such asset operating loss carryforwards) are not reflected in the example.
' Regs. Section 1.472-8 (b).
Accounting Principles Board Opinion No. 30, paragraph 26.
'Accountings Series Release No. 159 and Staff Accounting Bulletin No. I.
'Rev. Proc. 76-7.
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The Role of Costs
and Cost Accounting
in Price Determination
Although some claim that a "rebirth" of traditional cost accounting
is currently evolving, movement in that direction seems to be rather
slow, and frequently the need for such a rebirth is recognized only
reluctantly.

by Rein Abel

Relevance of Costs in Pricing

In recent years the so-called traditional form of
cost accounting, with its emphasis on cost allocation, appears to have been on the decline as new
concerns and new approaches have attracted the
attention of accounting researchers and certain
practitioners. Although some claim that a "rebirth" of traditional cost accounting is currently
evolving, movement in that direction seems to be
rather slow, and frequently the need for such a
rebirth is recognized only reluctantly. This reluctance to get seriously involved with the traditional
forms of cost allocation is particularly noticeable
at many of our educational institutions, with the
result that their graduates may be subsequently
ill-prepared to deal with the "real life" problems
in this area.
Yet, cost allocations in their various forms seem
to become more and more important in current
industrial accounting practices. Not only do costs
have to be allocated for the usual inventory valuation and managerial control purposes, but frequently these allocations also have to be performed in order to supply relevant cost data for
decision-making. This article will focus on one
particular type of decision-making, namely price
determination.

It may be useful to reflect upon the role costs
play in the price determination process in the light
of the following two contrasting statements:
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"The standard and well-known analysis of
pricing and output determination in the
competitive industry (as contrasted with the
single firm) involves the drawing of an industry supply curve and an industry demand curve with price and output determined by the intersections of the two
curves."
"Surveys of actual business practices in
setting prices have indicated that the most
pervasive pricing method used is to make a
cost estimate and to add a margin of some
kind for profit—what is known as cost-plus
pricing."
The first of these statements may rekindle in us
the memories of our first course in economics.
The second statement would be probably endorsed by a large number of accountants who
have had an opportunity to observe price setting
in the "real" world. Basically the first statement
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". . . the
industrial
accountant may
well be
somewhat
confused"

seems to imply that as far as the individual firm is
concerned, cost figures are really irrelevant because prices are determined by market forces—the
"invisible hand" of Adam Smith. The second
statement, on the other hand, seems to recognize a
firm's cost as a dominant factor in the price determination process.
Faced with these apparent contradictions, the
industrial accountant may well be somewhat confused. Is there any real point in going through the
complex (and at times questionable) allocation
process, possibly involving both product and period costs, if in the end all that really matters for
pricing purposes is the interactions of supply and
demand forces in the market place?
It should be recognized that the role of a business entity's costs in the price determination process is strongly influenced by the structure of the
market in which the firm's products are sold.
Therefore, it may be useful to look briefly at the
market structure and to speculate as to which type
of cost information might be appropriate.
Interrelationship: Market Structure and Cost
Concepts
In order to prepare relevant and useful cost
data for pricing purposes it is important to recognize that a business entity may be facing a great
variety of different competitive market conditions.
Thus at one extreme, in those apparently rare instances when a truly competitive market exists,
cost information, however presented, cannot be
expected to have a direct impact on pricing. In
such a perfectly competitive market the individual
producer has no real control over the price of his
product on the market place, and consequently he
has no direct need for cost information for this
particular purpose. However, cost analysis may
still be required in order to determine the optimal
volume of output.
At the other end of the spectrum the economists conventionally place the pure monopoly situation. Realistically this means regulated monopolies such as public utilities. Rather than try to
diagnose the ways in which a "pure" monopolist
sets prices, it may be more useful to begin by developing at least some understanding of the role of
costs in the price determination process as applied
to regulated monopolies. And the costs that are
important in this context are full costs, because
the basic philosophy followed by the various regulatory agencies is that the business entity is entitled to recoup all its costs plus a certain margin to
cover the cost of capital as a competitive return on
investment. Therefore, the determination of full
costs becomes of paramount importance.'
We are therefore faced with two extremes concerning the role of costs is the price determination
process. Under perfectly competitive market conditions, costs do not have any direct role to play in
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that process as far as an individual firm is concerned. Under the regulated monopoly and under
certain "regulated" monopsony conditions, the
determination of full costs becomes all-important.
Note that in the latter instance no distinction is
really made between "product" and "period"
costs as these terms are commonly understood by
accountants. An important corollary of this statement is, of course, that accountants engaged in
cost analysis under these conditions must be prepared to develop some rational basis for allocating
period costs to products.
Between the two extremes outlined above are a
number of imperfectly competitive market structures. These can be grouped under monopolistic
competition on the one hand and oligopoly on the
other. Both have implications for cost accounting
in relation to pricing decisions.
The first of these structures, monopolistic competition with product differentiation, has been defined as:
very similar to pure competition except for . . . product standardization. Under
product differentiation each firm produces
goods which are different and which customers believe to be different from competitive products. The 'product difference' may
in fact not involve characteristics of the
product themselves. More attractive wrapping, more convenient location, or special
sales features such as better service or free
gift coupons may be the basis for customer
preferences and loyalties."
.

The question then arises, how should prices be
set in those circumstances? One economist emphasizes the importance of demand analysis in
this context: the relationship between the various
possible prices and potential demand for the product should be established. This relationship may
be affected by the various promotional strategies
that are available. But at that same time, information derived from an intelligent cost analysis
should not be overlooked. Therefore both of these
analyses should be performed. More specifically,
the role of cost analysis in the context of new
product introduction has been described:
"A basic factor . . . is the expected behavior
of production and distribution costs. The
relevant data here are all the production
outlays that will be made after the decision
day—the capital expenditures as well as the
variable costs. . . Many different projections
of costs will be made, depending on the alternative scale of output, rate of market expansion, threats of potential competition,
and measures to meet that competition that
are under consideration."
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/APRIL 1978

In order to develop the necessary cost data, it is
clear that an understanding of the principles of
incremental cost analysis and the ability to design
and to operate a cost accounting system that provides fixed-variable cost breakdowns are needed.
The accountants who possess these qualifications
will be most useful to a business entity faced with
monopolistic competition in the marketplace.
Although there is no need to get involved in
definitional comparisons of such allied concepts as
direct costing, incremental costing and marginal
cost analysis, it is evident that in all of these instances, cost behavior in response to change in
volume must be analyzed. Generally, such an
analysis presupposes some classification of costs
by their fixed-variable characteristics.
The second common condition of imperfect
competition, oligopoly, may be described as a condition where a few large suppliers produce the
bulk of an industry's relatively uniform output.'
This particular type of competition tends to have
the following characteristics:
"Each manufacturer is acutely aware of the
disastrous effects that an announced reduction
of his own price would have on the prices
charged by competitors. As a result, these
companies have by painful experience developed a pronounced aversion for attempting to
gain market share by open and announced
price cutting. .. Under these circumstances,
substantial uniformity of published price is to
be expected and market share is largely determined by secret price concessions and by nonprice competition."
In fact, what tends to evolve under these conditions is so-called price leadership in an industry
where one firm assumes leadership in establishing
list prices for the industry as a whole. However,
other industry behavior patterns are also possible
such as informal collusion or conscious parallelism in pricing or alternatively there may be a
"fight to the death."
What about cost data for pricing purposes under these circumstances? A significant characteristic of firms in this type of competitive market
structure is their interdependence. Therefore, in
order to develop a capability to predict the behavior of a competitor in the marketplace, knowledge
and an understanding of the latter's cost structure
becomes most useful. This applies irrespective of
whether a firm is a price leader or a price follower.
Thus it is not surprising that in a text addressed
primarily to business executives, one author
comes forth with the following exhortation:
"As part of this analysis [the firm] may
request that their accountants try to estimate the cost structure of the other major
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/APRIL 1978

firms in the industry from published financial data, from industry publications, from
off-the-cuff remarks overheard at industry
meetings, and from other sources." 9
Furthermore, since the industries subject to oligopolistic competition tend to be capital intensive,
an intelligent and relevant cost analysis—whether
it deals with a firm's own or a competitor's cost
structure—can be prepared only if the differences
in behavior between fixed and variable costs are
taken into account. For instance, a comparison of
total costs with total revenues at different projected activity levels can be satisfactorily performed
only if fixed-variable cost information is available.
The ever-present possibility that a "wrong" pricing decision may create substantial idle capacity
with its attendant high fixed costs is a factor that
would seem to mandate competent utilization of
the techniques of incremental cost analysis in order to ensure that optimal pricing strategies are
followed.
On the basis of the foregoing it should be evident that incremental cost information based on
segregation of fixed and variable costs is most important when preparing data for pricing purposes
in imperfectly competitive markets. Yet it appears
that such cost data, to be derived from an analysis
of the behavior of individual cost elements in response to volume changes, are frequently not
available or are misused.

". . also
possible [is]
informal
collusion . . .
parallelism in
pricing. . . or a
'fight to the
death.'"

Other Approaches to Full Cost Determination
To return to the question of full costs, the matter that seems to warrant particular attention is
the possible use of alternative measurement techniques in determining that cost. Although we are
primarily concerned with basic, rather broad conceptual issues, let's look at full cost as the term is
used for government contracting purposes.
In that environment the determination of full
cost appears to have evolved from the usual product cost determination. More specifically, after direct material, direct labor and production overhead costs have been allocated to the product or
other "final cost objectives" in the usual fashion
within the broad framework of "generally accepted accounting principles," an additional cost allocation is performed designed to allocate any relevant period costs to these same cost objectives.°
Thus all the so-called "allowable" costs incurred
by the business entity are allocated through the
cost accounting system. The allocation base used
to allocate those period costs, frequently referred
to as "general and administrative costs," tends to
be some broad overall base such as the total of
production costs.
An important feature of such an allocation
process is that it i gno r e s the distinction between
fixed and variable costs. Consequently any change
31

-Capacity. . is
created in
anticipation of a
certain volume
of production

in the volume of production can dramatically affect unit costs. If output drops, then, as fixed costs
have to be spread over a smaller volume, these
unit costs will increase, possibly by a substantial
amount. And while the statement is obviously
true in any cost system that allocates fixed costs to
products, the impact of such an allocation process
is felt more acutely under the full cost concept.
Furthermore, even if a breakdown between fixed
and variable costs is recognized, but the fixed
costs are nevertheless traced to the product as
part of the full cost and will thus directly affect
the price, the system still retains its questionable
aspects. Product costs, and prices, may be affected
to a substantial degree by changes in volume.
There is, however, an alternative to such an allocation process under the full cost concept that
exists under certain conditions. This alternative is
based on the notion that a business entity's fixed
costs by-and-large represent capacity costs. Such a
business entity is not the corporation as a whole,
but its operating sub-units such as divisions or
profit centers. And while the traditional method
of full costing ensures that these capacity costs are
allocated to final cost objectives, generally on
some basis related to total production costs, the
rationale behind the selection of such an allocation base can be challenged. Capacity, it could be
argued, is created in anticipation of a certain volume of production and therefore it may be more
rational to allocate capacity costs on the basis of
expected or anticipated capacity utilization rather
than on the basis of actual production volume or
some surrogate thereof.
There is an important qualification, however, to
the application of this principle. Namely, capacity
can be allocated on the basis of anticipated utilization only if the potential customers can be clearly
identified and some kind of long-term relationship, which may or may not have a contractual
basis, can be established between these customers
and the business entity.
Once this qualifying requirement is satisfied, it
seems to be quite feasible to allocate the fixed capacity costs on the basis of anticipated volume,
and to use the conventional cost accounting principles to allocate the remaining variable costs.
The principle is not novel; it has been used and
argued about in the context of public utility rate
determinations for years. For instance, it has been
argued that capacity costs should be allocated to
customers not simply on the basis of their actual
consumption of electricity, but rather on the basis
of their usage at times of peak loads."
Similarly, in a study dealing with pricing of interdivisional transfers:
"The Procedure recommended is for the
supplying division to charge for the 'transfers for sale' in two parts:
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1. A charge per unit of product, determined (as already described) by equating the
marginal cost of the producing divisions
with the marginal revenue of the selling division. This charge, therefore, covers the variable costs of the product and, perhaps, a
part of the fixed costs as well.
2. An annual lump-sum payment for the
franchise to handle the product. This should
cover the contribution required from the
product tosards fixed costs and profit. The
essential point is that the lump-sum payment, fixed by negotiating once a year on the
basis of the expected volume of transfers will
not be affected by the actual volume of
transfers." 12
It would seem that the principle of separate allocation of capacity costs on the basis of expected
capacity utilization could be extended also to other areas where the principle of full costing is applied and where a more or less permanent relationship is established between the buyer and the
seller. For instance, this principle could be applied
in certain areas of defense procurement where a
significant number of major defense contractors
have established what appear to be long-term relationships with various procurement agencies.
However, a basically radical experiment of this
nature may be difficult to implement in the essentially conservative accounting environment that
appears to prevail in the government contract
costing area.
Conclusion
It should be evident that an adequate professional training for the tasks outlined in this article
requires not only a sound understanding of the
traditional form of cost accounting with its emphasis on cost allocations, but equally important
is a basic understanding of the relevant areas of
managerial economics. The comment is applicable
both to university curricula and to professional
continuing education programs.
For a discussion of this point see Robert N. Anthony, "The Rebirth of Cost
Accou ntin g, - MANAGEMEIIT ACCOUNTING, October 1975.
'William J. Baumol, Economic Theory and Operations Analysis, Fourth Edition, Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1977.
' Joel Dean, Managerial Economics, Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N.J.,
1951.
• As a practical matter, a similar formal determination of full costs is required
when the government acts, in effect, as a monopsony buyer as is the case with a
significant portion of defense procurement. Once again full costs become the
most significant element in the price determination process: any change in the
so-called "allowable" costs is directly reflected in the price paid by the government.
' Baumol, Op. Cit.
• Dean. Op. Cit.
'Economists distinguish between "perfect" and "imperfect" oligopoly. In the
former case, the output produced by any one ofigopolist is a more or lessperfect
substitute for that of any other producer. In the latter case, substitutability is
imperfect, e.g. in automobile and cigarette production.
' Dean. Op. Cit.
'John C. Lere. Pricing Techniques for the Financial Executive. John W iley &
Sons, Inc., New York, N.Y. 1974.
A final cost objective has been defined by the Cost Accounting Standards
Board in 4 CFR 400.1 (a) as "A cost objective which has allocated to it both
direct and indirect costs and, in the contractor's accumulation system, is one of
the final accumulation points."
" For a discussion of this point see: Alfred E. Kahn, The Economics of Regulation: Principles and Institutions. Vol. I, John Wiley & Sons. Inc., New York,
N.Y., 1970.
" David Solomons, Divisional Performance, Measurement and Control. Richard
D. Irwin, Inc., Homewood, III., 1965.
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Transfer Pricing in a
Decentralized Organization
An effective division manager will be alert to conflicts that arise
between his short-run goal of contribution maximization and his
long-run goal of having a stable source of supply or maintaining
good relations with his customers.

By H. James Shaub
One of the foremost problems that management of
a decentralized corporation has to face is that of
pricing goods which flow between the organization's divisions. This problem is intensified as corporate managers increasingly use divisional profits
as measures of performance. This article will present some of the transfer pricing methods that have
been suggested in accounting literature and are
practiced in industry today. The analysis that follows points out the effect of the transfer pricing
alternatives on the divisional profit contribution
as a measure of performance, and the motivation
of division managers toward goal congruence.
Role of Decentralization
A thorough discussion of transfer pricing would
be incomplete without reference to the role played
by decentralization. Decentralization is difficult to
define, although many authors have tried. Instead
of using a dictionary definition, then, we will describe decentralization through the objectives that
are desired to be accomplished.
A prime objective of decentralization is better
management. As corporations become larger, the
structure of management becomes increasingly
complex. Managers become far removed from the
point of decision-making. "A reduction in size of
the decision-making unit, by splitting an existing
large unit into several units, each smaller, and delMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/APRIL 1978

egating to each decision-making powers, may
bring about considerable increases in efficiency."
Delegated decision-making is a key element of decentralization; with it, the concept of responsibility accounting can be adopted to formulate a system of accounting which relates cost and revenue
items to the division manager who makes the decision affecting such items. Costs and revenues can
accumulate directly to cost and profit centers.
There is no arbitrary allocation of costs, for this
would defeat the purpose of responsibility accounting and weaken the decentralized form of
management.
The impact of arbitrary allocation of costs and
revenues can better be seen in light of a second
objective of decentralization: aiding corporate
managers in controlling segments of the organization. Control can be thought of as a three phase
operation: (1) set standards, (2) measure actual
performance, and (3) measure and correct deviations from the standard. Standards are established
in the form of financial goals for the manager of
each segment of the organization. Since the accounting system facilitates accumulation of costs
and revenues along lines of responsibility, each division manager's measure of standard and actual
performance is developed using only those items
which he has the ability to influence. Deviations
from the financial goals are regularly reported to
both the manager in charge of the division and his
superiors.
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"There are
several
variations of the
cost-based
transfer price."

This control process can be used as an effective
motivational tool, especially if division managers
had contributed to the development of the standards against which their division is measured.
But even without an element of participative budgeting, the control process serves as a motivational device because managers realize that their performance, and the performance of their divisions,
is evaluated only in terms of the costs and revenues over which they have control.
Divisions can be classified as cost and profit
centers.' The manager of a division is held responsible for both revenue and costs traceable to his
division. He is then evaluated in terms of the difference which is his profit contribution. It is evident that the transfer pricing problem applies only
to divisions classified as profit centers; for pricing
intra-company transfers implies a receipt of revenue by the transferring division.
A final objective of decentralization—increased
long-run profitability of the corporation as a
whole—is one which incorporates the previously
mentioned goals of greater efficiency of management, improved corporate control, and motivation
of division managers. Although this goal may
seem to be inherent in almost any policy affecting
a profit-directed activity, it becomes especially important when viewed from the perspective of the
transfer pricing problem.
This article will not attempt to prove that one
method of pricing inter-unit transfers is preferable
to another. As a matter of fact, a form of transfer
pricing may be perfectly suitable in one situation
whereas the identical method may cause difficulties under other circumstances. The point that
will be emphasized is that in a situation where
profits are used as a measure of divisional performance, the mode of transfer pricing must meet
certain criteria.
"As long as top management ignores
profit in evaluating a division, the method of
transfer pricing is largely irrelevant. But, if
management is truly devoted to decentralization then a transfer price, to be successful,
must be based on behavioral considerations.
That is, the transfer price used would be
that price, given a volume level, that would
cause a division manager to make the same
decisions that would be made by top management."
These statements describe an essential characteristic of a sound transfer price: promoting goal
congruence. If corporate management can establish profit centers through assignment of responsibility for cost and revenues, and a transfer price
can be established based on the above criteria, corporate management can then delegate unlimited
authority to division managers whether they pur-
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chase and sell within or outside of the corporation. Since divisions are measured by their reported profitability, division managers will strive to
make decisions that will maximize their profits,
and at the same time be maximizing the profits of
the corporation.
As in most instances though, the above frictionless situation often does not exist. One significant
problem that arises is the fact that there are many
corporate goals with conflict with that of shortrun profit maximization. Examples are: achieving
a greater share of the product market, maintaining a stable source of supply, and developing quality brand-name products. A transfer price must be
constructed that will encourage the manager of an
autonomous division to make decisions that will
also promote these corporate goals.
Rather than attempt to cover every transfer
pricing method practiced in industry today, we
will consider three basic themes: transfer prices
based on cost, those based on market price, and
those based on negotiations. Almost all the suggested alternatives for transfer pricing are combinations and modifications of them.
Cost-Based Transfer Prices
There are several variations of the cost-based
transfer price. Manufacturing cost, full cost, and
full cost plus markup are the most prominent. The
feature common to each of these is their relationship to some concept of product cost.
Manufacturing cost is usually identical with the
inventoriable costs used for external financial reporting. In fact, the main purpose for such a
transfer price is to measure and account for movements of inventory within a corporation. This
type of price is usually a carry-over from the days
of centralized profit responsibility. It is often used
for the sake of convenience when transfers are insignificant in amount.
The full-cost-based transfer price includes an
allocation for non-manufacturing expenses such
as those of general administration, research and
development, and marketing. The reasoning is
that because the division incurs these expenses to
support its entire product line, materials transferred to a sister division should include an allocation of such costs so that the profit contribution of
the selling division is not penalized by intra-company sales.
The full-cost-plus-markup transfer price is similar to that of full cost. The added twist is the element of "profit" which is included in the price, so
that not only will the producing division be compensated for manufacturing and non-manufacturing cost, but it will also receive some addition to
its profit.
These cost-based transfer prices are generally
used in situations where division managers are not
free to decide whether to deal within the firm, or
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to buy and sell their products and materials outside of corporate bounds. Decentralization of decision-making is incomplete in such situations.
The consequences of this type of transfer pricing
system can best be presented by an example.
The Electro Company is a decentralized concern with three integrated profit centers. Division
A produces transistors and printed circuitry and
sells 80 percent of its finished product to outside
customers and 20 percent to division C. Division
B produces a variety of radio and television cabinets. Virtually all of its production is sold to division C, but it has, in the past, taken special outside
orders to employ idle capacity. Division C manufactures a limited line of Electro radios and television sets. It is corporate policy that division C
purchase all available components from within the
company, with divisions A and B supplying the
needs of division C before taking on outside orders. Corporate management evaluates each profit
center's performance on the basis of its ability to
meet a target contribution. The question is: What
effect. if any, will a cost-based transfer price have
on the motivation of division managers?
The transfer price chosen for this analysis is the
cost-plus-markup. These are authoritarian prices;
divisions A and B have no choice but to sell at the
established prices, and division C has no choice
but to pay these prices. The profit element is set
more or less arbitrarily by central management. It
may be a weighted average of the markups on other products or it may represent some percentage
return on investment. Whichever the case, division managers have no control over that portion
of division profits generated by internal sales. Division B, for example, sells virtually all of its production to division C and would therefore have no
control over its revenue. A lack of control should
entail a lack of responsibility, thus disqualifying
division B as a true profit center. A measurement
of the performance of division B based on its ability to meet a predetermined level of contribution
would not be useful for evaluation purposes because the division's actual level of profit contribution has been severely influenced by the transfer
price established by corporate management.
What effect would such a price have on division
A? If it can receive a higher margin on sales to
outside customers, the division manager would be
encouraged to maximize those sales. This could
result in delays in product shipments to division C
or a reduction in quality of those items. If the
outside market is unfavorable, division A's manager will be motivated to maximize his profit contribution through internal sales. Perhaps he can
encourage division C to carry larger inventories.
Any of the above actions may increase the performance measure of division A, but decrease the
profits of the corporation as a whole.
It is obvious from the above analysis that a
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cost-plus based transfer price weakens each selling
division's profit contribution as a measure of performance because it is assured of recovery of its
cost, plus a markup. A factor that may be somewhat less clear is the effect of the transfer price on
the purchasing division. If a transfer price based
on acceptable costs is not competitive, the fact is
disclosed, if at all, only when the buying division
sells the finished product in an outside market at
an unsatisfactory profit.' This is evidence that a
cost-based transfer price can also adversely affect
the purchasing division.

"There are
several
advantages
which support
the marketbased system of
transfer
pricing."

Market-Based Transfer Prices
In the above analysis of cost-based transfer
prices, it was assumed, and necessarily so, that
division managers did not have the option to buy
or sell outside the corporation. Under a system of
pricing intra-company transfers based on market
price, such an assumption need not be made. The
selling division would be indifferent as to whether
it sold to an outside customer at the going market
price or to a sister division at a market-based
transfer price. In fact, the supplying division
would be more inclined to sell within because, if
cash balances are centrally administered, they
would not have additional capital tied up in accounts receivable or in high collection costs. The
purchasing division would also be more likely to
buy within because quality standards would be
higher, and the purchasing division would have a
stable source of supply.
There are several advantages which support the
market-based system of transfer pricing. First of
all, division managers have complete control over
their sources of revenue; therefore, performance
measurements based on divisional contributions
will serve as effective motivators. Second, market
price represents the true opportunity cost to the
corporation from divisions (which have readily
available markets outside the corporation) buying
and selling among themselves. Third, it is an objective form of transfer pricing, an important factor when dealing with the motivation of individuals. And, a market-based transfer price "provides
an incentive to efficient production because excessive cost cannot be passed on to buyers."
A primary disadvantage of this system is its reliance on the assumption that a stable market exists for the product and that the divisions have
access to those markets. Even when a market is
available, prices often fluctuate so widely that using such a basis would be impractical.
Another severe disadvantage can be illustrated
by applying the market-based transfer price to the
Electro company. Division A normally sells 80
percent of its capacity to outside customers and 20
percent to division C. Division A's capacity is
100,000 transistors per month; the direct per unit
product cost is $1.00; and the market based trans35

arrive at a suitable transfer price. That price will
be greater than the direct cost of producing a unit
"There may be
of product (the marginal cost to the supplying diselected cases
vision operating at less than full capacity) but no
where a
higher than the going market price (the opportunity cost to a buying division which purchases innegotiated
tra-company products). The negotiated price
transfer price is
should always fall between this floor and ceiling,
not feasible . . ."
and such a price will benefit both the buying and
selling divisions, as well as the corporation.
In practice though, negotiations do not always
function as well as they do in theory. One problem
is the accessibility of information on both market
prices and direct product costs. Joel Dean, in his
study of the feasibility of a negotiated transfer
price, cited examples where conflicting information has caused negotiations to break down. As a
solution to this problem, he suggested installation
of a corporate executive as a price mediator. The
function of such a mediator would be to "distill
the truth from conflicting, misguided, exaggerated, and prejudiced pricing facts which the negotiation parties often bring to a mediation conference."
A second disadvantage of negotiated transfer
price is that negotiations are too time-consuming
and waste the effort of key management personnel. A rebuttal to this argument relates back to
Negotiated Transfer Prices
the original assumption about the establishment
of
prices. If a division wants to buy and sell from a
The third category of transfer prices is that
source
outside the corporation, the division would
based on negotiations. This method attempts to
incorporate all of the advantages of a market- have to enter into negotiations with that source. It
based transfer price without its disadvantages. In is doubtful that inter-divisional negotiations
reality, an equilibrium market price is established would be more time-consuming than those that
by interaction of the forces of supply and demand: take place between unrelated corporations.
buyers and sellers meet in the marketplace and
Dual Transfer Prices
arrive at a price through free negotiations. A comThere may be selected cases where a negotiated
pany using negotiated transfer prices assumes that
these same activities can take place between buy- transfer price is not feasible because an outside
market or source may not exist for the product to
ing and selling divisions.
In theory, such a transfer price is infallible. The be transferred. Such is the case with a division
divisions' marketing personnel and purchasing that is a captive supplier—the only available
agents who have information on alternative mar- source of a raw material or intermediate product.
ket opportunities and product costs will be able to It is possible under these circumstances to develop
a transfer price that will not impair divisional
profit contribution as a measure of performance.
Exhibit 1
A dual transfer price offers the solution.'
Under the system of transfer pricing, two prices
APPLYING THE MARKET-BASED TRANSFER PRICE TO
are
developed for each unit of product. The proTHE ELECTRO COMPANY.
ducing
department is credited with the price that
Imp ac t o n contribution of divisio n C
$ 30,000
20 ,00 0 units f rom Div. A at transf er pric e o f $1 .5 0
includes a profit element. The receiving depart—22,000
20 ,0 0 0 units f ro m c o mp e titor at pric e of $ 1.10
ment is charged with the standard direct unit cost
$ 8.00 0
Increase in co ntrib utio n from choice of comp etitor' s of fer
of the product. The price that includes the profit
Imp act o n c ontributio n o f division A
element can be derived by employing indirect
$ (3 0 , 0 0 0 )
Los t revenue: 2 0,0 00 x $1 .5 0 (trans fe r p ric e )
20,000
Co st not incurred : 20,000 x $1.00 (d irec t co s t)
competitive guides:
fer price is $1.50 per transistor. At the present
time, transistor sales are depressed to 50,000 per
month, and division A has been operating below
capacity. If it can renew its six-month contract
with division C, calling for 20,000 units per
month, its projected sales will be 70,000 for each
of the next six months. It has no prospects for
additional sales.
Division C is approached by an outside competitor with an agreement to supply division C with
20,000 similar quality transistors per month for
six months at a delivered price of $1.10 each, well
below market. Since the manager of division C
wants to maximize his profit performance, he will
opt for the contract with the substantially lower
price. With lower costs, division C has a greater
profit contribution; but, what is the impact on corporate profit?
Exhibit 1 illustrates the net effect. Note that
although division C increases its contribution by
$8,000, profit for the corporation as a whole is
reduced by $2,000. A primary function of a sound
transfer price is that of promoting goal congruence between division and corporate decisionmakers. It is clear, therefore, that there are instances where a market-based transfer price will
not perform such a function.

.

Unfavorable impact on co ntribution
Net imp ac t o n co rp orate p ro fits
Inc re as e in c ontribution f ro m divis ion C
Decrease in co ntrib ution f rom d ivisio n A
Net imp ac t on c orpo rate p ro fits

.

■

■

■

•

I

■

1

$ (1 0 ,0 0 0 )
$

8,00 0
(1 0 ,0 0 0 )
$ (2 ,0 0 0 )

"The engineering and cost department work
together in estimating the cost of manufacturing by the most efficient method in use
Continued on page 42
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Comparing
Cost Accounting Standards
with Existing
Accounting Standards
Although the variety of cost accounting standards is large, it is
nowhere near as large as for existing accounting standards, which
cover the entire scope of accounting.
111111=11MOI

By Fathi A. Mansour and James H. Sellers
The Cost Accounting Standards Board, created
by Public Law 91-379, has been in operation since
1970 and has issued a series of cost accounting
standards which affect companies dealing with the
federal government. The purpose of this article is
to examine Cost Accounting Standards 401
through 415 and their relationship to existing accounting standards. If consistency is truly the goal
of accounting standards, then the standards
promulgated by the CASB should be compatible
with the standards used by firms for external reporting.
The Development of the CASB
The Department of Defense grants negotiated
contracts based on cost to the contractor of the
work performed. Until 1970, determination of
cost was based on the cost principles outlined in
the Armed Services Procurement Regulation
(ASPR). Many of these principles refer to GAAP
and IRS regulations as guidelines. The availability
of acceptable alternative accounting principles,
however, led to disagreements between contractors and the defense department regarding the
proper method of cost determination.
In 1968, the comptroller general undertook a
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study to determine the feasibility of establishing
cost accounting standards for defense contracts.
The accounting profession, professional organizations, and government agencies indicated that
such principles were feasible. Defense contractors,
however, did not perceive cost accounting standards to be either feasible or desirable.
As a result of the feasibility study Congress enacted Public Law 91-379, which established the
Cost Accounting Standards Board with the following charge:
"The Board shall from time to time promulgate cost-accounting standards designed to
achieve uniformity and consistency in the
cost-accounting principles followed by defense contractors and subcontractors under
Federal contracts." '
Cost Accounting Standards
Since its inception, the CASH has issued statements on a variety of subjects. Cost accounting
standards tend to be detailed instructions for the
treatment of particular items of cost as opposed to
most existing accounting standards which, although dictating a particular treatment of an
item, generally tend to be less detailed. Although
the variety of cost accounting standards is large, it
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is nowhere near as large as for existing accounting
standards, which cover the entire scope of accounting. Exhibit 1 describes the cost accounting
standards as well as the related accounting standards in use. A discussion of the similarities and
differences in the two sets of standards follow.
CAS 401
C o s t Accounting Standard 401 relates to consistency in estimating, accumulating and reporting costs and is related to APB Opinions Nos. 20
and 22. Standard 401 states that:
"a. A contractor's practices used in estimating costs in pricing a proposal shall be consistent with his cost accounting practices
used in accumulating and reporting costs.
"b. A contractor's cost accounting practices
used in accumulating and reporting actual
costs for a contract shall be consistent with
his practices used in estimating costs in pricing the related proposal." =
Consistency as developed in APB Opinion No. 20,
is described as follows:
"In the preparation of financial statement
there is the presumption that an accounting

principle once adopted should not be
changed for events and transactions of a
similar type." '
APB Opinion No. 22 states:
"A description of all significant accounting
policies of the reporting entity should be included as an integral part of the financial
statements." '
The two standards aim to satisfy the same purpose; that is, consistency in the application of accounting principles and procedures should be
maintained by the business entity. Each standard
has a slightly different emphasis. It could be argued, however, that the existing accounting
standard could be easily extended to include the
objective of the cost accounting standard. Implementation of the existing accounting standard implies or presumes consistency in the application of
methods and procedures of estimating costs, for
example, estimating the cost of work in process.
CAS 402
Cost Accounting Standard 402, relating to the
allocation of costs incurred for the same purpose,

Exhibit 1
COST ACCOUNTING STANDARDS COMPARED WITH EXISTING ACCOUNTING
STANDARDS

402

Cost
Accounting
Stand ards
Co ns is tency in e stim ating ac cumulating and report.
ing co sts
Consistency in allo cating costs incurred for the

403
404

same purpose
Allo cation of hom e o ffice exp ense to se gme nts
Cap italizatio n o f tangible asse ts

Exis ting
Accounting
Stand ards
APB Opinions
Nos. 20 and 22
APB Opinions
Nos. 20 and 22
No S tand ard
No Standard

405

Acco unting for unallowable costs

No Standard

406

Cost accounting period

No Standard

407

Us e of s tand ard co sts fo r dire ct m aterial and dire ct
labor
Acc ounting f or cos ts of compensated personal ab-

ARB No. 43

401

408

No Standard

sence
409

Depreciation of tang ib le c apital assets

410

Allocation of business unit G&A expenses to final
cost objective

41 1
412
41 4

Acc ounting fo r acq uisitio n cos ts of m ate rial
Com pos ition and me asure ment o f p ens ion co st
Cost of mo ney as an ele me nt o f the c os t of fac ilities capital

ARB No. 43, Ch. 4
APB Opinion No. 8
No Standard

415

Acc ounting f or the c ost of de ferre d c omp ens ation

APB Opinions
Nos. 12 and 25

Accounting
Terminology
Bulle tin
No Standard

Comm ent

Financ ial acco unting prac.
tice and theory is in complete agreement with Stan.
dard.
This Standard is related
specifically to government
contracts.
This Standard ado pts the
fiscal Accounting period.

This Stand ard is c om p atible
with financ ial acc ounting
practice and theo ry.

There is conflict between
this Standard and financ ial
acco unting practice.

APB State ment No. 3 recomme nds sup po rting statements for adjusted data.

Note: Stand ard No . 4 13 was no t iss ued .
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"All costs incurred for the same purpose, in
like circumstances, are either direct costs
only or indirect costs only with respect to
final cost objectives. No final cost objective
shall have allocated to it as an indirect cost
any cost, if other costs incurred for the same
purpose, in like circumstances, have been included as a direct cost of that or any other
final cost objective. Further no final cost objective shall have allocated to it as a direct
cost any cost, if other costs incurred for the
same purpose, in like circumstances, have
been included in any indirect cost pool to be
allocated to that or any other final cost objective." 5
Two major points are included in this Standard.
The first is the consistency concept discussed
above. The cost and existing accounting standards
are in agreement regarding this concept. The second is the allocation of incurred costs to cost objectives. There is no equivalent existing accounting standard even though the concept is important
in such financial accounting problems as inventory valuation.
The consistency principle can be satisfied by
uniform application of accounting principles from
period to period. However, such mechanical application does not ensure that the essence of the
principle is maintained. For example, an inventory valuation method such as FIFO could be applied consistently from period to period, and the
amount of direct materials cost charged to the final cost objective could vary even if treatment of
other procurement costs changed.
CAS 403
This standard is related to the allocation of
home office expenses to segments of the business
and is not directly related to any existing accounting standard.
"Home office expenses shall be allocated on
the basis of the beneficial or causal relationship between supporting and receiving activities. Such expenses shall be allocated directly to segments to the maximum extent practical." 6
No existing accounting standard is equivalent
to the above cost accounting standard. There is no
specified way to deal with the allocation of common costs between products or departments.
However, if corporations are required to report
results by segments, such vital questions as allocation of common costs should be addressed by the
accounting profession.
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CAS 404
Cost Accounting Standard 404 presents a rather detailed treatise on the capitalization of tangible assets. This Standard reads, in part:
"a. The acquisition cost of tangible capital
assets shall be capitalized. Capitalization
shall be based upon a written policy that is
reasonable and consistently applied.
"b. The contractor's policy shall designate
economic and physical characteristics for
capitalization of tangible assets ...
"d. Costs incurred subsequent to the acquisition of a tangible capital asset which result
in extending the life or increasing the productivity of that asset (e.g., betterment and
improvement) and which meet the contractor's established criteria for capitalization
shall be capitalized with appropriate accounting for replaced asset accountability
units. However, costs incurred for repairs
and maintenance to a tangible capital asset
which either restore the asset to, or maintain
it at, its normal or expected service life or
production shall be treated as costs of the
current period.

"The
consistency
principle can be
satisfied by
uniform
application . . . "

"'

is also related to APB Opinion Nos. 20 and 22.
This Standard states:

No specific accounting standard is equivalent to
the above cost accounting standard. Nevertheless,
all authoritative sources in financial accounting
treat the capitalization of fixed assets subject in
the manner described in CAS 404. 8 Therefore,
cost and existing accounting standards and procedures are in complete agreement regarding the
treatment of capital and revenue expenses. The
only difference is that the cost accounting standard is more detailed and provides specific rules
and procedures to be followed.
CAS 405
Standard 405 relates to costs which are incurred but are not allowable for government contracting purposes. The Standard merely prohibits
the inclusion of specified costs in determining the
allowable costs for government contracts. Because
this Standard relates specifically to government
contracts, there is no equivalent standard in financial accounting.
CAS 406
The cost accounting period is the subject of
Standard 406 which states:
"A contractor shall use his fiscal year as his
cost accounting period, except ..."
It requires that the financial accounting period be
used as the cost accounting period unless special
circumstances require another treatment. Complete agreement between financial and cost accounting exists in this area.
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"Accrual
accounting
requires the
recognition of
costs
incurred . . . "

Those responsible for financial accounting have
not paid much attention to the potential and the
problems of standard costs as a basis of an accounting system. It has been assumed that standard costs constitute a cost accounting problem
and of little consequence to financial accounting.
Such is not the case. Problems concerning the nature of standards used and disposition ofvariances
must be dealt with by financial accounting.
CAS 407

Cost Accounting Standard 407 addresses this
problem.
"Standard costs may be used for estimating,
accumulating and reporting costs of direct
material and direct labor only when all of
the following criteria are met:
a. Standard costs are entered into the books
of account;
b. Standard costs and related variances are
appropriately accounted for at the level of
the production unit; and
c. Practices with respect to the setting and
revising of standards, use of standard costs,
and disposition variances are stated in writing and are consistently followed." 10
Financial accounting has dealt with standard
costs in relation to inventory valuation. Accounting Research Bulletin No. 43 states:
"Standard costs are acceptable if adjusted at
reasonable intervals to reflect current conditions so that at the balance -sheet date standard costs reasonably approximate costs
computed under one of the recognized bases. In such cases descriptive language should
be used which will express this relationship,
as, for instance, `approximate costs determined on the first -in first -out basis,' or, if it
is desired to mention standard costs, `at
standard costs, approximating average
costs.' " "
The cost and existing accounting standards regarding the use ofstandard costs for materials are
similar and compatible. The cost accounting standard requirement that standard costs be used in
the books of account is of particular significance.
CAS 408

Standard 408 is another specialized standard regarding the accounting for personal absence from
work by employees. This Standard states:
"a. The costs of compensated personal absence shall be assigned to the cost accounting period of periods in which the entitlement was earned.
40

"b. The costs of compensated personal absence for an entire cost accounting period
shall be allocated prorata on an annual basis
among the final cost objectives of that period." 'Z
The essence of part a. of the above Standard is
applicable in financial accounting in determining
periodic income through the matching process.
Accrual accounting requires the recognition of
costs incurred in producing the revenue realized
during the period. Therefore, such items as deferred vacation costs, allowance for ordinary
maintenance, and warranty costs should be
charged to the period in which they were incurred. Part b. of the Standard is considered to be
outside the interest of financial accounting. Standard No. 408 is, therefore, compatible with existing accounting standards. Here again, however,
this Cost Accounting Standard provides operational rules to be used in its application, a situation which is lacking in financial accounting.
CA S 409

Standard 409 addresses the question of depreciation. This Standard reads, in part:
"a. The depreciable cost of a tangible capital asset (or group of assets) shall be assigned to cost accounting periods in accordance with the following criteria:
1. The depreciable cost ofa tangible capital
asset shall be its capitalized cost less its estimated residual value.
2. The estimated service life of a tangible
capital asset (or group of assets) shall be
used to determine the cost accounting periods to which the depreciable cost will be assigned ...
"b. The annual depreciation cost of a tangible capital asset (or group of assets) shall be
allocated to cost objectives for which it provides service in accordance with the following criteria." 13
Accounting Terminology Bulletin defined depreciation as:
".. . a s yst em of accounting which aims to
distribute the cost or other basic value of
tangible capital assets, less salvage (ifany),
over the estimated useful life of the unit
(which may be a group of assets) in a systematic and rational manner. It is a process
of allocation, not of valuation." "
The cost and existing accounting standards regarding depreciation are almost identical with the
cost accounting standard giving more detail,
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /APRIL 1978

CAS 410
Standard 410 relates to the allocation of general
and administrative expenses to final cost objectives. This Standard reads, in part:
"a. Business unit G & A expenses shall be
grouped in a separate indirect cost pool
which shall be allocated only to final cost
objectives.
"b. The G & A expense pool of a business
unit for a cost accounting period shall be
allocated to final cost objectives of that cost
accounting period by means of a cost input
base representing the total activity of the
business unit . .. The cost input base selected shall be the one which best represents the
total activity of a typical cost accounting peri od .""
General and administrative expenses are generally
considered to be period costs; that is, noninventoriable costs. Therefore, there is a conflict between
existing and cost accounting standards regarding
such costs. For example, the CASB requires contractors to follow Standard 410 in determining
cost, but it permits them to follow existing standards for financial reporting.

similar to the financial accounting treatment of
pension costs.
"For defined-benefit pension plans, the
amount of pension cost of a cost accounting
period shall be determined by use of an actuarial cost method which measures separately
each of the components of pension cost ...
"The amount of pension cost computed for
a cost accounting period is assignable only
to that period. Except for pay-as-you-go
plans, the cost assignable to a period is allocable to cost objectives of that period to the
extent that liquidation of the liability for
such cost can be compelled if liquidation is
actually effected in that period." "
This Standard is compatible with APB Opinion
No. 8. In any case, the two standards are detailed
and comprehensive. CAS 412 adds a provision allocating the pension cost to cost objectives.

It is therefore in complete agreement with generally accepted accounting principles regarding accounting for materials and inventory valuation.

CAS 413, 414
The accounting profession has long been aware
of the problem of inflation and its effects on the
reliability of historical financial statements. However, it was unable to deal directly with the problem. Twice the accounting profession recommended, but did not require, disclosure of the effects of
inflation on the financial statements. ARB No. 43,
issued in 1953, in discussing the effect of inflation
on depreciation, stated that the committee on accounting procedure "gives its full support to the
use of supplementary financial schedules, explanations or footnotes by which management may explain the need for retention of earnings." On the
other hand, APB statement No. 3, issued in 1969,
stated that: "General price-level information may
be presented in addition to the basic historicaldollar financial statements, but general price-level
financial statements should not be presented as
the basic statements." It is interesting to note that
the CASB did not attack the problem directly;
instead it used a surrogate, the cost of money, to
deal with the problem of inflation.
The CASB considered the promulgation of two
new Standards: Standard 413—Adjustment of
Historical Depreciation Cost for Inflation and
Standard 414. The Board concluded that since the
available research shows a strong correlation between interest rates and the rate of change of the
price level, the interest rate used in measuring the
cost of capital would include some allowance for
inflation. The Board reasoned that issuing these
two Standards would result in overlapping coverage; therefore, it withdrew the proposed Standard
413 and issued Standard 414, which reads, in part:

CAS 412
Standard 412 deals with pension costs and is

"a. A contractor's facilities capital shall be
measured and allocated in accordance with

CAS 411
The CASB has adopted the existing accounting
methods of inventory valuation. These are addressed in Standard 411 which states:
- a. The contractor shall have, and consistently apply, written statements of accounting policies and practices for accumulating
the costs of material and for allocating costs
of material to cost objectives.
"b. The cost of units of a category of material may be allocated directly to a cost objective provided the cost objective was specifically identified at the time of purchase or
production of the units." 16
The Standard also specifies that one of the following inventory costing methods be used when issuing material:
1. The first-in-first-out method
2. The moving average cost method
3. The weighted average cost method
4. The standard cost method
5. The last-in, first-out method.
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. • . cost
standards are
detailed . . .
accounting
standards are
general . .

the criteria set forth in this standard. The
allocated amount shall be used as a base to
which a cost of money rate is applied.
"b. The cost of money rate shall be based
on interest rates determined by the Secretary
of the Treasury ..."
No existing accounting standard is equivalent to
Standard 414.
CAS 415
Deferred compensation is similar in many respects to pension costs. It is discussed in Standard
415.
"The cost of deferred compensation shall be
assigned to the cost accounting period in
which the contractor incurs an obligation to
compensate the employee. In the event no
obligation is incurred prior to payment, the
cost of deferred compensation shall be the
amount paid and shall be assigned to cost
accounting period in which the payment is
made."
"The measurement of the amount of the
cost deferred compensation shall be the
present value of the future benefits to be
paid by the contractor." "

This Standard is compatible with APB Opinion
No. 12—Deferred Compensation Contracts and
APB Opinion No. 25—Accounting for Stock Issued to Employees.
Summary and Conclusion
The cost accounting standards promulgated
thus far by the CASB can be classified into these
groups: (1) Standards 401, 402, 404, 406, 408,
411, 412, and 415, which are basically similar to
existing accounting standards; (2) Standards 403
and 410, which could be in conflict with generally
accepted accounting principles; and (3) Standards
405 and 414, which have no equivalent existing
accounting standards. Most of these standards
are, however, compatible with GAAP.
CI
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• See, for example, Paul Grady, Inventory of Generally Accepted Accounting
Principles for Business Enterprises, ARS No. 7. AICPA, New York, N.Y., 1965.
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'Federal Register, November 7. 1973, p. 30732.
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TRANSFER PRICING IN A DECENTRALIZED ORGANIZATION
Continued from page 36
regardless of how the products are actually
being made in the company's own plants.
Pricing proceeds by applying to such costs a
markup calculated to produce the rate of
profit established as the company's objective
in its profit planning. This method differs
from costs or cost-plus pricing methods in
that the latter base transfer prices on the
company's own costs without reference to
whether these costs are competitive or
not." '
Through this type of transfer price, profit contribution continues to be an effective measure of
divisional performance.
Conclusion
The logical conclusion to draw from the analysis of the transfer pricing problem is that in most
situations the negotiated basis is the most defensible of all the methods of pricing intra-company
transfers.
Although many argue that if division managers
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are delegated unlimited authority over decisions
affecting intra-company transfers, much of the
benefit of an integrated organization will be lost.
This is not necessarily true. An effective division
manager will be alert to conflicts that arise between his short-run goal of contribution maximization and his long-run goal of having a stable
source of supply or maintaining good relations
with his customers. If managers fail to consider
these long-run goals, it will be reflected in their
long-run profit contribution. A good manager
should be able to resolve this conflict and eliminate any integration that does not profit both buying and selling divisions. Elimination of such integration would be beneficial to the corporation as a
whole.'
0
' The Company. Organization Structure. American Management Association.
New York, N.Y., 1953.
' A cost center is an organizational segment which incurs costs but does not
provide any revenue as a result of its normal activities, and a profit center is a
segment of an organization which incurs costs and generates revenue.
' Raymond L. Larson. "Decentralization in Real Life," Management Accounting. Match 1974.
' Accounting for Intra-Company Transfers. National Association of Accountants, New York. N.Y., 1956.
'
'Joel Dean, "Decentralization and Intracompany Pricing," Hanard Business
Review, July-August. 1955.
German Boer. Direct C o s t and Contribution Accounting, John Wiley and Sons,
Inc. New York, N.Y., 1974.
' NAA. Op. Cit.
• Joel Dean, Op Qt .
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Sensitivity Analysis:
an Accounting Tool
for Decision-Making
This role is not new—the accountant already makes management
decisions in sorting and organizing data. Sensitivity analysis helps
him to decide what is relevant and how to report it.

By Nabil Hassan, R. Penny Marquette and
Joseph M. McKeon, Jr.
Traditionally the accountant has always provided
management with information that could be used
for a variety of purposes. Now, the accountant
can provide not only facts but also an abundance
of information which will help management make
complicated decisions in an environment of constant uncertainty. There are numerous applications for this type of investigation including
budgeting, planning, forecasting, and simulation
covering every functional area of the business enterprise. By simulating the real world in a variety
of decision situations, modern techniques permit
experimentation before the decision is operational.
By examining each component of a decision under
a variety of conditions, managers can examine the
effect that changes in each input will have on the
desired output of their systems. One technique for
doing this is sensitivity analysis.
Used for many years in the field of economics,
sensitivity analysis was incorporated into the larger area of operations research shortly before
World War H. However, the variety of applications for which it is appropriate, and the ways in
which it can be incorporated into the reporting of
accounting data have not been thoroughly explored in the literature. This article is a beginning
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/APRIL 1978

in that direction, providing an overview of sensitivity analysis and several examples of its use with
and without the aid of mathematical models.
Model Building and Sensitivity Analysis
Model building is the underlying technique on
which sensitivity analysis is based and it is used to
structure the decision-making process. A model is
a simplification of reality, designed to abstract the
operative elements of a situation while disregarding irrelevant noise. A general ledger, for example, is a model of the financial reality of a firm. A
model can be judged only by its usefulness—a
good model is an accurate predictor, a structure
for successful decision-making.
However, many factors prevent the exact measurement of sensitivity. Some problems such as
multicollinearity and autocorrelation are unique
to a specific model or models. But two major
problems are inherent in all model building and
prediction. First, relationships which existed in
the past may no longer hold for predicting the
future, and second, it is rarely possible to determine with precision the range of probable variations in model parameters. Obviously, then, sensitivity analysis cannot totally eliminate mistakes in
decision-making, nor can it eliminate entirely the
risk that future events may render even the best
decision a poor one. Yet this kind of analysis can
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show where the greatest risks may lie, and perhaps, how to avoid them.
One often ignored advantage of using decision
models is that they force the user to define and
quantify the significant elements in the decision
process. Nevertheless, while the clear explication
of situation parameters is useful, the manager
must never lose sight of the uncertainty inherent
in the decision process. The uncertainty is bound
up in the potential changes which can occur in the
economic, technological, political or social environment of the firm. Models, carefully applied to
the decision process, can significantly reduce the
risks involved.
A first step is the identification of risk-finding
out which parameters are particularly sensitive to
measurement and judgment errors, or to changes
in the environment after the decision has been
made. By isolating the areas of sensitivity, time
and resources can be allocated to the decisionmaking stage, thus reducing the likelihood and
probable cost of either measurement errors or
post-decision changes in the environment. A model, based on sensitivity analysis, can be manipulated to evaluate the effect of changes in the inputs
(independent variables) on the final value of the
output (dependent variable). In this way it is possible to predetermine the range in which an error
or variation in the independent variables can affect the best solution, or even change the chosen
alternative.

or eight percent, the investment will become unprofitable.
It may be possible to further refine the decision
by applying a probability distribution to the generated sensitivity data. For example, if the manager is 80 percent certain that the five percent rate
will hold for the next two years, 80 percent positive that the rate will not reach 10 percent, but
reasonably sure that it will be around six to eight
percent by the third or fourth year, he could develop a more accurate prediction of the projects
net present value.
Exhibit 2 presents one of many possible probability distributions, given the assumptions listed.
Under these circumstances, the project would be
profitable. At this point it is also possible to vary
the probabilities to test the sensitivity of the outcome to errors in judgment regarding the future
distribution of interest rates. If the distribution is
changed to assume a 50-50 probability of five or
six percent interest rates in the first three years,
the project still has a positive net present value of
$712. On the other hand, if the estimates for years
three to five are changed to a 50-50 probability of
eight or 10 percent interest rates, the project goes
into the red. An alternative use of sensitivity analysis in capital budgeting would be to examine the
sensitivity of the net present value to errors in the
prediction of cash flows, either in amounts or in
timing.

Practical Applications for Sensitivity Analysis

PROJECTIONS OF SALES VOLUME, PRICES, AND
COSTS
Beta Company is a job lot manufacturer whose
costs, profit margins and sales volumes have remained quite stable over the past few years. It
sells 200,000 units each year with an average selling price of $5.00. Variable costs and expenses
have been averaging 65 percent of sales, and fixed
costs are stable at $280,000 per year. The breakeven point is 160,000 units and net income has
averaged $70,000 per year.
There have recently been some basic changes in
the industry, and Beta is concerned about the effect that rising costs or declining sales will have
on its profits. What, it asks, will it have to do to

CAP ITA L B UDGETING

The following illustration shows how sensitivity
analysis can be used to examine the advisibility of
a capital investment. A purchase of the equipment
involved requires that the Alpha Corporation
make a capital outlay of $33,000. The investment
is expected to result in cash savings over its fiveyear life as indicated in Exhibit 1. Assume that the
current interest rate is five percent. What effect
will changes in the interest rate have on the advisability of the project? Exhibit 1 provides the net
present value of the project under varying interest
rates. Clearly, if the rate is likely to rise to seven
Exhibit 1

SENSITIVITY OF NET PRESENT VALUE TO CHANGES IN THE INTEREST RATE
Ne t c as h
s av in gs at
year end
$10, 000
10 . 0 0 0
8, 000
7, 00 0
5, 00 0

Year
1
2
3
4
5
Total
Less c as h o utlay
Ne t p re s en t v a lu e

44

5 perc ent
$ 9, 5 2 4
9, 0 7 0
6. 9 1 0
5. 7 5 9
3, 918
$35. 181
33 , 0 0 0
$ 2, 1 81

Dis c o unted c as h flo w at
6 perc ent
8 perc ent
$ 9, 434
$ 9, 259
8, 9 00
8, 5 73
6, 350
6, 7 1 7
5, 545
5, 1 4 5
3, 4 0 3
3, 7 3 7
$34, 333
$32, 730
33 , 0 0 0
33, 000
$ 1, 33 3
($
27 0)

1 0 perc ent

$ 9,091
8,264
6,010
4, 781
3, 105
$3 1 , 3 5 1
33 , 0 0 0
( $ 1, 7 4 9 )
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compensate (through increased volume or increased price) for changes in the cost or demand
structures?
Exhibits 3, 4, and 5 explore various aspects of
the situation, examining the effect of possible
changes in sales and cost structures. Exhibit 3
presents the unit sales and dollar volume required
to maintain the current seven percent return on
sales given a drop in contribution margin due either to rising costs or lower prices. Exhibits 4 and
5 contain similar information, but presented from
a different perspective. Here, rather than maintaining a given percent return, the dollar value of
the current contribution is the target figure.
Clearly, if the company seriously expects either
a drop in demand with a consequent price cut, or
a rise in costs, output will need to be expanded if
current profits are to be maintained. Given the
information contained in the exhibits, the company can make its best estimate of the magnitude of
the change and act accordingly. Depending on the
circumstances, the company may need to expand
its productive capacity or increase its sales effort.
The important fact is that it will be able, through
sensitivity analysis, to make an educated estimate
of the situation facing the company and plan to
act accordingly.

ing them an element of dynamism otherwise absent. The manager's attention will be drawn to the
factors which are critical, identifying them for further study or allowing the selection of alternative
plans which avoid maximum risk exposure. One
way to narrow the investigation of sensitive parameters is to compute the coefficient of accounting sensitivity.
The coefficient of accounting sensitivity, theta
(0), is a pure number, independent of units of
measurement. Thus, coefficients of sensitivity for
various real inputs (i.e., variable cost, fixed cost,
advertising expense) can be compared on a standard basis to determine how they affect a dependent output variable such as sales volume or sales
revenue.
Theta can be determined by letting X represent
the independent or input variable and letting Y
represent the dependent or output variable. A
"change" in either variable is represented by delta
(A). Then
—

Y/ Y

1

X/ X

Where
A

The Coefficient of Accounting Sensitivity
By manipulating the system "on paper," the
manager can, with no risk and little cost, explore
the ramifications of each alternative decision and
the impact of changes on the success or failure of
each decision in reaching corporate goals. In so
doing, sensitivity analysis transforms static decision models into comparative static models—giv-

A
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A

Y/Y = The relative change in the output
(decision) variable
X / X = The relative change in the input variable

If the absolute value of theta is greater than
one, the dependent variable is said to be sensitive
to changes in the independent variable. Specifically, a given percentage change in the input results
in a larger percentage change in the output. A

Exhibit 2
POINT ESTIMATE OF THE NET PRESENT VALUE OF A CAPITAL BUDGETING PROBLEM
Estim ated
inte res t rate
.05
.0 6

Cash flow at
estim ate d rate•
$9, 524
9.434

Rate's
probability
.80 = $ 7 , 6 1 9 . 2
. 2 0 = 1, 8 8 6 . 8

2

.05
.06

$9, 070
8,900

.80 = $7, 256 .0
.2 0 = 1,780.0

3

.06
.08
.10

$6 ,7 17
6,350
6,010

X
x
X

.50 = $3, 358 .5
. 3 0 = 1,905.0
. 2 0 = 1,202.0

4

.06
.08
.10

$5,545
5,145
4, 7 8 1

X
X
X

.50 = $ 2,7 72 .0
. 3 0 = 1, 5 4 3 . 5
.2 0 =
956.2

5

.06
.08
.10

$3, 737
3,404
3,105

x
X
X

.50 = $1, 868 .5
. 3 0 = 1,021.2
.20=
621.0

Year
1

Annual
cash flow

$ 9,506.00

9.036.00

6,465.50

5,271.70

Total
Le s s c as h outlay
N e t pre s e nt va lue

3,510.70
$33, 789 .90
(3 3 , 0 0 0 . 0 0 )
$
789.90

• From Exhibit 1
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"In simple
situations there
may be only
one
independent
variable."

coefficient less than one, but greater than zero,
indicates relative insensitivity—any percentage
change in the independent variable results in a
smaller percent change in the dependent variable.
A theta of zero reflects absolute insensitivity. Regardless of the value of the independent variable,
the dependent variable is unchanged. Also, a value for theta of 1.0 indicates that a given percentage change in the independent variable will result
in an equal percentage change in the dependent
variable. These relationships are presented graphically in Exhibit 6. In each case, the change in X—
the independent variable—is the same. The
change in Y, however, varies considerably.
Equation 1 is valid only for very small changes
in X and Y and would be inappropriate for measuring the types of variation displayed in Exhibit
6. If either variable changes over a wide range, it
is appropriate to take an average of the values
such that theta becomes:

sensitive," the second value is clearly more insensitive than the first. Second, sensitivity or insensitivity are relevant concepts only when bounded by
the range in which the variables are being examined and manipulated. As shown in Exhibit 7, the
same function can be sensitive in one area (solid
line) and insensitive in another (dotted line).
Thus, the value of theta is useful only within a
"relevant range." If the parameters of the decision
problem change dramatically, theta must be recomputed.
In simple situations there may be only one independent variable. Many problems, however, involve many independent variables simultaneously
acting on one output variable. It is, therefore, useful to have a coefficient which will summarize a
large number of variables in a simple way. This
can be done by subscripting the independent variables and weighting each with its relative contribution to the dependent variable. Thus:

Y, — Y„
o — Y, + Y,

e9

X, — X,
X, + X,

2

[W, AX, ,

I

I. x,

Two qualifications are necessary at this point.
First, while the general labels "sensitive" and "insensitive" are useful, sensitivity is a relative concept. Thus, while 0 = .9 and 0 = .1 are both "in-

0=

W„ AX„1
X,,

3

AY
X

Exhibit 3
SENSITIVITY OF NET INCOME TO CHANGES IN THE CONTRIBUTION MARGIN
!

Contribution
margin
(percent)
325'
5..0
30.0
27.5
• Current

Units
160,000
172,000
187,000
204,000

Breakeven

Sales needed for
Dollars
$800,000
862,000
933,000
1,018,000

Return of 7 percent
Units
Dollars
200,000
$1,000,000
1,098,000
220,000
1,217,000
244,000
273,000
1,366,000

Exhibit 4
INCREASE IN VARIABLE COST

h

10.0
11.7
5.0
7.7
Percent increase in variable costs 3.7
1.37
1.42
1.59
1.50
er unit contribution (dollars)
1.63
255,475
346,479
220,126
233,334
ales volume required (units)
214,724
Assume price constant at $5.00, fixed costs constant at $280,000, and unit sales required to maintain a $350,000
contribution.

xh

l i t

DECREASE IN PRICE
12.0
10.0
8.0
5.0
Percent decline in price
3.0
1.15
1.25
1.35
1.50
Per unit contribution (dollars)
1.60
304.348
280,000
259,259
233,334
Sales volume required (units)
218,750
Assume fixed costs constant at $280,000, variable costs constant at $3.25 per unit, and unit sales required to
maintain a $350,000 contribution.
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where
X, = Independent variables
n = Number of independent variables
W, = Weight of the impact that each
independent variable has on the
dependent variable
The value of each weight is greater than zero but
less than one such that the sum of all weights
equals one. Obviously, if any weight equals one,
the formula reverts to the single variable form.
Before presenting an example of how these
techniques can be used, it is necessary to mention
another aspect of the "relevant range" concept
which applies to many of the predictive models
commonly used, including simple regression, multiple regression, linear programming and many

others. Most of these models assume a linear relation between dependent and independent variables. However, few functions are, in reality, linear.
Nevertheless, linearity can provide a good approximation of reality in many cases within a relevant
range. Exhibit 8 presents some well known functions and illustrates how linearity can be used to
approximate reality. Where the relevant range begins and ends is, of course, a matter of judgment.

"Most of these
models assume
a linear relation
between
dependent and
independent
variables."

Using the Coefficient with Linear Programming
Gamma Corporation is planning to begin manufacture of three new items, each of which will
require manufacturing time on each of three machines as well as a final inspection procedure.
Market research has estimated the potential sales
of these products to be 90,000 units for A, and

COEFFICIENT OF ACCOUNTING SENSITIVITY

YT

Yi

Y2

Y2

I

X2
1

X2
X

X1

I

I nsensitive

Sensitive

AY < AX

AY > A X

0<

1.0

II

I

I

I

I

I

X

X 2

0 > 1.0

I

X1

X2

Absolutely insensitive

Unitary sensitivity

AY = 0

AY = AX

0 =0

= 1.0
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"A function
within certain
constraints can
be optimized
• . . using linear
programming."

t i Exhibif
m■ippiri

A
90,000 units
B < 70,000 units
C
70,000 units

VARYING SENSITIVITIES ALONG
SINGLE FUNCTION

1.

X1

X2

X1'

Independent variable

AX = Ax'
But:

AY> AX — Sensitive— 0 > 1 . 0
— I nsensit ive — 0" < 1.0

70,000 units each for B and C. Cost analysis
places their contribution margins at $1.80, $1.70,
and $1.75, respectively. Initial plans call for running the factory machines for two shifts for each
day and the inspection crew for one shift each
day. Given the machine and shift capabilities,
Gamma cannot manufacture all the products it
believes it could sell. It must decide, therefore,
how to allocate its resources.
A function within certain constraints can be optimized (minimized or maximized) using linear
programming. In this case the function to be optimized is the sum of the units sold times their
respective contribution margins: F = $1.80 A +
$1.70 B
$1.75 C, where A, B, and C represent
the quantities of each product. In attempting to
maximize this function, Gamma faces several constraints. See Exhibit 9. These apply to manufacturing capabilities and to potential sales volume as
follows:
240,000 minutes
year on machine 1
+ 2 B + 1 . 5 C 5_ 240,000 minutes
year on machine 2
240,000 minutes
l A + .5B + 1.5C
year on machine 3
120,000 minutes
.5A + .25B + .25C
year inspection time
l A + .5B
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per
per
per
per

Using a "canned" computer program, the optimal
production mix is found to be 90,000 units of A,
22,500 units of B and 70,000 units of C, yielding a
contribution margin of $322,750.
Two questions arise: (1) Is this the very best
that Gamma can do, and (2) are there any serious
problems which could endanger the success of the
operation? Potentially, problems could occur in
machine efficiency, costs, or sales predictions.
Since Gamma has studied these problems carefully, it believes that no parameter could be inaccurate by more than 10 percent. Exhibit 10 provides
some linear programming solutions to this problem.
For example, if we increase the contribution
margin of item A by 10 percent, from $1.80 to
$1.98, the overall contribution would increase by
$16,200, from $322,750 to $338,950. By substituting $322,750 for Y,, $338,950 for Y„ $1.80 for X„
and $1.98 for X, in Equation 2 we can calculate
the coefficient of accounting sensitivity, which is
equal to .50. To calculate the coefficient for changes in machine time or sales volume, it is necessary
to first determine the optimal production mix that
will result when the existing constraints or these
two factors are changed. Inspection time is not
varied because there is a great deal of slack time at
this station.
Although no coefficient is greater than one,
some coefficients are clearly more sensitive to error than others. In some cases (where 0 = 0) they
are absolutely insensitive. Notice also that upward
changes which can measurably improve the profit
picture are paired with downward changes that
can seriously harm it. Sensitive areas of opportunity are also sensitive areas of risk.
Looking down the list, Gamma can quickly
make some important observations. The contribution margin of A (0 = .50) is sensitive in both
directions. It would be wise to ensure firm contracts for raw materials at the planned prices to
prevent downward changes in profits. Also, if volume buying can lower costs for A, they should be
explored. The contribution margin of C (0 = .38)
is also moderately sensitive while that of B is relatively insensitive. Further time or effort would not
be warranted in an attempt to lower B's costs.
Within the 10 percent parameter shift, machines I and 3 are absolutely insensitive to changes in efficiency. They have adequate slack time to
absorb inefficiency, and are not in demand for
production of the marginal product, B. Machine
2, however, is the most sensitive parameter in the
system (0 = + .70 and — .58).
A 10 percent increase in its productive capacity
will increase the contribution margin by approxiMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/APRIL 1978

mately seven percent. Gamma should assign its
best workers to machine 2, give them training priority, and be especially careful regarding its repair
and maintenance schedule. If this treatment must
be accomplished at the expense of the other two
machines, Gamma is reassured that it will do no
harm to profits as long as their performance stays
within the 10 percent limits.
In terms of sales volume, product B is totally
insensitive to increased or decreased demand. It is

already produced in quantities far below the existing market. Promotional efforts should be directed
toward A and/or C. In fact, even if demand for B
falls by 30 or 40 percent due to this redirection of
sales effort, no damage will be done to profits.
While A and C are only moderately sensitive to
sales increases, each additional item which can be
sold (within the 10 percent relevant range), can be
manufactured with existing capabilities and no additional fixed costs.

XLINEAR APPROXIMATIONS

Modified exponential a

X

Gompertz curve b

Logistic curve'

X

Sine/cosine curve d

X

X

a The modified exponential curve represents a function where the increase in Y declines by a constant
percentage.
b The Gompertz curve illustrates a constant percentage increase (then decrease) in the log of the
function. It is also the expected shape of the product life cycle curve: Stage I— introduction,
II— rapid growth, Ill— saturation, and IV— decline.
c The logistic curve is the expected form of the "learning curve," where: I — initial progress is low,
followed by II— rapid learning, followed by III — a period when minimal or no increases in skill are
achieved. The logistic also represents the diffusion of new ideas and behaviors into a society,
d F Iuctuatio ns with the same duratio n and amplitude can be appro ximated with a sine/cosine curve.
This is the fo rm fitted to the general business cycle, and by using smo othing techniques can
appro ximate cyclical o r seasonal behavior at the firm level.
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"Gamma
should assign its
best workers to
machine 2. . ."

"Those
variables with
the smallest
range will
be most
sensitive to
manipulation."

What will happen to the product mix and contribution margin if Gamma acts on some of these
findings? Raising the efficiency of machine 2 by 10
percent while both machines 1 and 3 fall; and increasing the sales potential of A and C by 10 percent each; changes the optimum production mix
to 99,000 units of A, 32,320 units of B and 68,580
units of C. The end results is an overall contribution margin of $353,340.
Instead of trial and error as we have used here,
there is a linear programming technique called
"ranging" which will provide the range in which
the initial solution remains optimal (the relevant

range). Those variables with the smallest range
will be most sensitive to manipulation.
Conclusion
The accountant, working with the line manager, can provide valuable assistance in the making
of a final decision. Through sensitivity analysis the
accounting information system can provide not
only numerical facts, but also insight. This role is
not new-the accountant already makes management decisions in sorting and organizing data.
Sensitivity analysis helps him to decide what is
relevant and how to report it.
0

Exhibit 9
CONSTRAINTS
minute s )
Item
A

Per unit
co ntrib utio n
$1.80
$1 .7 0
$1.75

Potential
sales
90,000
70 ,0 00
70 ,0 00

Machines
2
1.0
2.0
1.5

1.0
.5
1.0

3
1.0
.5
1.5

In spection
.5 0
.2 5
.2 5

Exhi it
'SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS FOR NEW PRODUCT INTRODUCTION-GAMMA CORPORATION

Orig inal data
.Parameter c hange = 10 perc ent

I

Increase
Contributio n m argin A
Contrib ution m arg in B
Contrib ution m arg in C
'Decrease
Contributio n m argin A
1 Contrib utio n marg in B
Contrib ution m arg in C

Increase
Efficiency of machine 1
Efficiency of machine 2
Efficiency of machine 3
Decrease
Efficiency of machine 1
Efficiency of machine 2
Efficiency of machine 3
•
Increase
Sales A
Sales B
Sales C
Decrease
Sales A
Sales B
Sales C

A
90.00

Unit sales
in tho usands
B
22.50

C
70.00

90.00
90 .0 0
90.00

22.50
22.50
22.50

70 .0 0
70 .0 0
70.00

338 ,9 50
326 ,5 75
335 ,0 00

.50
.12
.3 8

90.00
90.00
90.00

22.50
22.50
22.50

70 .0 0
70 .0 0
70.00

306 ,5 50
318 ,9 25
31 0,15 0

-.50
-.12
-.38

90 .0 0
90.00
90 ,0 0

22.50
35.83
22.50

70 .0 0
70.00
70.00

322 .7 50
345.417
322 ,7 50

0.0
.7 0
0.0

90.00
90.00
90.00

22.50
11.59
22.50

70.00
70.00
70.00

32 2,75 0
30 4.20 5
32 2,75 0

0.0
-.58
0.0

99.00
90.00
90.00

18.00
24.75
17.25

70.00
70.00
77.00

331 ,3 00
322 ,7 50
32 6,07 6

.27
0 .0
.1 0

81.00
90.00
90.00

27.00
20.25
27.75

70 .0 0
70.00
63.00

31 4.20 0
322 ,7 50
319 ,4 25

-.27
0 .0
-.10

Co ntribution
marg in
$3 22 ,7 50

Assume all other param eters are he ld c onstant.
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Breakeven Analysis with
Variable Product Mix
The total equivalent sales price figure can be used to determine the
cause of any variation in gross profit due to the effects of product
mix changes or to cost variations.

By Harold Klipper
A Firm that produces a single product, has a constant product mix, or prices all its products for the
same profit margin can use the standard form of
breakeven analysis even when it changes its product mix. However, most firms must assume some
constraints on their product mix for planning purposes. Such factors as market projections, factory
capacity, resource limitations, and profit projections must be taken into account. An optimum
product mix, within the constraints determined by
management, can then be formed using linear programming techniques. The optimum product mix
can then be employed in a breakeven analysis for
the planning period.
A profit-volume graph that would be useful in
monitoring performance of a three-product mix
during a planning period, as shown in Exhibit 1,
was described by Lane K. Anderson.' This technique uses an optimistic cost path and a pessimistic cost path, both of which are projected on a
linear breakeven chart. The major assumption in
this case is that the final product mix will be
achieved by the end of the planning period for
which the chart applies even though the actual
product mix may vary during the period. At any
value of sales revenue, the cost may vary between
the optimistic and the pessimistic cost paths as a
function of product mix, provided there is convergence at the end of the planning period. If the
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/APRIL 1978

ratio of product mix is constant and equal to the
planned mix, then the cost will always coincide
with the central cost path. When the cost falls
outside the area bounded by the optimistic and
pessimistic cost paths, it will no longer be possible
to achieve the planned product mix. However,
even when the costs do fall within these bounds, it
is not certain that the final product mix will converge as planned.
Another technique employs a number of alternative product mixes in a single profit-volume
graph.' If, at any sales revenue, the costs fall on
any one of the product mix curves, then it may be
assumed that the indicated product mix has been
achieved. Both this technique and the Anderson
technique assume no deviation from planned fixed
costs or variable costs for each product. Any such
deviations could not be separated for analysis.

Harold Klipper is Vice
President, Nicolet
Scientific Corp.,
Northvale, N.J. He
holds B.E.E. and
M.E.E. degrees from
City College of New
York and an M.B.A.
degree from Baruch
College.

The Equivalent Sales Price
By using an equivalent sales price and breakeven analysis, it is possible to determine when the
product mix is favorable or unfavorable. It is also
possible to determine if costs are at the planned
level for the actual product mix achieved.
As with any other technique, it is necessary to
start with an assumed product mix for the planning period. Then, an average contribution margin is established for all the products included in
the assumed mix. The average contribution margin can be defined as:
51

R—V
R

M

1

"The total ESP
figure can be where
used to M = Average contribution margin
determine the R = Total revenue
V = Total variable costs
cause of any
variation in
By using the standard variable cost for a prodgross profit ... " uct, it is possible to compute the equivalent sales
ESP = ASP — SVC
M

2

where
ESP = Equivalent sales price
ASP = Actual sales price
SVC = Standard variable costs
Those products which have a contribution margin above the average will have an equivalent sales
price higher than the actual selling price; those
with a lower contribution margin than the average
will have an equivalent sales price lower than the
actual selling price. In any period, the total ESP
revenues may be compared to total revenues. If
the total ESP is higher, then a favorable product
mix was achieved during the period; if the total
ESP is lower, then an unfavorable product mix
was achieved. A total ESP equal to total revenue
does not signify that the planned product mix was
achieved, but only that the mix obtained yielded
the same gross profit as the planned mix. The total
ESP figu re can b e u sed to d eterm ine the cause of
an y variatio n in gro ss p ro fit due to pr odu ct m ix
ch anges o r to cost variatio ns.

Exhibit 1
AREA OF POSSIBLE PRODUCT MIX
ON LINEAR BREAKEVEN CHART

Pessimistic
cost path
Prod uct 3
duct

/

/

Pro
oaJcK.

P< a"ct2

Product 3

Central
cost path

/

Q` 1-1
Fixed
cost

An exa m p le of a firm with three products is
shown in Exhibit 2. The fixed costs for the period
are assum ed to be $20,000 and are spr ead uniform ly over the planning pe riod. From the data
provided and equation 1, the average contribution
margin is determ ined to be 0.4. Using equation 2,
the ESP for each of the products is: ES P , = 5,
ESP B= 25, and ESPC= 25.

Note that the equivalent sales price for products B and C are identical although the selling

price for that product:

Cost
dollars

Example

Optimistic
cost path

price and the cost for each is different. The reason
is due to the fact that the contribution m argin for
both products is the sam e. Note also that total
ESP is equal to the total sales revenue for the period, although the total ESP and total sales revenue
are no t the sam e f or eac h prod uct. This ex am ple
illustrates that when the actual product mix is
achieved, the total ESP and total sales revenue
will be the same.
The results of actual sales and costs at the midpoint of the planning period (six m onths) are sum marized in Exhibit 3 and on a linear profit - volume
ch ar t as illustrated in Ex hibit 4. If m anagem ent
only reviews the final results, it m ay be assum ed
that the firm is exactly on budget. Sales revenue is
exactly one -half the yearly budget and total profit
is exactly one -half the yearly budget. A closer exam ination will sh ow that the re a re a n um be r of
factors that have actually deviated from the budget and the se have can celled each other to yield
the same overall effect.
With reference to Exhibit 3, note that a quantity of 1,000 of product A was sold at a price of $9
instead of the norm al price of $10. This is the only
item for which a new ES P had to be dete rm ined.
Also, product C showed a variable cost of $12 per
unit instead of the budgeted cost of $10, and that
the various quantities actually sold of t he three
products are not one -half of the yearly budgeted
am ounts.
In order to separate the effects of product m ix,
and deviation in variable costs on gro ss profit by
use of equivalent sales price data, two additional
form ula s will be re quired . (For this a nalysis, the
special price on a quantity of product A is considered to be for a fourth or different product and its
effect is included in the product mix.) The percent
deviation in gross profit, due t o p ro du ct m ix, is
given by equation 3, and is defined as the difference in gross profit resulting from the different
total equivalent sales price and total sales revenue
multiplied by the average contribution m argin:

, s pS=

Total
revenue

MS —R MR 1f1 0 0

C

M( S . — 1 1 1 0 0

3

Revenue dollars
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Exhibit 2

"...two

BUDGETARY DATA FOR THREE - PRODUCT MIX AND
PLANNING PERIOD OF ONE YEAR

additional
formulas will be
required. "

Unit
s elling
Product
price
A
$1 0
B
15
C
20
Sub -total variable costs
Fixed cost
Total

Unit
variable
cost
$ 8
5
10

Total
sales
revenue
$ 50,000
30,000
20,000

Projected
quantity
5,000
2,0 00
1,000

$10 0,0 00

Total
cost
$40,000
10,000
10,000
$60,000
20,000
$80,000

Unit
ESP
$ 5
25
25

Total
ESP
$ 25,000
50,000
25,000

$10 0,0 00

Exhibit 3
SUMMARY OF PERFORMANCE FOR THREE-PRODUCT MIX
AT MID -POINT OF PLANNING PERIOD-S I X MONTHS
Unit
s elling
Product
price
A
$10
A
9
B
15
C
20
Sub -total variable costs
Fixed cost
Total

Unit
variable
cost
$ 8
8
5
12

Total
sales
revenue
$22,000
9,0 00
15,000
4,000

Quantity
sold
2,2 00
1,000
1,000
200

$50,000

Total
cost
$17 ,6 00
8,00 0
5,000
2,400
$33,000
7,000
$40 ,0 00

Unit
ESP
$ 5
2.50
25
25

Total
ESP
$11,000
2,5 00
25,000
5,000

$43,500

Exhibit 4
LINEAR PROFIT - VOLUME CHART FOR THREE PRODUCT MIX
Dollars ($1000)
,
50 J

Gross
profit

40
Deviation due to
product mix=
$2,600

30
0
a`
20

Gross profit

10

$50,000 - $33,000=
$17,000

Total
profit

_
I
I

I
I

I
I
I

I
I

Deviation due to
cost =$400

I

0
10

20

30

-10

40 I
I

50
I
I

I
I
I

I
I

I
I

I
I

60

70

80

90

100

Sales revenue ($1,000)

20
�
J

- 30

iur l
MI

- -40
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J

R RJ

100

100

4

J

=

Whert
P,. Percent deviation in gross profit due to deviation in cost
Applying Equations 3 and 4 to the example in
Exhibit 2 will result in:

—

(

—

The effect on gross profit of a product mix (including the special price on a quantity of product
A) not in the same proportion as the original plan
0.052 X $50,000).
was unfavorable by $2,600
The effect on gross profit of a deviation in variable
costs was unfavorable by $400
0,008 X
$50,000). This can also be seen, from Exhibit 2, to
be a result of a $2 increase in the variable costs of
product C multiplied by the quantity sold of 200.
These two factors account for the $3,000 deviation in gross profit (i.e., variable costs were
$33,000 instead of the anticipated $30,000). The
results of this analysis have been included on the
linear - profit- volume chart, Exhibit 4, to show
how the same results can be obtained graphically.
Although the effects of product mix and cost
deviations could have been obtained directly from
the data contained in Exhibit 2, the major advantage of using the equivalent sales price is that the
only data required, which is not normally avail able from the profit and loss statement, is the
equivalent sales price. Thus, detailed costs, selling
price, and quantities need not be known to separate out the causes of gross profit deviations.
(

=

=

The percent deviation in gross profit due to a
deviation in variable cost is given by equation 4. It
is defined as the difference between the gross profit
that was actually achieved and the gross profit
that should have been realized if there was no deviation in unit variable costs.

—

"

"It has
...
sorted out for
management
major
deviations due
to product mix
and /or costs.

Where
A PG Percent deviation in gross profit due
to deviations in sales mix
Total equivalent sales price
S

Conclusion
A P,

0,4

( 543,500
0,000

1

100

_ — 5.2 percent
and
1 — 33 , 0 0 0

.=r
L

Pt

50,000

_ — 0.8 percent

LETTERS
Continued from page 8
organizations should explore ZBB to
determine its usefulness within the organization. In summary, the article presents a reasonably balanced position
concerning ZBB.
Elliott L. Slocum
Associate Professor ofAccounting
Georgia State University
Atlanta, Ga.

Income Is The Causal Factor
I read with interest the article, "The
G &A Overhead Pool: Accounting Tool
or Cop- Out," by Henry R. Anderson, in
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—

0.4

(43 ,50 0) 11 0 0

50,000

J

The ESP technique described in this article has
been applied over a six month period to a medium
sized manufacturing firm. It has not, to date, projected any large deviations in gross profit, but it
has sorted out for management major deviations
due to product mix and /or costs.
D
'Lane K. Anderson, "Expanded Breakeven Analysis for a Multi - Product Comany," MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING,July1975,p.32.
See Morton Backer and Lyle E. Jacobsen, Cost Accounting A Managerial
Approach, McGraw -Hill Book Co., New York, 1964, p. 358.

F

the October 1977 issue Of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING.
Dr. Anderson states that "... conthe aptractors can pick and choose
...
proach [in making allocations]
that best
suits their specific situation." To this, I
add: "Once; you pick and choose, then
you are stuck."
In discussing the methods used for
the allocation of state taxes to segments
of multi -state companies, Dr. Anderson
dismisses the income /loss method as
having "no causal support." I disagree!
I believe that the income /loss method is
the only method that has causal support. Income is the causal factor of the
tax. If a corporation has no income,
there is no state tax (except for a minimum franchise tax).

The relevance of income as the causal
factor is obscured because the states divide up the corporate income pie using
the Massachusetts formula, and in effect
tax a portion of the total corporate income regardless of which segment, in
which state, generates the income. If a
corporation assigns profit and loss responsibility to each segment, and can
calculate each segment's profit or loss, it
is most logical to then allocate to each
segment a portion of the total state taxes paid, based on that segment's contribution, profit or loss, to the total corporation's taxable income.
Roger A. Cuadra
Senior Financial Analyst
San Jose, Calif.
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Books

FOR THE MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTANT

Systems Auditability and Control
Researched by Stanford Research Institute, prepared for Institute of Internal
Auditors, Inc., Altamonte Springs, FL
32701, 1977, 385 pp.—This study, published in three reports, is titled Executive, Data Processing Control Practices
and Data Processing Audit Practices.
This culmination of a research grant
funded by IBM provides a current comprehensive framework for the auditability of computer systems applications.
The message is addressed to internal auditors and computer system analysts
and offers insight into the various methods in designing, controlling and auditing the total information processing system.
Systems Analysis and Project
Management
2nd ed., David J. Cleland and William
R. King, McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1221
Ave. of the Americas, New York, NY
10036, 1975, 398 pp.—Developed along
modern management lines, this extensive revision presents systems analysis
and project management to demonstrate
their unity and applicability to all modern systems-oriented organizations.
Budgets: An Analytical and Procedural
Handbook for Government and
Nonprofit Organizations
Michael Babunakis, Greenwood Press,
5 Riverside Ave., Westport, CT 06880,
1976, 257 pp.—Calling for public and
nonprofit organizations to abandon the
traditional budget approach, this book
explores the benefits of a "program budget" with budget analysis or review of
budget requests through performance
appraisal.
Handbook of Modern Accounting
2nd ed., Sidney Davidson and Roman
L. Weil, McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1221
Ave. of the Americas, New York, NY
10036, 1977, 1400 pp.—A comprehensive reference book containing up-todate coverage ranging from the most recent FASB Statements and SEC Accounting Series Releases to chapters on
replacement cost accounting, inflation
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/APRIL 1978

Any book reviewed here is available from the
NM Library. Members may borrow books for a
two-week loan period by mail, telephone or personal visit Address Ms. Ellen Shappe, Manager, Library Services, NM, 919 Third Avenue,
New York, N. Y. 10022—(212) 754-9736.

accounting, foreign exchange problems
and many problems in virtually any
area of accounting.
Forecasting Methods for Management
2nd ed., Steven C. Wheelwright and
Spyros Makrydakis, John Wiley &
Sons, 605 Third Ave., New Y ork, NY
10016, 1977, 266 pp.—Completely upto-date, this edition expands the variety
of methods involved in business forecasting while applying them to problemsolving and planning.
Frontiers of Financial Management

ers with the primary hope of inspiring
further research in social accounting. It
is concerned not as much with how to
do a better job of social accounting as it
is with how to conduct more useful research on the problem.
A Survey of Basic Accounting
R.F. Salmonson, Roger H. Hermanson
and James Don Edwards, Richard D.
Irwin, Inc., 1818 Ridge Rd., Homewood, IL 60430, 1977, 530 pp.—While
some attention is devoted to procedures
and techniques used to accumulate accounting information, the major emphasis is on the contents of financial reports
and the interpretation and possible uses
of this information.
Income Taxation of Natural
Resources-1977

2nd ed., William J. Serraino, Surendra
S. Singhvi and Robert M Soldofsky,
South-Western Publishing Co., 5101
Madison Rd., Cincinnati', OH 45227,
1976, 439 pp.—The criteria in selecting
the 34 articles for this revised collection
of readings on financial management are
a managerial viewpoint, a concern for
real and relevant problems confronting
financial managers, and judicious introduction of newer approaches.

Mark W. Breeving, Frank M Burke, Jr.
and A. Gordon Burton, Prentice-Hall,
Inc., Englewood cliffs, NJ 07632,
1977—In the early years of the U.S. income tax, all natural resources were
treated alike; however, statutory concepts have worked repeated changes in
the rules so the differences outnumber
the similarities. The text of this edition
has been expanded to cover the income
tax rules applicable to all extractive industries and timber.

Cost Determination: A Conceptual
Approach

Inflation: A Management Guide to
Company Survival

Joel S. Demski and Gerald A. Feltham,
Iowa State University Press, South State
Ave., Ames, IA 50010, 1976, 272 pp.—
A unique work which develops an explicit common basis or conceptual
framework for choosing among cost
measurement alternatives. The authors'
techniques impose assumptions sufficient to allow them to state, in a particular setting, what the "best" cost
measures would be, given exogeneous
specifications of opportunities, tastes
and beliefs.

Edited by Christopher J. West, John
Wiley & Sons, 605 Third Ave., New
York, NY 10016, 1976, 155 pp.—Drawing together some of the major lessons
that have been learned over the last two
years, this book proposes guidelines for
company survival in periods of high inflation.

Studies in Accounting Research #14
Robert E. Jensen, American Accounting Association, 653 S. Orange Ave.,
Sarasota, FL 33577, 1976, 207 pp.—
This study is directed toward research-

New Ways of Managing Conflict
Rensis Likert and Jane Gibson Likert,
McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1221 Ave. of
the Americas, New York, NY 10036,
1976, 374 pp.—The principles and stepby-step procedures spelled out here enable administrators in business, government, community groups, and the like
to reduce internal and external conflict
and improve performance.
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Antitrust Law: An Economic
Perspective
Richard Posner, University of Chicago
Press, 5801 Ellis A ve., Chicago, IL
60657, 1976, 262 pp.—An authority on
antitrust laws, the author provides a
searching critique of existing antitrust
law and a blueprint for its overhaul.
Taxation of the Closely Held
Corporation
3rd ed., Theodore Wess and Eugene L.
Vogel, Warren, Gorham and Lamont,
Inc., 210 South St., Boston, MA 02111,
1976, 1200 pp.—Designed for the
nonspecialist attorney, accountant or
corporate officer, this revision deals
with various rules and concepts of the
tax law in language which is as simple
as the nature of the subject matter permits.
CPA Law Review: Under the 1972
Uniform Commercial Code
5th ed., Joseph L. Frascona, Richard D.
Irwin, Inc., 1818 Ridge Rd., Homewood, IL 60430, 1977, 915 pp.—Many
features make this revised edition ex-

tremely important to users throughout
the country. The material is current
with authoritative up-to-date references,
and it is concise. The author also has
brought to the text many of the teaching
techniques used successfully in classes.
Payroll Records and Accounting
B. Lewis Keel*, South-Western Publishing Co., 5101 Madison Rd., Cincinnati, OH 45227, 1976, 439 pp.—Designed primarily as a one-semester textbook, this annual publication contains
descriptions of basic payroll accounting
systems, various laws relating to wages
and salaries, development of payroll and
personnel records and mechanical systems common to payroll accounting.
Excellent as a desk-top reference guide.
Records Retention
William E. Mitchell, Ellsworth Publishing Co., Box 3162, Evansville, IN
47731, 1976, 74 pp.—A handy guide
showing what practical measures can be
taken to destroy business records systematically without running afoul of
government regulations. Designed for
use by both large and small businesses.
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Production Systems: Planning,
Analysis and Control
2nd ed., James L. Riggs, John Wiley &
Sons, 605 Third A ve., New York, NY
10016, 1976, 676 pp.—The format of
this edition is designed to provide a livelier, student-oriented text. Its theme, as
suggested by the title, stresses the techniques with which the author attempts
to achieve full proficiency for better
production management.
Terminology for Accountants
Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants, 250 Bloor Sr. East, Toronto,
Canada M4W 1G5, 1976, 92 pp.—The
terms and definitions included in this
book are a revision and expansion of the
edition published in 1962. Its purpose is
to define and explain words and phrases
which, through continued use, have become an accepted part of the accountant's vocabulary.
Introduction to Modern Business:
Issues and Environment
7th ed., Vernon A. Musselman and Eugene H Hughes, Prentice-Hall, Inc.,
Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632, 1977. 656
pp.—A comprehensive explanation and
analysis of the business field in an interesting, challenging and meaningful way.
The authors have relied heavily on behavioral science to explain how people
behave in work situations.
Auditing: Philosophy and Technique
John W. Cook and Gary M. Winkle,
Houghton Mifflin Co., 2 Park St., Boston, MA 02107, 1976, 472 pp.—A considerable effort has been made to
achieve a balance between a conceptual
consideration of the environment and
philosophy of auditing and an understandable presentation of auditing techniques and procedures.
The Process of Management: Concepts,
Behavior and Practice
4th ed., William H Newman and E.
Kirby Warren, Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632, 1977, 670
pp.—In focusing on the process of
managing, the authors concentrate on
concepts that have direct usefulness to
persons in managerial positions. An underlying framework is developed that is
a basic prerequisite to many advanced
techniques.
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NAA Returns
to San Francisco
The city by the Bay—one of the most livable metropolises in the
U.S.—serves as a setting for the Association's 1978 Annual
Conference, June 21-24. The technical program will bridge past,
present and future in accounting and finance while the entire family
enjoys a varied and entertaining program of activities in the shadow
of the fabled Golden Gate span.

San Francisco, a gracious metropolis celebrated in
song and folklore, again will serve as host city for
the NAA Annual Conference. In a break with tradition, this year the Conference will be held beginning on Wednesday and ending on Saturday, June
21-24.
All else remains the same including a stimulating technical program that bridges the past with
the future, and a program of tours and activities
for the entire family, which will cover the Bay
area from Sausalito and Angel Island to Chinatown and Fisherman's Wharf.
Planning for the "Golden Gate in '78" Conference has reached the penultimate stage, according to G. William Fahey, chairman of the Operations Committee. Calvin A. Vobroucek, program
chairman, believes the speakers' program will be
one of the best ever presented. Mr. Vobroucek, a
national vice president of NAA, took over the
task of putting together the technical program
from Robert A. Morgan, who was named to the
Financial Accounting Standards Board earlier
this year.
Headquarters for the Conference is at the San
Francisco Hilton Hotel, with the St. Francis Hotel
and the Holiday Inn-Union Square also accommodating NAA families. Special travel arrangeMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/APRIL 1978

ments, which will reduce costs of transportation
to San Francisco—especially for those flying in
from the East Coast—are being made. The details
of these arrangements are printed in the first brochure on the Annual Conference.
A surprising and provocative speaker will open
the Annual Conference on Thursday morning. The
keynote luncheon speech will be delivered by the
chief executive officer of one of the country's largest
aerospace companies. Appropriately enough, his
presentation leads to an afternoon session called
"Perspectives on the Future.- Some of the themes
the galaxy of speakers will explore are the future
course of inflation, government, and the energy
industry. The NAA annual meeting, which includes the national elections of officers and directors and the presentation of awards, will be convened after the inspirational address of the lead-off
speaker.
On the second day of the Conference, Friday,
the technical program will focus on a problem
that almost every businessman has to face today:
"Working with Accounting Regulators.- The
panel of speakers features representatives from industry, the U.S. Government, the Financial Accounting Standards Board, and public accounting.
On Saturday, the third day of the Conference, a
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series of concurrent sessions will probe such current accounting topics as mini-computers, the
controllership function, conceptual framework
update, business decision methods, and the newly
completed NAA research study on business liquidity. Coping with mid-life crises is the fascinating topic of the spouses' technical session on
Friday.
The complete technical program will be published in the May issue of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING.
A Day in Sausalito

An afternoon in the jungle will delight and
thrill NAA families in the scheduled family event
on Friday afternoon. The setting is Marine
World/Africa USA, 65 acres of a carefully nurtured jungle habitat complete with thatched roofs
and winding lagoons. This jungle showplace features hundreds of animals and mammals in six
exciting shows and more than 60 unforgettable attractions. Most of the afternoon will be spent
here, leaving the evening free for NAA members
and spouses to enjoy San Francisco's sparkling
nightlife.
An invigorating boat cruise across San Francisco Bay to Sausalito will launch NAA spouses on a
tour of the artists' colony and the fishing village of
Tiburon in the first day of the spouses' program.
After lunch and a day of browsing in the Sausalito
shops, the spouses will return to their hotel via the
magnificent Golden Gate Bridge.
On the second day, the ladies will tour San
Francisco itself and see world-famous locations
such as the Japanese Te a Garden in Golden Gate

A ride on California Street's cable car takes
one past luxury hotels, Chinatown, the "Wall
Street" of San Francisco and an array of
international restaurants. San FranciscoOakland Bay Bridge is in the background.
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Park, Twin Peaks and the Cliff House, as well as
the Palace of Fine Arts, Palace of Legion of Honor and the exclusive residential area of Sea CliffPacific Heights.
On Saturday, they will visit San Francisco's historic Chinatown and enjoy lunch at the Empress
of China Restaurant.
For the children of NAA members, identical
programs have been arranged for the teenagers
and pre-teens, but on different days. They'll sail
across the Bay to Angel Island, a 740-acre wildlife preserve that features a one-hour narrated
tram trip around scenic hiking trails, quiet beaches and breathtaking vistas.
Other features of the teenage and pre-teen program include a visit to the Morrison Planetarium,
Science Museum, and the Steinhart Aquarium.
The young people will also tour the famous Fisherman's Wharf and walk the decks of an authentic old ship from San Francisco's brawling nautical past.
San Francisco has always been popular with
NAA Conference-goers. In 1978 this elegant West
Coast City of cable cars and contrasting customs
again will capture the hearts of NAA'ers.
0
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Public Accounting
9%
9% 8%
Other
7% 6%
5%
Average Age
33
33
32
Average number of years
elapsed since last de6
6
6
gree
The candidates' performance was quite good
at this examination. The passing rates were the
highest or next to the highest for each part
since the program began. Table 2 summarizes
the candidates' performance for the past three
examinations.

Institute of
Management
Accounting
James Bulloch, Editor

Table 2
Success Rates on the CMA Examination
June June Dec.
1976 1977 1977

December 1977 Examination Results
The December examination completes the first
year of the semi-annual examination schedule
for the Certificate in Management Accounting.
Over 950 accountants participated in the December examination. There were 220 successful candidates who completed all five or the remaining uncompleted parts of the examination.
Many of these successful candidates have
completed the two-year experience requirement and they will be awarded the Certificate in
Management Accounting this spring. The remaining successful candidates will receive their
Certificates when they complete the experience requirement. The total number of CMA's
continues to grow and should exceed 1,000 in
the very near future.
The CMA program continues to attract welleducated accountants with a considerable
amount of management accounting experience. A substantial proportion of the applicants
have earned graduate degrees. Further, the average age of 32 and the six years elapsed
since receiving the last degree suggests that
the candidates average in excess of six years'
experience in accounting. Table 1 provides
more complete detail on the candidate characteristics of the past three examinations.
Table 1
Summary Profile of CMA Candidates
June June Dec.
1976 1977 1977
Educational Background:
Undergraduate degrees 52% 54%
Graduate degrees
47% 43%
Foreign degrees & other
credentials
1% 4%
Employment Background:
Industry & Government 75% 79%
Teachers
9% 7%
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50%
44%
6%
77%
9%

Examination Part
1-Economics and Business Finance
2-Organization and Behavior, Including Ethical Considerations
3-Public Reporting Standards, Auditing and
Taxes
4-Periodic Reporting for
Internal and External
Purposes
5-Decision Analysis, Including Modeling and
Information Systems
Weighted average for entire examination
All five parts passed in one
sitting

40% 42%

51%

50% 44%

51 %

54% 41%

49%

48% 45%

55%

55% 46%

51%

49% 46%

51 %

22% 19%

28%

CMA Review Courses
There were a number of CMA review courses
given prior to the December offering to help
candidates prepare for the examination. Similar
courses are now being given to help candidates prepare for the June examination. The
IMA attempts to keep current a list of such
courses for the information of candidates for
the Certificate in Management Accounting.
The registration date for the June examination has passed but it is not too early to think
about the December 1978 examination. Applications for the December examination can be
filed after July 1, 1978. Applications for and
other information on the CMA program can be
obtained by writing to Institute of Management
Accounting, 570 City Center Building, Ann Arbor, Mich. 48104.
Next month, we will announce the winners of
the Beyer Gold, Silver, and Bronze Medals for
achieving the highest scores on the CMA examination.
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MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING
PRACTICES
Continued from page 10
vice Center Costs; Accounting for
Manufacturing, Engineering and Comparable Overhead Costs; and Accounting for Material-Related Overhead Costs. The Board plans to expose for public comment all five standards simultaneously.

FASB Names Task Force
On Regulated Industry
Accounting
The FASB has appointed the first 13
members of a task force on the effects of price or rate regulation on accounting for public utilities and other
regulated industries (MAP, February
1978). Task Force chairman is William D. Hall, partner, Arthur Andersen
& Co. The project is designed to determine the appropriate application of
definitions of elements of financial
statements in the special circumstances in which selling prices are
regulated by external authorities.

FASB Appoints New Research
Director
The Standards Board has appointed
Michael 0. Alexander to be director of
research and technical activities. He
succeeds George J. Staubus, who
has served in the position since 1976
while on a leave of absence from his
post as professor of business administration at the University of California,
Berkeley. Dr. Staubus will remain with
the Board for one additional year as
an Academic Fellow concentrating on
the conceptual framework project. Mr.
Alexander was a partner of Touche,
Ross & Co., and P.S. Ross and Partners, management consultants, Toronto, Canada. An Englishman by
birth who was raised in Canada, he
has served as director of the Touche,
Ross Innovative Research Group and
as coordinator of scientific methods in
accounting and auditing for the firm.
He also was chairman of "Task Force
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2000," a project sponsored by the
Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants to examine the present and
future roles of accountants in Canada
and to formulate plans and strategies
for the organization of the profession,
its research, education, and professional services.

panies w hose securities are not publicly traded. It defines the objectives
of these services and describes the
form of report a CPA should issue for
each. The Accounting and Review
Services Committee will accept comments on the draft until June 30.

DATA SHEET

Final Report on Auditors Issued

Cont i nued f rom page 9

The Commission on Auditors' Responsibilities issued its final report on
the role of independent auditors and
their responsibilities to users of financial information (MAP, September
1977). The report covers 11 major areas and includes recommendations
for a voluntary oversight program and
the establishment of oversight boards
composed of persons from outside
the auditing firms. Fuller coverage of
the final report will appear in next
month's issue of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING.

Financial Starting Salaries: Up

Establish Federation of
Accounting Schools
A new organization, the Federation of
Schools of Accountancy, has been
established. The Federation is an advocate of professional schools of accountancy that would function in a
manner similar to present-day
schools of law and medicine. Dr. Norton M. Bedford, head of the Department of Accountancy at the University
of Illinois and a former member of
NAA's MAP Committee, was elected
president of the group.

Financial starting salaries are up an
average of 6.2% over last year, according to the 1978 Robert Half annual salary survey. Chief financial officers at companies with a $50-$250
million volume are being paid in the
$45,000-$70,000 range, a 12.7%
gain, while corporate controllers in
the same size companies were earning $38,000-$55,000—up 1.1%. In a
similar survey, Source Finance, another personnel agency in the field of
accounting and finance, points out
that although salaries have continued
to increase they may not have kept
pace with the rising cost of living. For
example, if you entered the profession seven years ago and are currently earning at the rate of $25,000 annually, your compensation stated in
1971 dollars is only $16,134 as a result of a cumulative 54.95% increase

in the cost of living.

Business/Accounting Briefs

Thirty-eight companies in 20 industries were cited by the Financial Analysts Federation for excellence in corporate reporting. Companies were
evaluated on the basis of the entire
AICPA Proposes Rules
spectrum of "investor-related comFor Unaudited Financial
munications efforts." The FAF noted
Statements
that a growing number of companies
are providing detailed product-line
The American Institute of Certified breakdowns of sales and earnings, inPublic Accountants, through its Ac- cluding an expanding number doing
counting and Review Services Com- so in their interim reports. The FAF's
mittee, issued a pronouncement, committee of judges, however,
which is a "response to the needs of stressed one frequently-noticed defiprivate com panies for different levels ciency: the inadequacy of "forwardof accounting services." The expo- looking" information. The FAF placed
sure draft specifies "compilation" and great weight, among other factors,
"review " as the services CPAs per- on "a high 'candor quotient' in both
form on financial statements of corn- oral and written communications."
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Computer Fraud:
A Growing Problem
Stand by for a spurt in computer-assisted rip-offs that may total
more than a billion dollars by 1980, as data processing systems
proliferate. Management accountants—and especially internal
auditors—should be aware of their companies' vulnerabilities and
take steps now to insure electronic data processing security.

By Robert Randall, Feature Editor
A teller in a large New York bank shuffles hundreds of accounts in the bank's computerized system, stealing more than $1.5 million from the
bank's deposits. A brilliant electronics expert taps
into a large telephone company's computerized inventory system and steals almost a million dollars
in equipment.
Incidents like the two famous ones above are
occurring more and more frequently. They are examples of computer abuse and embezzlement, and
as the number of computers continues to grow
such frauds almost certainly will increase. As
pointed out in a recent Time magazine cover story
on computers, "Though electronic pilfering currently amounts to less than 1% of the $41 billion
in annual business thefts by employees and company executives, it is far more serious than stealing petty cash, and much harder to uncover."
What is the scope of computer crime? What can
management—and especially internal auditors—
do about this threat? What kind of defenses are
being established to prevent computer embezzleMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/APRIL 1978

ment? What kind of techniques are being developed to detect it?
After talking to experts in the field and reviewing a number of articles and books about the problem, we came to these conclusions:
• Computer-assisted fraud is a major problem
but no one knows how major a problem it is.
• The problem is expected to grow even greater
with the incredible proliferation of computer systems, including the fast-growing minicomputer industry.
• A new field is developing in the control and
security of EDP systems, as well as the auditing of
computerized systems.
• But it is a catch-up mode with auditors and
security experts still struggling behind the technology and the increasing opportunities for theft
of large sums of money.
• Gradually management is becoming aware of
its vulnerabilities as far as data processing systems
are concerned. However, there still are many corporations that are unaware of how defenseless
they are in the face of potential, clever embezzlers.
• Auditors are in the process of upgrading their
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James Bond couldn't have asked for more:
IBM recently introduced this hardware and
subsystem capable of sending and receiving
enciphered data over unprotected
communications lines.

skills to adapt to a new, more difficult mode of
operation: auditing through complex data processing systems.
A $1 Billion Problem
Most crimes go unreported and that is particularly true of computer-assisted crimes, according
to experts in the field of computer security. In his
authoritative book, Crime by Computer, Donn B.
Parker says he believes that most businesses do
not report computer-assisted crime because they
believe that unfavorable publicity will damage the
company, and because often they don't know how
to prevent it from happening again and, therefore,
they do not want people to be aware of how it was
managed.
"Nobody can really know the extent of computer-assisted fraud," says Leonard I. Krauss, who is
a computer security consultant with the New
York office of Ernst & Ernst. He estimates that
half a billion dollars a year is stolen because of
computer fraud. It probably will go past a billion
dollars by 1980, he predicts.
Based on his own experience, he believes approximately five percent of computer-assisted
crimes are published in the newspapers; another
five percent is known by the law enforcement
community so only about ten percent of the actual
computer-assisted crimes end up being recorded.
At a recent Conference Board meeting, Timothy
B. Braithwaite, a systems security manager at the
Department of Defense Computer Institute, said,
"The nature of the computer security problem appears, from the evidence, to possess the properties
of an iceberg; one-tenth is known and visible,
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while nine-tenths lies beneath the surface."
Sometimes it is difficult or impossible to determine whether an incident is a case of fraud or
simple error. For example, Mr. Krauss says, recently a Midwestern bank in a routine money
transfer operation sent $1 million to the Philippines instead of $10,000. By the time what may
have been an error was followed up most of the
money had been spent.
Another more recent incident in the news underscores the point. A New York area bank put
$100,000 into a depositor's account through what
is assumed to be a clerical error. The police are
now looking for the man who skipped town.
The significance of computer-assisted fraud is
that now criminals can steal large amounts of
money and, in many cases, run little risk of being
caught and punished. Mr. Krauss points out that
the typical computer malefactor is a white-collar
individual who only gets involved in situations
where there's little chance of getting caught.
"The general problem in computer fraud," says
Dennis D. Steinauer, senior consultant, Computer
Resource Controls, "is that, number one, most
cases are not discovered and, number two, many
are covered up by the company involved. Most
are discovered by accident."
His conclusion is shared by most experts who
have studied the problem. Writing in the Harvard
Business Review, Brandt R. Allen noted that of
the more than 50 case examples he had studied,
fewer than half were detected by auditors or internal controls. An associate professor of business
administration at Colgate Darden Graduate
School of Business Administration at t he Uni v e r s ity of Virginia, Mr. Allen attempts to alert management with the dangers of computer fraud in a
tongue-in-cheek article titled, "Embezzler's Guide
to the Computer."
Mr. Parker, who analyzes some of the famous
computer fraud cases in depth, agrees that most of
the new breed of embezzlers by computer are
caught by accident, as was the bank clerk in the
first paragraph whose gambling brought him to the
attention of the authorities. Others, like electronics
whiz kid Jerry Schneider also mentioned at the
beginning of this article, were caught because of
disgruntled ex-employees or co-conspirators.
The Equity Funding scandal, a classic fraud
now approaching a $2 billion loss, also blew apart
because of the complaints of a former employee.
Mr. Parker concludes Equity Funding is an example of a major computer abuse—albeit not a brilliantly conceived one. ". . .[I]n the insurance fraud
aspect, . . . computers played a significant role
that warrants describing the entire fraud as a case
of computer abuse."
He bolsters this argument by pointing out that
if the conspirators had to create some 64,000 bogus insurance policies, as was done in the Equity
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/APRIL 1978

Funding case, by manual methods it would have
made the fraud impossible. It stands as a vivid
illustration of what opportunities for massive
fraud exist, thanks to powerful, fast EDP systems.
Mr. Braithwaite points out that although computers have reduced the incidence of fraud and
embezzlement when they do occur, the monetary
loss is much greater. "The loss is also much greater as you ascend the management chain to upperlevel executives."
The problem may get worse. In a recent Wall
Street Journal article, a reporter asserts that minicomputers are giving many more people an opportunity to perpetrate frauds. According to the article, 200,000 minis are in use now and 60,000 were
shipped last year. Mr. Braithwaite agrees: "Distributed processing, micro and minis, remote terminals and integrated file structures all place new
complex security demands on ADP organizations
that can barely secure traditional 'batch operations.' "
However, some computer experts believe that
corporations will be able to control minicomputer
systems better. Others look at the problem from a
purely logical point of view: as more and more
clerks gain access to the easily-used minicomputers opportunities for fraud are bound to increase.

data processing management calling in computer
security consultants."
Computer Security Industry Born
The growing potential for fraud and embezzlement with the use of electronic data processing
systems has fostered a new industry designed to
help management control its data processing systems. A computer security clearinghouse, Computer Security Institute, was established in 1974.
CSI holds seminars and conferences on computer
security topics and helps to disseminate the latest
information in the field. It encompasses not just
the limited area of embezzlement by computer but
also potential sabotage, fire—and other areas of
computer abuse.
At Ernst & Ernst, Leonard Krauss heads a
highly specialized team that is designed to survey
a corporation's EDP system from top to bottom.
The team gets involved in everything from personnel screening to physical access control and complex data base software and on-line terminal systems. Other public accounting firms have estab-
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Sitting Ducks?
Are corporations sitting ducks as far as the vulnerability of their EDP systems is concerned?
Many experts believe so. Computer security consultant Krauss thinks there are many companies
potentially vulnerable. The typical data processing
practitioners are not control-conscious. Why
should they be? They are not measured on how
secure their system is, he points out. "Guys sitting
on the board worry about this stuff."
DOD systems manager Braithwaite says: "The
computer industry is primarily concerned with
meeting the security requirements of its customers. The general reaction of management to the
security problem is one of confusion, a reaction
which also tends to be found in the organization.
The viewpoint of the individual can generally be
stated in 'WHAT .
ME WORRY ...?' terms."
At one insurance company, computer security
experts were called in to review the data processing system. The team zeroed-in on an area where
fraud possibly could occur. But a vice president
on the staff dismissed the idea as nonsense. Less
than a year later, the fraud actually did occur in
the area the team had targeted. Needless to say,
the vice president was fired. The company elevated the internal audit group, ordering it to report
directly to the board of directors.
Consultant Steinauer says his company is usually called in when top management, spurred by
news stories of computer-assisted frauds, wants its
system reviewed. He says, "You very seldom find
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/APRIL 1978

A vice president
pooh-poohed
the idea of
computer fraud.
Later it occurred
. . and he was
fired.

data
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Terminal sends encrypted inquiry to host, enciphered with the device key

A session key

is then produced by the host System/370. Host sands this

session key to the terminal, enciphered with the device key. Both the host and the
terminal now have the session key

F4
.(

Host then sends the data requested by the terminal enciphered with the session key

data
Session is over; session key is erased.

Diagrammed above is an encrypted
communications session between a host
IBM/370 and a control unit display terminal.
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". . many
accountants
think the
internal EDP
audit function is
a dead-end
job."
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lished similar services in management consulting.
Only in the last few years has the EDP auditing
profession come of age, according to Mr. Krauss.
There still is a shortage of auditors skilled in EDP
systems auditing, however, he notes.
Last year the Institute of Internal Auditors
published a ground-breaking report on computer
auditing prepared by the Stanford Research Institute. The report, financed by an IBM grant, is
titled "Systems Auditability and Control." (See
page 55.) According to IBM senior vice president
Dean R. McKay, the report makes three points:
"First, top management has to take the responsibility for auditing and controlling any organization's D.P. systems . . .
"Second, improved internal controls are needed
for data processing and the reports that result
from it .. . and
"Third, internal auditors should actively participate in the development of systems for their organizations."
The importance of the internal auditor is also
emphasized by Leonard Krauss. "To audit complex systems, it takes people knowledgeable about
computers. We recognize the need to have EDP
specialists to concentrate on that activity."
Companies have found it difficult to get good
auditors in this area because many accountants
think the internal EDP audit function is a deadend job. Aware of this feeling, some companies
are transferring skilled people into the area—but
at the same time assuring them that it is not a
career cul-de-sac and they will be able to move on.
Computer Resource Controls, an independent
consulting firm located in Rockville, Md., recommends that security management and the internal
audit function be separate entities in the corporation. It also recommends that the internal audit
function interface with systems development.
The key to a corporate prevention program is to
demonstrate you did a reasonable job in trying to
prevent computer fraud and thus avoid gross negligence charges, says Leonard Krauss. A number
of safeguards need not be expensive. "There's no
such thing as 100 percent security." He is the author of a checklist of procedures recommended
for companies to help guard against computer
abuse of all kinds. It is called SAFE—Security Audit and Field Evaluation for Computer Facilities
and Information Systems. He also is co-author of
a new book, Computer Fraud and Countermeasures, to be published this Fall by Prentice-Hall.
What he and other experts recommend is that
corporations establish policies and standards for
computer security. Then external auditors will be
able to evaluate the system in terms of its compliance with written procedures and policy.
Computer hardware manufacturers are introducing products designed to assist in the problem
of maintaining computer security and also to

Computer Fraud Source Bank
If you want to do more in-depth study of the
problem of computer security, here are some
sources you might wish to consult.
"EDP Control Means Total Control," by
J.R. Davis, MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING,
January 1977.
"EDP Controls to Check Fraud" by J.M.
Horne, MANAGEMENT AC C OUNT ING, October 1974.
SAFE—Security Audit and Field Evaluation for Computer Facilities and Information Systems by Leonard I. Krauss, 1972,
AMACom, 135 West 50th St., N.Y., N.Y.

10020.

Crime By Computer, Donn B. Parker,
976. Charles Scribner's Sons, 597 Fifth
Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017.
Systems Auditability and Control, 1977,
Institute of Internal Auditors, Altramonte
Springs, Fla. 32701.
Computer Security Institute, 43 Boston
Post Road, Northboro, Mass. 01532.
EDP Auditors Assn., 7016 Edgebrook
Lane., Hanover Park, 111. 60103.

make it easier for auditors to audit the transactions that flow through EDP systems. IBM, for
example, has incorporated journaling capability
into a number of its software and hardware products to help create an audit trail.
To keep communications secure, manufacturers
have borrowed a leaf from the field of espionage—

cryptography. Based on an IBM proposal, a standard called the Data Encryption Standard, or
DES, was adopted by the National Bureau of
Standards. In effect, it is an alogorithm, which
scrambles plain data into secure code. Each user
generates his own secret code by entering a secret
number called a "key." One subsystem IBM has
developed can generate its own keys, protect them
by encrypting them, and then change them for
each communication.
Regardless of the technology and the new
methods designed to keep data processing facilities from being tampered with, the experts know
that someone always will find a vulnerable point
in the system and exploit it—but reasonable security precautions can and should be taken. Corporate management is profiting from the ever more
sophisticated data processing systems made possible by advances in technology, but at the same
time it is becoming more vulnerable to being defrauded of millions of dollars. That is the irony
and problem that confronts top management and
accountants—both internal auditors and the public auditors as the computer age moves on.
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Chapter /Member News
THOMAS J .

BERNAZZOLI,

Cleveland

ha s b e e n p r o m o t e d t o c hi e f a c c o u nt a nt ,
E a t o n C o r p ' . s wo rl d he a d q u a r t e r s . . .
JOSEPH

R.

KRULIC H wa s na me d vic e

pre s ide nt— fi na nc e , S y r o Ste e l
WILLIA M

W.

Co.

...
C UN NING HA M wa s e l e c t-

e d s e ni o r v i c e p r e s i d e nt , Ha r v e s t Ins u r a nc e C o . . . . WILLIA M R. LEMAS T ERS
wa s e l e c t e d a vic e pr e s id e nt o f H a r r i s
Corp. . . . L A R R Y

G.

MO O R E ha s b e e n

na me d s e c r e t a r y o f Ke nd a l e Ind u s t r i e s ,

I.C. WALLAC E, Dayton,

ha s be e n a p -

poi nt e d p a rt ne r -i n- c ha r ge

of t he

r e gi o na l S o u t he r n O hi o o f f i c e o f T o u c he Ross

& Co.
JOHN

J.

MC KIE RN AN ,

Delaware, is
Alco

no w d i r e c t o r , i nt e r na l a u d i t , w i t h
S t a nd a r d C o r p .

At Columbus Chapter's Golden Anniversary, three charter members were
honored — including past national President J. Brooks Heckert. L. -r., Dallas S.
Boon, Heckert, and John J. Gerlach. Executive Director W. M. Young, Jr., and
national President R. Leslie Ellis also attended the 50th Anniversary meeting.

land,

Emeritus Life Associates

HANS

pa s t pr e s i de nt .

F. C LA RK, Member -at- Large,

USA.
ALEXANDER

C ULLEN ,

J R. ,

Atlanta

North.
RUSSELL

H. DOHRMANN, St. Louis.
WILLIA M E. DUNC AN, East Jersey.
ED WIN C. GRAE BE, Long Island -Nassau.
JAMES M. HARRISON, J R. , Memphis.
GEORGE C. HET LAGE, St. Louis pa s t
pr e s i de nt .
EDW ARD

G. KENE ALY, Boston.
WALT ER E. KUR T H, Akron Cascade.
DAVID A. LAMOREAUX, Ann Arbor.
WARD E. LANC T OT , San Fernando Valley pa s t p re s id e nt .
ROBERT E, LOVETT, Springfield pa s t
p r e s i d e nt . S t u a r t C a m e r o n M c Le o d So-

p r e s i d e nt a n d g e ne r a l ma na g e r

t o w n pa s t pr e s i de nt .

Bla c k Di v . ,

AN D R E W

SCMS.
Lehigh Val-

REYNOLDS,
le y pa s t pr e s i de nt .

M.

EAR L N. SC HM EHL,

Reading.
S. SOKODIC H, Ft. Lauderdale.
ARC HIE C. SORENSON, Michiana pa s t

JOSEPH

WE ND EL,

D.

Evansville, ha s
b e e n a d mi t t e d t o p a r t n e r s h i p i n G a i t h-

e r , Ho r t i n & K o e w l e r , C P A s .

pr e s id e nt.
VE RL

D. ST EEN, Dayton.
R.D. TIPTON, Morristown.
BERNARD J . VAUGHAN, Hartford.
RIC HARD O. WEB ER, Akron Summit.
ERNEST G. WEISS, Westchester.
WILLIA M A. WHE E LE R , Atlanta North.
PE T E R J . W IKEL, San Francisco.
GE O RG E H. W R IG HT E , Chicago.
ADOLPH J . YODLOWSKI, Springfield.
P r o mo t i o ns a nd
BETTY

D.

DREFS
Minneapolis Northstar

JOHN

D.

LE E,

BALL
Worcester

Grand Rapids, is now

ma na ge r o f ge ne r a l a c c o u nt i ng, M i c ha e l
Re e s e Ho s p it a l & M e d i c a l C e nt e r .

New P o s i t i o ns

GRABAREK,

Baltimore, wa s
pr o mo te d t o a s s is t a nt c o r po r a t e c o ntr o l le r , W a v e r l y P r e s s , Inc .

a nt t r e a s u re r , S e a whe e l s , Inc .

JOHN

RONALD

L.

burg Area,

HOLLENBAUGH,

SANTOS L u i s

W.

SIMPSON, JR. ,

Central Tex-

Harris-

ha s b e e n p r o mo te d t o a s s i s t -

ROBERT
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Corp.

ST EVEN F . FARREI. L,

AN D RE W M A KO , Bridgeport.
HENRY A. MC M AHO N, J R . , Pennsylva-

Cincinnati.
Danbury.
DUSHA N ORLIC H, Des Moines.
PETER A. PALMERSHEIM, Des Moines.

East Jersey, wa s
Carbon

J.M. Hu b e r

J A NIC E J , LA u,

HOW AR D J . NIE MA N,

of A b a F r a nc i s c o .

p r o mo t e d t o c h i e f a c c o u n t a n t ,

G. HARMS, J R. , Central Pennsylvania, is no w c o nt r ol l e r f or Le i s u r e Lif e .

HAR OLD N OHE,

of S a n

W. PETT ERSON, Albany.
WILLIA M W . RAGSDALE, JR., Morris-

c ie ty.

nia Northeast.

East Bergen -Rock-

ha s b e e n a p po i nt e d e xe c u t i v e v i c e

c u s Sy s t e ms , Inc . ,

OSCAR

ROY S. BIERBOWER, York.
JOSEPH H. CAREY, Detroit.
ROBERT J . C HARLT ON, Kansas City.
WILLIA M J . C HUP LIS, Worcester Area
WILLIAM

BRUC E M . S PEN C E,

Hawaii, ha s j o i ne d C r a zy S hirt s a s tre a s ur e r - c ontrol le r.

VIL. LAR, Houston, ha s
be e n a p po inte d a vi c e p re s i de nt f or N or -

as, wa s p r o mo t e d to c o nt r ol l e r , Id e a l
W o o d P l a nt , C e r t a i n T e e d C o r p .

S ul

E. J .

be e n

ALLA N

C ar-

no w c o nt r o l l e r , Howa rd - N e e d le s T a m me n & B e r ge nd o f f . . . R O G E R K . N E L-

MC NA LLY,

Chicago, ha s
of Li q u i d

e l e c t e d a v i c e p re s i d e nt
bo ni c C o r p .

Oil

a n d M i ni n g, L t d .

G.

BUENGER,

Kansas City, is
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DISCOURAGED

SON recently was named controller of
U.S. Su p ply CO.. , . CHARLES R. SETTLE has been promoted to vice presiden t, Standard Milling Co.
T O N Y L. ROC KER, K o k o m o A r e a , ha s

ABOUT
I

been nam ed a vice president of Bond &
Lesh er, Inc.
H. THOMAS, Lancaster, has
been named assistant division controller
o f th e Heil Co., Bulk Trailer Div. .. .
WILLIAM

UPWARD
�

T

6ZV MOBILITY?

WILLIA M H. T O NKIN ha s b e e n a p p oi nt -

ed secretary and treasurer of Safe Harbo r Water Power Corp.
FR ANKLIN

If you're "standing in line" for your
next promotion, perhaps you
should investigate other opportunities.
Let us help you. We work closely
with leading companies in all industries to help them find accounting talent. Because of our
affiliation with

& or-01
we can offer continuous opportunities nationally. Our service is
immediate and confidential, and
our fees are company paid.
Contact the office nearest you.
SVC PERSONNEL
37 Station Drive
P.O Box 307
Princeton Junction, N.J. 08550
(609) 799 -9595
BRENTWOOD PERSONNEL ASSOCIATES
AI Miller
1280 Route 46
Parsippany, New Jersey 07054
(201 ) 335.8700
MAE DALY AGENCY INC.
Dan Comiskey C. E C.
6 East 45th Street
New York City. New York 10017
(212) 687-3911

A.

MC G E E ,

Member -atLarge, U S A , has been appointed executive vice president and general manager,
Em m er Developm ent Corp.
PAUL A. MAKOWS KI, Mid- Hudson, has

been prom oted to vice president and
co n tro ller of the Westchester Rockland
Ne ws p a p e r . . . G LE NN D . S E VR E N S ha s

been promoted to controller of the
Poughkeepsie Journal.
JAMES M . GARDNER , Mid- Missouri,
was promoted to vice president and
cashier and transferred to First National Bank of Mexico.

New From Bri6reus:

Your Own
In -House
Mini - Computer
For under $500 a month!
Instant turnaround.
Unlimited variety of reports.
Create new report formats without
a programmer.
Expandable, hard -disc system.
Individual or multi - client processing
Multi -level system security.
Unlimited original co pies.
Costs less
than a
service
bureau.
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dy ne Corp. . . .

WE N DE LL R . OLSON

has been promoted to consultant, corporate finance, Control Data Corp.
AR T HUR J AN N EC K, J R. , Ne w Or l e an s ,

has been promoted to manager of financial accounting, Lykes Bros. Steamship
C O . . . . MO R R IS H. MO LA IS O N, J R . , has

been named assistant treasurer at Johnson & Higgins of Louisiana ... CLARENCE J. T RUXILLO, J R. , ha s been
named vice president, administrative
services, Pan - American Life Insurance
Co.
LEWIS W. POGUE, New York, has been
appointed assistant controller of Union
Carbide Corp.
R IC HAR D E. O LS O N ,

Norwich, recently
was appointed controller, Eastern Savings and Loan.
, Omaha, has been
promoted to comptroller of the Omaha
World- Herald.
AL BE R T W . KE R N EN

RO BERT C . NIEBAUER ,

Piedmont -High
Point, has been promoted to vice president of First Union National Bank.
PAUL S. COLBY, JR., Piedmont Winston- Salem, has been named assistant
controller, Bowman Gray School of
Medicine.
Racine Kenosha, is now controller of the service parts supply division, J.I. Case Co.

JAMES

L.

KA L T E N S C H N E E ,

RO B E R T L. WISHON ,

Raleigh- Durham
Area, is now plant controller with
Crown Aluminum, division of Hunter
Douglas, Inc.
Reading, is
now commercial loan officer with the
Bank of Pennsylvania ... RICHARD K.
KA T H LE EN M.

W I LL IA MS ,

S T AN IS LA W h a s b e e n p r o m o t e d t o c o r -

porate controller at Ingersoll Rand Co.
RIC HA RD C . KLEINF ELDT , Sheboygan
Lakeshore, recently was appointed controller and assistant treasurer of Giddings -Lewis Tool Co.

CAPITAL PERSONNEL SERVICE
204 Securities Building
418 Seventh Street
Des Moines, Iowa 50309
(515) 283 -2545
ADMINISTRATION /FINANCE
Professional Personnel Services
One Embarcadero Center, #2710 NA
San Francisco, California 94111
(415) 956.6700

A.
DREFS , Minneapolis
Northstar, was appointed vice president, controller and treasurer of Turbo J EROLENE

Stockton Area, is
now plant controller, Sunsweet Growers Production, headquartered in Yuba
City.
LLO YD

Before you consider any other hardware and software package.. .
Write or call:
Briareus Corporation
1436 S. La Cienega Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90035
(213) 659 -4555

W.

S E IB EL ,

, St. Paul, has
been elected vice president, the Midway
National Bank of St. Paul.
LO R E N A .

HAG EMEYER

D I E T E R R . P HILI P P I,

Swiss Chapt er, is
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NOEL R. ESTEP, Wichita, recently was
named president of Southwest National
Bank . . . REN J. INGFMANSON was
named corporate controller, International Cold Storage . . . MICHAEL A.
JEFFRIES was named comptroller of
Mid - American Nursing Centers, Inc.
NERINA K. BALL, national director
from Worcester, is now assistant treasurer of Auto -Save, Inc.

In Memoriam
WIL BUR C. ASHMAN, 63, New York,
1942.
LEROY J. BUECHLEY, 79, Lehigh Valley, 1948, Emeritus Life Associate.
W.J. CARRIGAN, San Diego.
ALBERT C. FISCHANG, 50, Waterbury
past president, 1961.
DANN L. HAYES, 32, Des Moines,
1972.

1962.

Accountants:

J.R. KAISER, 55, New York, 1958.
EDWARD W. KOSTELNY, 55,lox River

Valley, 1973.

WORN
FOR
YOURSELF

JAMES I. MISH, 52, Muskegon, 1959.
JOHN P. ODER, 59, Orange County,

1943.
EUGENE S. PACKWOOD, 60, St. Joseph

Area, 1969.
I.D. PO"ITS, JR., 45, Atlanta North,

1963.
POWELL, 72, Atlanta
North past president, 1932.ELA.
H. R. Ross, 62, Essex County, 1951.
IRWIN C. RUST, MAL, USA, 1975.
JOSEPH B. SANDEFER, 64,Sabine, 1967.
J.S. SCHINDLER, 60, Buffalo, 1952.
H. E. SCOTT, 63,Shreveport, 1967.
EDWIN L. SIMPSON, 59,Seattle, 1976.
CHARLES B. SLATER, 74, Lehigh Valley, 1934.EL A.
Louis SOLYMos, 64,Cleveland, 1959.
EDWARD L. STARKOWSKI, 54, Connecticut Gateway, 1962.
T.L, TANSEY, 64,Kalamazoo, 1963,
J.L. WATERS, 40, Worcester Area, 1976.
R.H. WEBBER, 63,Syracuse, 1941,
M.E. WHITAKER, 65, Joplin Di- State,
1949.
THOMAS G.

Build your own accounting, bookkeeping and tax service practice.
Our advertising and marketing system helps you get clients. Our
proven COMPREH EN S I V E"
accounting system helps you profitably service those small and medium -sized businesses.
THE SYSTEM
A marketing and accounting system
which has been perfected through
29 years of experience... allowing
COMPREHENSIVE accountants to
service 14,000 clients — monthly.
CO M P UTE R I ZED S UP P O R T

Our large scale computer quickly
and efficiently provides yourclients
with complete financial data —every
month.

How to Shape UpYour
Bottom Line.
in this specific work will really
pay you dividends.
Want to learn more? Any of
our 17 local offices have detailed
free ITC information. For the one
nearest you, call any Area Office
— collect:
Los Angeles —(213) 624 -3661
St. Louis —(314) 621-7025
Philadelphia —(215) 299 -5700

CA LL D. R. CA S EY TO L L F RE E
(800) 323 -9000
Illinois residents call collect (312) 898 -6868
r
I
I

Please send me more information about
COMPREHENS IVEAccounting, named
inDun's Reviewasthe largest franchisor ,
of acco unting services in the co untry.

I
I

I
I
I
I

,
,

Name

,

Address

,
,
,

city
State
Zip
I
I

I

,

Phone

i

C O M P R G;IENSOVIE
accounting corporation i
i

--

-

-

,

-

901 E. Galena Blvd.
MA4
Aurora, IL 60505
Official tabulators of the
i 1978 Easter Seal Telethon.
-

The Asset Management Professionals

—

---------------------

Many corporate executives
think their firm is really taking
advantage of Investment Tax
Credit to its maximum.., not true!
Most financial managers take
the obvious deductions, but they
either don't take enough or when
they try to, the position can't be
supported at IRS audit.
We've pioneered the way in
identifying and segregating the
costs of ITC eligible property,
particularly the process- oriented
components constructed as part
of the buildings. Result? Clients
have been enjoying increased
cash flow during the early years
and a significantly improved
bottom line!
And part of our service is
sitting down with the IRS when
they come in to audit the claims.
Here, our 15 years experience

Learn more about how you could
build or expand your own practice.

------------

R.E. KERNAN, JR., Syracuse, is now
with Atlas Linen Supply Co., as controller.

GEORGE F. JONES, JR., 43, Columbia,

--------------

now director of administration, Johns
Hopkins University, School of Advanced International Studies, Bologna
Center, Bologna, Italy.
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New Products /Services
Olympia USA, Inc., Subsidiary of
Olympia Werke AG, West Germany,
has introduced its correcting SGE77
single element electric typewriter. Exclusive features are: silent electric paper
insertion and ejection; left and right
hand platen release; folding paper support; luminous "On" switch; self- adjusting transparent alignment scale; and 5
color coded repeat- typing keys. For further information, write: Advertising
Dept., MA, Olympia USA Inc., Somerville, NJ 08876.
Cummins-Allison Corp. has introduced
a new heavy -duty shredder /compactor
for large- volume applications. The
Cummins 1410 shredder /compactor destroys up to 120 sheets of paper at a
time at a rate up to 2000 lbs. per hour.
For more information, contact Cummins- Allison Corp., Office Products
Div., MA, 800 Waukegan Rd., Glenview, IL 60025.
Management Information Corp. has
published the results of the Third Annual Small Business Computer User's
Survey in the February 1978 issue of
Small Business Computer News. The
purpose of this survey is to determine
how products are meeting users' needs.
For this compilation, 298 companies
that use 454 small business computer
systems and 912 peripheral devices responded. The products of 48 software
companies and 52 media suppliers are
also surveyed. Overall, the ratings for
small business computers concerning
performance, reliability, and ease of use
rose slightly over last year's survey.
Service and support are still the Achilles' heel of this industry. A greater
number of small business computer and
peripheral manufacturers made the
1978 "winners" list over the October
1976 survey. However, not one software
company made the list. Surprisingly,
only one EDP media supplier made the
"winners" list. Small business computers that received five or more responses
each with an average rating of satisfactory or above in every caregory are: Basic /Four, Hewlett- Packard 3000 Series,
IBM System /3, IBM System /32, Mi68

crodata REALITY, Qantel, and Wang
2200. MIC's user survey will continue
throughout the year. MIC urges small
business computer users to once again
participate in this survey in order to
gauge their feelings about small business
computer products. All users who return completed questionnaires will receive a free copy of the February 1978
issue of Small Business Computer
News. A survey form is available by request from MIC, Dept. MA, 140 Barclay Center, Cherry Hill, NJ 08034
(609)428 -1020.
Additional memory, a choice of printers, and a large character set are now
available with NCR Corporation's 7200
Model VI desktop computer. The fully
programmable 7200 is now available
under a rental plan. The 7200 can be
used either as a sophisticated data -entry
device or as a back office processor, ac-

NCR's 7200 Model Vt desktop computer.
cording to D.G, Laws, a vice president
in NCR's U.S. Data Processing Group.
Users can employ the BASIC programming language and develop customized
solutions to back -office problems unique
to their operations. Contact NCR
Corp., Department MA, Dayton, OH
45479.
The Drawing Board in Dallas has just
published a new booklet titled, "How to
Manage Your Time Successfully," by
Dr. Robert T. Riley of the University of
Cincinnati. It can be obtained by writing on your business letterhead to MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING, P.O. Box 505,
Dallas, TX 75221. The 32 -page illus-

trated book is the first in a series to be
released by the Drawing Board in coming months.
Action Communications Systems, a
wholly owned subsidiary of Plantronics,
Inc., has released a printed case history
on the installation of a WATSBOX Telephone Management System network at
Genesco, Inc, The WATSBOX Telephone Management System is a minicomputer controlled device which controls the long distance facilities, including WATS, foreign exchange (FX), and
tie -lines for major companies and institutions throughout the United States.
Interfacing with a company's PBX or
Centrex, the WATSBOX system can reduce, and at the same time, increase
control and accountability on long -distance costs. The WATSBOX case history for GENESCO may be obtained by
writing Action Communication Systems, Department MA, 10300 N. Central Expressway, Dallas, TX 75231.
Applied Computer Services, Inc. introduced an on -line general ledger system
for the IBM Series /1. The G/L application program requires IOK of memory
and runs under the Realtime Program
System. This G/L System was designed
for time - sharing, a company that controls many small companies, or as a basis for an expanded business system. It
is available from ACS, Inc., Department MA, 12200 Sylvan St., North Hollywood, CA 91606.
Lanier Business Products, Inc., Department MA, 1700 Chantilly Drive, NE,
Atlanta, GA 30324 has introduced the
"No Problem" electronic typewriter, a
stand -alone video - display text editor
that can be customized for special typing applications, including accounting
and banking functions.
A free guide for the prospective minicomputer user is being offered by Turnkey Sales & Leasing, Inc., 501 Fifth
Avenue, N.Y., N.Y. 10017, not Park
Avenue, as inadvertently printed in the
February New Products /Services Department.
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One of the best
known accountants
doesn't do
accounting.
a.

.

LI

Robert Half is a Certified Public
Accountant. But he hasn't practiced
accounting since 1948 when he
established Robert Half Personnel
Agencies ... an organization devoted to
finding the best talent in accounting,
finance, banking and data processing.

it

Robert Half's offices are staffed by CPAs, CAs, Controllers, Bankers and Systems
Engineers. They're specialists... they're professionals ... they know their market
and they know their people. Robert Half does what he does best ... f inds
competent financial and EDP personnel for employers throughout the world.
There are 55 Robert Half offices in the United States, Canada and Great Britain.
Look in the White Pages.

M PRE ROS OON NME LTA GHs ACLI EFS
ALBUQUERQUE • ALLENTOWN • ATLANTA .BALTIMORE . BOSTON. BUFFALO • CHICAGO • CINCINNATI • CITY OF COMMERCE (CA)
CLEVELAND • CLIFTON, N.J. • COLUMBUS • DALLAS • DAYTON • DENVER • DES MOINES • DETROIT • GREENSBORO • HARTFORD
HOUSTON • INDIANAPOLIS • KANSAS CITY • LANCASTER • LONG ISLAND • LOS ANGELES • LOUISVILLE • MEMPHIS • MIAMI
MILWAUKEE • MINNEAPOLIS • NEW YORK • OMAHA • ORANGE (CA) • PALO ALTO • PHILADELPHIA • PHOENIX • PITTSBURGH
PORTLAND • PROVIDENCE • SACRAMENTO • ST. LOUIS • SALT LAKE CITY • SAN ANTONIO • SAN FRANCISCO • SAN JOSE
SEATTLE • STAMFORD, CT. • TAMPA. WASHINGTON, D.C.. WILMINGTON
CANADA: CALGARY • EDMONTON • TORONTO • VANCOUVER • GREAT BRITAIN: LONDON
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